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Failing history

Duke searches for encore
performance tonight

UNLV comes to grips
with disappointing loss
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Nation marks Easter
with thoughts of peace

50-CENTS

Eggs-Ira incentive

By The Associated Press
Easter worshippers remembered the Gulf War, prayed for
peace and
also counted their -blessings as the nation marked the Christ
ian holiday
with celebrations and church serxc.
In South Cobb. Ga., 175 merphcrs 0! the Ewing Road Baptist
Church
h,erved the holiday from a makest- t pulpit propped on
a stage festooned with plastic flowers in the a. rni South Cobb
High School.
•Fhe church was demolished in a airau: a Good Friday
that caused
,miilions of dollars worth of damage :n ( 'bh and Dougla
s counties.
!‘ekre often put weight or stock in the shurch house, the buildin
g, but
the 28 acres and the building are not the ,..hurch. Its you and
me - the
people." the Rev. Farren Roper to'd the congregation. "We
make it
thrive and live and grow, and WI, Lhurch t, very alive.
"
A tornado also caused damage in Iliino:s. but parishi
oners at Chicago's
11,•i‘ _Angels Catholic Church celebrated Mass a their church
for the first
time since 1986. The original .butlding. V..1\ destroyed
in ,ii fire.
In LOs'Angeres. an estimated 17,00o people attended an Easter sunrise
service at the Hollywood Bowl w
in New York, the Easter Parade
drew several' thousand people. polic,. said.
In Christian tradition, Easter Sand a\ marks the, das _Jesus Christ
rose
-rorr,---thi.--trave to ascetid lo heaven- 'atter his Lrucifixion
on the cross.
lhe Persian Gulf War was on many t'eopie•s minds this Easter
Sunday.
iConi'd on page 2)

MONDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF
WORLD
NICOSIA, Cyprus -- Iraq
claims its advancing troops have
recaptured two northern provincial capitals from Kurdish
rebels, hut the insurgents say
they are holding out against ferocious ,bombardment.

STATE
FORT CAMPBELL - Emily Blake joked that Sau,:.
Arabia was the "world's great
est health club- -- it helped
get a great tan. Ike weight tr, shape up.

SPO RTS
INDIANAPOLIS - Time did
nothing to heal Jerry Tarkanian's agony. A day after his
team missed the best shot it will
ever have at basketball greatness. the pain felt by the UNLV
coach had only deepened.

BUSINESS
WASHINGTON — The government said its, chief economic
forecasting gauge reversed
course .in February and surged
upward by 1.1 percent, the biggest gain in nearly three years.
Three-fourths of the increase in
the Index of Leading Economic
Indicators. reprted Friday by
the Commerce Department.
came from a big jump in stock
prices and a rise in consumer
confidence.

Parents helped their children find eg2. Sunday during the annual
11S.IP Easter Egg Hunt at the \1urr.1%Callowil Countv Park:
Staff ph
by-3SNliv4el T. Parker

Minimum wage workers begin earning more to
day

From AP, Staff Reports

WASHINGTON (APi
of Americans begin earning
larger 'paychecks today as the fed- minirmum wage jumps tr
:,
cents:in hour to S4.7.5. but organved labor says the boost falls.we1
nrtOf lifting many workers out
of poverty.
—They can't support a family on
' this and in many cases can't support themselves.' said Rudy
. 0,wald. chief economist of the
AFL-C10, which wants the base
age increased to S5.75 an hour by
April 19'44.
he increase in the minimum
:sage from S3.80 an hour is the
step of a two-part increase
eraCted in 1989 'after a

battle with- the
Whjt It ..se President Bush had
arc (:•271;,:r version he
too hard on businesse,
'the first step of the increase
a ',car ago. hr. the
n.','..nirnam wage-went from S3.35 an
.1-,ar to .53.50. It was the first.
:7,:lease in nearly a decade,
; needed this raise two years
ago." accordi-ng to one local fast
tood restaurant assistant manager.
"It should have been raised a long
t,rne ago. Inflation has gone up
each year (but) this is a start"
About 3 miilion Americans earn
the minimum Wage. But millions of
higher -paid workers also may benefit because the boost could put
pressure on employers to boost
their wages by comparable

'We needed this two years ago'
UM01.fl

"Just to restore the ground lost
iii me Reagan years, tne minimum
should be S5.15 an hour today:'
Kennedy said. Congress should
close the gap and end "this continuing exploitation of the working
poor,- he said. promising that his
committee will take up minimum
wage legislation this year or next.
Business executives dismissed
the need for another boost in the
minimum wage, and the White
House indicated it probably would
oppose another increase.
"I don't know what kind of
dream world they're in. John
Meritt. a senior vice president of (Cont'd on page 2)

a lot of negaiive
talk about places who are not going
to give the full amount." according
to a local restaurant assistant manager. "A lot of people are going to
be upset because they've said
they're not going to (give equal
raises). We don't know what we're
going to do, (at this resta;irard.i
yet."
Sen. Edward NI. Kennedy, DMass., chairman of the Senate
Labor and Human Resources Committee, called the 45-cent raise an
"April Fool's increase, well below
what low-Wage workers deserve."'
"Melt;

i4..11

Improvement seen in county's accounting procedur
es

Staff Report

Murray Ledgfar 8 Times

C‘alow ay County showed "marked improvement"
over
years in both its accounting procedures and compliance
l'oUcies. State Auditor Bob Babbage said in a letter
accomranying his report of the audit of the Calloway County
Fiscal
Court for the fiscal year which ended June 30.
1990.
'the report shows that the county received4.S905.768
from
local taxes for the year. The county clerk returned total
a
of
S:51.857 in excess fees for 1988 and 1989, according
to the
report. The sheriff returned a total of SI2.262 for the
same
two years. the Babbage report states.
The county received 51.800 in federal funds admini
stered
by. the state treasurer for a Disaster and Emergency Servic
es

FORECAST
Tonight. clear and cool. Low
around 40. Light and variable
wind. Tuesday, sunny and )varmer. High around 70.

LAKE LEVELS

Assistance grant. State fund.i paid .to the County ,imounted
S1,036,679, the Babbage report shows. The county
earned
S63.087 in interest during the fiscal year.
At 4he end. of the fiscal year, the principal balance
of
S25.000 remained due on a loan from the county
to the
Murray-Calloway County Economic Development
Corporation. The loan is due and payable on Jan. 7. 1993, accord
ing
to the report.
"The loss of Federal Revenue Sharing programs hal:
forced
many units of local government to look for alternate. ways
to
meet their budgets and toi continue to provide established
services," Babbage said.
Investing all possible funds into interest-earning accoun
ts is
one option many counties arc using to enhance their revenu
es,
he noted.

The bunny club

'The public demands accountability from their
eiested otficials and for the use of their tax dollars.
One of the major
assignments of the Audjtor's office is to review
the use of
public runds and do alrwe can to ensure that
Kentucky taxpayers' dollars are used wisely and honestly."
Babbage said.
Noting that many county governments in the
state use the
state auditor's report as a planning and budgeting
guide. Babbage said that up-to-date information is
essential.
"Our office is at current status with all county
audits for the
first time in years," Babbage said.
Babbage created a new division in the Auditor's
Public Integrity Unit, in keeping with his progra office. the
m Linen: of
"Erase Waste." In over two years of operation,
the unit investigated several allegations of fraud and misma
nagement, several of which have been brought to trial.

Communists claim victory
in Albania's free election

Kentucky Lake
355.8, +0.9; below, 327.7, +0.7
Barkley Lake
355.9. +1.0; below, 333.8. +0.7

By TONY SMITH
Associated Press Writer

INDEX

. TIRANA, Albania — Communists claimed victory today in Albania's first free election in more
than 60 years, saying they would

One Section - 16 Pages
Classifieds
14, 15
Comics
13
Crosswords
1.3
Dear Abby
Dr. Gott
8
Horoscope
Murray Today
Obituaries
Perspective
Sports

Grill starts fire
at Rudys Sunday

Subscribers who have not
receixed their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. on Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30
and 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m.
Saturday. Regular office hours
are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m. to
12 noon Saturday.

Kids of all ages surrounded the Easter Bunny as the legend
ary celebrity attended Sunday's WS,IP Easter
Egg Hunt at the Murray-Callimay County Park.
Staff photo by DI11101 T.
Parker
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HarLtee .s restaar.,:.
advocates of anot-_ - ,
-When (the cost 0,-, your tabor
component • goes up. It utUmnatey
gets passed on- to .the
Merit' said. He added that if
another. wage .increase were
enacted soon, "We'd probably be
out of business at some point."
White House spokesman Stephen
Hart said the administration couid
not take a stand on legislation that
had not been introduced. But he
said the administration continues to
maintain that an increase in the
minimum wage translates into job
losses.
The 1989 law also created a
below -minimum "training wage-
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A grill fire at Rudy's Restaurant
downtown caused only minor damage Sunday, according to a report
from the Murray Fire Department.
Upon arrival to the call, the fire
had been extinguished by dry
chemical powder which is in a
hood system located in the business. according to a department
spokesman.
A fire on the stove caused the
incident around 11:50 a.m. but the
fire was extinguished with only
minor damage, the spokeman said.
Xhelil Ghoni, a Central CommitThe department aiso responded
tee secretary of the Party of Labor
to an alarm activation at West — the
Communists — predicted
View Nursing Homrfriday around official
results would give the party
6:27 p.m.. the spokesman said. A
about two-thirds of the 250 seats in
resident was found to be smoking a new
People's Assembly
too near a smoke detector.
parliament.
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in about two-thirds of the scats in
a new parliament.
The main opposition group conceded it would fall short of forcing
the Communists from power, but
predicted the party would fall within months in Albania. which was
Europe's last hard-line Communist
stronghold.
No official results from Sunday's voting were yet released.
Transportation and communications
are primitive in the impoverished
Balkan nation, which is struggling
to emerge from nearly a halfcentury of Stalinist rule and international isolation.
The Communists suffered some
embarrassing defeats. The Albanian
president and party leader, Ramiz
Alia, lost his parliamentary race in
the capital to a little-known engineer, and the foreign minister lost
as well.
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101st general says Iraqis lacked
By CONNIE CASS

"They wotio. resist initi
ally,
then when maximum forc
e was
brought to rear on them
they
would give up." said
Shelton, the
assistant division comman
der for
operations.
He gave two reasons
for the
enemy's lack of motivati
on: soldiers were worn down
by the
lengthy air bombardment,
and their
leadership was poor.
The coalition forces' strategy
. on
the other hrnd. was "for
the most
part executed with perfecti
on," he
said.

Associated Press Write
r

FORT CAMPBELL, Ky. —
Iraqis encountered by the 101s
t Airborne Division were good
soldiers
who lacked the will to fight
, Brig.
Gen. Henry "Hugh" Shelton
says.
"We really did anacipate more
of a fight than we got."
Shelton
said Sunday night after retu
rning
from the Middle East with
a plane
load of 101st soldiers.
The division's helicopter crew
s
and infantry troops took more
than
1,000 Iraqi prisoners ot war,
he
said.

•

time with my family,"
spoke briefsaid.
1y. with reporters in a
Fort CampShelton said helicopters of
bell hangar. His wife,
the
Carolyn, was
101st saw action from the start
at his side in a crow
of
d of about
the war, which began with
1,000 people gathered
an
air
to welcome
campaign. He would not elab
home the last of four
orate.
commercial
"We were involved from
jets returning soldiers
day,
Sunday.
one — that's all I can say
About 19,000 member
abou
t
s of the
that at this time." he said.
101st and its support units
deployAmong the 10Ist's toug
ed to ..the -Persian Gulf
hest
in August
combat experiences was figh
and Septembert about
ting
2.500 have
along the Euphrates River in
Iraq.
returned.
he said.
o
Shelton said all but
about 750
"We were ambushing the
Iraqis
soldiers should he back
at the post
that were trying to escape.
cutting
on the Tennessee-Kentuck
y border
them off," he said. "A lot
of (Iraqby April 15. The rest will
return by.
i) vehicles were dest
royed and
May 15 if -a'l goes as
planned, he
POWs were taken."

Shelton, who Na:,'. he was eage
r
for ''a hot bath. a soak
and some

In another battle,
101st infantry
troops were sent
to a position
occupied by Iraqi
infantry and
battled head to head
, he said. He
would not say
where the battle
occurred.
The 101st, known
as the
"Screaming. Eagles."
' is the
world's only air assault
division.
The 101st uses heli
copters to transport infantry troops
around the battlefield quickly and
with great

KSP makes weekly
arrest, DUI report
The Kentaaky State
Pol;,:e
Mayfield's Post I began
a
22 criminal investigatio
os
•- c:
the week of March 24-3
0. 3V.\:07Jing to reports.
The post officers also
made 2o
criminal arrests, inve
stigated 1 6
automobile accidents incl
uding
fatalities. answered 96
complaints
and made -22- DUI arres
ts:

agency reportad that gove
rnment
Pro-Saddam forces began their
troops today re, .toured
the Habur
offensive against the Kurd
s last
border post ,••• :nie bord
er with
week after a string of
victories
Turkey.
against Shiite Muslim Insurgen
ts in
The tgen
Habur, the only
the south and the United Stat
es'
border crossing between the
two
declaration of neutrality in Iraq
's
countries. was seoed after
intense
civil war.
fighting with Kurdish
rebels who
The string of government
victohad held it for about two
weeks.
ries was spurred by the U.S.
deciThe Anatolia report supp
orted the
sion not to heed rebel requ
ests andcontention by Iraq's offic
ial news
down the helicopter gunships
that
agency 11'.•it !odht troops also
have been so effective agai
nst
seized Zakho. a town almo
st on the
Insurgents.
Turkish border. today.
The United States has shot dow
n
Kurds were oecing into
the
two Iraqi warplanes that took
to the
mountains a 74:, the Iranian
border
air in violation of the temp
orary
anv
-r.10:hie today, turn cease-fire that ended the Pers
ian
.71:0
of movGulf War — but declined to mov
e
against helicopters.
\
dren were
Kurdish rebels said small
bands
o tired to
of their fighters were tryi
ng to hold
:os without
off the government assault
today in
.dld be
Ern, which is 75 miles southeas
t
...ns, in
of Dohuk.
n from
Residents took flight
from
Dohuk which is 30 miles
south of

Weatherlv given MMS
'full principal' status
,V.,•,11±;:.••),

Ro
who has been.
ir."‘•:r4,
.
.nteriot principal at Murrav Moido Sehool. was
granted
"Oa.1 pr,nelpal- status
Thursday
the Viurras.' City School
Board daring :ts regular meet
ing.
accord:n:2to Murray School
Superintendent Dr. Pau: Jones.
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Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m.
Olympic Plaza
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Sun. 1-5 p.m.
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Spring
Break
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Monday Thru Thursday
NIoN..ie,
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Game

Two Murray men
arrested. charged
with stealing
aluminum items

Shell

For
Ne\k Release InJuded

RENTAL4SALES
CENTER

FREE POPCORN'

200 I rev

S

Murray '

Two Marray men were arres
ted
after an investigation by the Call
oway County Sheriff's Depa
rtment.
.! Mark Mer, 19. of Rt. 3,
Murray. and Charles White,
of Box
1299. Murray. were arrested
and
charged with theft by unlawful
taking over Sikl over the week
end in.
connection' with the theft
of several
items from Murray Recyclin
g.
according to a report.
Reported stolen were eight
bags•
of aluminum cans. an aluminum
camper top and foot alum
inum
wheels, aecording to reports.
Both were lodged in the Call
oway C•

Ky
—
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SALE 39.88
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Nation marks...
(Cont'd from page 1)
The Dalai Lama, in an East
er address to some 500 peop
le at Houston's
Rice University. said he
believes the world is changing
in
a more positive
way' and is moving towa
rd greater global peace.
"The last few years it seem
s now that the world is
getting better. and
the atmosphere for peac
e now is getting stronger. The
Gulf crisis is an
exception.” said the 1989
Nobel Peace PrW winner.
Bob Hope and other celeb
rities entertained about 200
Gulf War veterans during a "Yellow Ribb
on Party" at his home in Palm
Springs, Calif..
and more than 1.000 soldiers
in Fort Campbell. Ky.. retu
rned home to a
colorful celebration awas
h in yellow, red. white
and blue.
In Great Falls. Mont.. thre
e people TIt'0',Oling against
nuclear weapons
were arrested for trespass
ing during what has '
,ecome 'an annual Easter
peace vigil at Malmstrom
Air Force Bas•2

By The Associated Press

YUGOSLAVIA

TWO NEW SERVICEMEN

Quantum'

•-•-•-•;Reg $45 to S55

0

•

BELGRADE - Yugoslavia's army used
tanks today to patrol a scenic park wher
e
a deadly clash between Croatian police
and ethnic Serb nationalists shattered
the fragile peace between the Country
s
largest ethnic groups Tanks
and
armored personnel carriers were positioned at key intersections bridges and
around the main office of the Plitv
ice
National Park. 60 miles south of Croat
ia s
capital Zagreb the Yugoslavian news
agency Tanjug reported Ethnic Serbs
.
who seized control of the park Frida
y
ambushed a Croatian police convoy trying to retake it Sunday A Serb
demonstrator and a policeman were killed, and
at least 21 people were reported injured
Police regained control of the park
arresting 29 Serbs, officials said The
clash raised tensions between Serbs and
Croats days after their leaders met arm
cably to discuss their disagreement
s

In response. Peter Eide
. manager
of labor law at the U.S.
Chamber
of Commerce, said:
"I discredit
every-thing the AFL says
about the
minimum wage. The
AR. wants
the minimum wage to
be as hig'. as
it possibly can be
becaus,.
:he floor for their
negotiaoons.-

,doiton.

ISRAEL
JERUSALEM - In a bid to end knifi
ng
attacks, Israel plans to deport more activ
ists in the Palestinian uprising and
to
deny entry to private vehicles from
the
occupied territories an official sad
today Prime Mirister Yitzhak Sham
ir
decision -making Defense Cabinet pass $
ed
the new rules on Sunday after acrimoni
ous debate over the handling of the
40-month-old Palestinian revolt again
st
Israeli occupation Left-wing Israel's
denounced the decisions as too harsh
Palestinian leaders called it colle
ctive
.punishment and said that thousand
s of
Arabsi who depend on work in Israel
could be left jc,cless
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Bar-B-0 Ribs, Pond Raised Catfish
Fillets, Fried Chicken, Country Kam
Food Bar, Salad Bar
Dessert Bar, Includes Drink $ 95
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SIKINSPASA - The ;main opposition
part-es demanding greater democrac
y
refused to lake part in an interim government named Sunday as part of political
reforms by President Mobutu Sese
Seko

of

•

JP.

If

ZAIRE

Large Bar-B-0
Sandwich & Fries

In

NOW SERVICE ALL MAJOR APP
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COTONOU - Less than a week after
be.ng voted from office former Marxi
st
dotator Mathieu Kerekou was granted an
,n:ond4io-al amnesty for any crim
es
:omm ier.d du ring h,s 18
year rule officia s announced Sunday
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COLOMBO -- Tamil rebels and gover
nment forces battled in northweste
rn Sri
Lanka, shattering a weekend truce
des gned to a ow students to take examinations oft•cia:s said Sunday The govc'a,med its forces killed about
r1C2 Tam,l -etels in the clash Satu
rday
01''as of ire Joint Operations Command sad 34 soldiers were woun
rtei sources however, said more ded
than
5O
arid 28 soldiers were killed
Of-nialsor" toc•h sides spoke on condi
on of anc,
,
yrnI•y

FREETOWN BERLIN - Erich' Honecker's mysterious
Government forc
clashed with invading Liberian rebel es
ght to Moscow. putting him out of
s in
the
an eastern border district., and at
reach of German courts, has left bitter
least 1-9
-.
of
the
ress among the eastern Germans whos
insurgents were killed, a military
e
lives he once controlled Som
source said Sunday The rebel
e believe
s
made
incursions into Sierra Leone inhave
the former Communist leader s esca
the
pe
past
rob
to
was arranged to avoid a trial that
vinagers of food A week ago
may
the Librnans crossed the
have produced embarrassing revel
border into
ations
Boma',
about Cold War relationships amon
Senga k,Iling 11 civili
g the
and In', -.-,:d•ers. the government ans
two Germanys apd the Soviet Union
- its
said
Over " r.• • •,..nd at least 19 guerr
an insult that Honecker got off.
said
illas
Ch.
Thomas Mue :er, 42, an unem
of
• ..s "aylor s National Patriotic
p:oyed.
Front
mecharo 'Maybe we should have
were k.:led in heavy fighting in
fin
the
eastern prOvince of Kailahun. the
ished him cif Ice (Nicolae) Ceausesc
military
u
sour
The Romanian dictator Was overthrown
ce said speaking on condition
of
anonymity Government troop
and executed in December 1989 Hons suffered
only minor casualties the sour
ecker. as leader of East Germany
ce
said
was
Moscow s close ally for 18 years until
his
ouster in me fall 1BANGLADESH
;89 peaceful revolu
DHAKA The head of a governme
ton Before rising to Communist Party
nt
appointed panel said Sunday
chief, he was in charge of building
sufficient
the
,evidence was uncovered for 43
Berlin Wall arid enforcing a police
allegaslate
tions of corruption and abuse
of powe
aga,nst "deposed President Huss r
ALGERIA
ain
MuhamMad Ershad
ALGIERS - A hijacker armed w,th a
grenade surrendered Monday after releasing
all 44 passengers and six crew members
CUBA
aboard an Air Algeria jet, officials
Cuban radio broadcast an Easter servi
and
ce
news reports said The hijacker gave
for the first time since Fidel
Castro s
himself up after more than three hours
Communist forces look power 30
of
years
negotiations with Interior Minister
ago apparently easing the official polic
y
Mohamed Salah Mohammed' The
of atheism 11 was only the second
time a
35-year-old hijacker, who was not identireligious service was broadcast on state
fied. sought a postponement of Algerian
run radio the official Prensa Latina
news
elections scheduled for June, Transport
agency said in a dispatch monitored
in
Minister Hassen Kahlouche said
Mexico City The first was last Chri
stma
The broadcasts signal a thaw in chur s
ch state relations after decades of offici
NO. IRELAND
al
atheism Cordmunist Party leaders are
CRAIGA VON - Thousand
s of
gathered on Easter for the mourners also considering letting worshipers of
funeral of
various faiths into the party
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• •=•-uman Catholics sari in a Protes,
• venge attack only days after offi‘• announced efforts to end sectarian
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The umbrella Iraqi Kurd
ish Front
on Sunday- accused
Saddam's forces of using napalm,
phosphorous
bombs and other weap
ons in Erbil,
killing "a great numb
er of civilians, who
bodies are laying all
over Erh;T's streets.''

NEWS OF THE WORLD

said that, historically, the mini
mum wage rose periodically
to stay.
at about 50 percent
of average
hourly earnings. But the
minimum
wage slipped below the 40
percent
level during the Reagan and
Bush
administrations, he said.
Hourly workers in Amer
ica
now make an average of SI0.
20 an
hour.

'7'!•,J'.'
• ;:i-:,•7":

2

the Turkish border. In the
of the night as the governme
nt
unleashed a devastating artil
lery
barrage on the city of 350.000.
Kurdish fighters also were
in
flight, though many insis
ted the
fight was not over.

Minimum wage•••

(Cont'd from page

OPEN EVERY DAY
M -F 9 a.m.-8 p.m.
Hwy. 6-11 N.

°I don't think anyb
ody in their
wildest dreams ever
imagined we
could come out with
as few casualtos as we did.
" ne said. "Of
,,o•se. even one is
too many."

y cities, refugees flee for hills

Kurdish rebellion against Iraso
control 7- the capture of three
major
cities in the traditional
Kurdish
homeland in northern Iraq.
While battles thundered
'around
Dohuk and Erbil on Sund
ay, the
government proved its cont
rol over
the northern oil city of
Kirkuk by
showing the battle-rava
ged city. to
Western reporters.
In yet another indication of
sueess for: pro-Saddam
forces. Turk's semi-official Anatolia
news

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

"Model
By Dr.

almost to perfection,"
he said.
The divisions's heli
copters and
aviators "performed
superbly,"
said Shelton, who will
leave Fort
Campbell soon to take
over as division commander of
the 82nd Airborne at Fort Bragg,
Ga.
Shelton said he was
amazed that
there weren't more
injuries and
deaths among the
101st. There
were no combat
deaths in the

Shelton noted that the
division's
push into Iraq was
the largest air
assault in history.
"It was textbook
and it wen:

Iraqi forces push rebels out of ke

OUTSKIRTS OF DOHUK, Iraq
(AP) — Hunzteds of thousands of
Kurdish rebels and civilians fled
into snowcapped mountains toda
y
after government forces using
heavy artillery won control of the
northern cities of Dohuk and Erbi
l
Having retaken the two cities.
pro-Saddam forces reversed the
greatest gain of the decades-long
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Coin Beat
"Modern Commemorative Coins"
By Dr. Joe Fuhrmann
and
y,"
Fort

Er*

As 1 explained in a recent series
on U.S. commemorative halfdollars, excess killed what was
once a fine program. During the
1930s Congress forced the Mint to
issue too many commemoratives many of which marked insignificant events. That plus the financial
shenannigans of some of the people
and commissions sponsoring the
commemoratives brought the entire
program into disrepute. The 1951
half-dollar honoring Booker T.
Washington and George Washington Carver was the last in a series
of C.S. commemoratives which
began in 1892.
Then the commemorative coin
program revived - and is again
plagued by old flaws which killed
it 40 years ago. And we talk about
studying history to learn from the
mistakes of the past. Really. I wish
we did!
This column examines the revival of the program and the all-too
familiar mistakes v.hich are disfiguring it. My next column will
survey Mint plans for commemoratives in 1991.
The first commemorative to
appear after the Washington-Carver
coin was a half-dollar honoring
George Washington. 1982 marked
the 250th anniversary of the birth
of our first president. and Congress
had the Mint commemorate the,
event. The designer was Elizabeth.
Jones. Chief Sculptor and Engraver
of the U.S. Mint. Jones tackled a
notoriously difficult challenge for a
coin artist: providing an equestrian
view of her subject - and she carried it off brilliantR. The reverse
shows the eastern -facade of Mt.
Vernon. This successful coin
Named to promise great things for
the. future.
•-• :
In the next 8 years, from 1983
through 1990, Congress had the
Mint issue 14 additional commemoratives: 2 copper/nickel halfdollars. 7 90% silver dollars. 4 55
gold pieces and 1 S10 gold coin.
Five of these coins honored sporting events. 8 marked important
national anniversaries. One honored- the 100th anniversacy or the
_birth of Dwight D. Eisenhower.
In terms of continuing the great
American tradition in coin art,
these coins arc a disappointment.
Not one comes close to the quality
of the Buffalo nickel or the.Walking Liberty half-dollar.
This is not to say that one cannot
respect some of the recent corn-
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GREAT American VACATION

Three riverfront
concerts slated
for Paducah
Ott the

OT

Radio Shack Makes It Easy to
Fly American...and Save!

Las Vegas

Diego•
•San Anywhere in the
To Miami
or
Phoeni
x• uous 48 States
Contig
•

.

Paducah man sets
fire to himself

1 Earn GREAT American VACATION Certificates with
qualifying Radio
Shack purchases Only one certificate may be used per ticket Travel
J.Jgr Ad'392 Each Certificate is good for
$30 off a minimum tare of $179 or more.
$50 off a minimum fare of $279 or more
$70 of' a minimum fare of $379
2. Save your Radio Shack Receipts—earn two Certificates for our.
ases !otahng $100 or more or earn 4 Certificates for purchases totaling
$200 or more or earn 6 Certificates fOr purdhases totaling
S300 or more'

A Paducah man was listed in
critical condition at a Louisville
hospital after .he apparently set fire
to himself Friday.
Police said that Chad Allen
Coursey, 23, poured gasoline over
himself outside of an E-Z shop.
struck a match and set, himself on
fire. Police extinguished the blaze.
Coursey reportedly had had an
argument with his girlfriend.

3. Ask for a GREAT American VACATION Order Form Envelo
pe
out requested information enclose anC
yoL„.
, o'
and a shipping and handling fee of St 75 fo• each G-eat Arre—
Certificate ordered
4. GREAT American VACATION Offer good at—and official
rules and
restrictions available from—al; participating Radio Siriack.
and Radio Shack Computer Centers Certain terms and condit
Dns

START SAVING FOR YOUR GREAT American VACATION
WITH THESE AND OTHER INCREDIBLE RADIO SHACK VA
LUES!

Cadiz man charged
with first degree
rape in his home

286-Based PC
Save $300

TANDY
1000 TL/3
.9r)

-

A 24-year old Cadiz man,
charged with first degree rape, is
scheduled to be arraigned
tomorrow.
Mark Kevin Dunn was arrested
Friday and lodged in the Trigg
County Jail. His bond was set at
57,500.
The alleged rape occurred that
morning in Dunn's home. Trigg
County Sheriff Randy Clark said
that Dunn and the victim knew
each other.

Tyj
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.

Dual-Cassette
Phone Answeier

Save
$40

Reg. 1099.95

Low As S25 Per Month •

Entire TL/3
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Save $670
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Reg.99.95
• Color Monitor•640K
•20MB SfhartOrive Hard Drive
•10-in-1 DeskMate' Software

a21-1645

Reg Separate
Items 2269 65

Reg 119 95

BUY
A PAIR
FOR s119.90
AND GET 2 AA
CERTIFICATES
WORTH
UP TO

Plus Bonus Package:

Auto Rental

• Lotus Spreadsheet
for DeskMate
•DeskMate'
Q&A Write
Quicken.•
Mouse

GET
6 AA
CERTIFICATES
WORTH
UP TO

•25-1603 1045 10431131W
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DTaIty & Weekly

Check Your Phone Book for the Radio Shack Store or Dealer
Nearest You
systicHABLE ToucH TONE PULSE phones woro on b011•
a, •
1,nes Tne•etor.

Parlor,' Allyoar5 depend.ng
on your purchases

East Main St. 753-4461

'140
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*Radio Shack ValuePh.s•
revoty,,g erode

Rates

BUY
BOTH
FOR s139.90
AND GET 2 AA
CERTIFICATES
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UP TO
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Sally, Crass presents a piece of the Berlin all,
mounted on a plagi,c,
to Walt Apperson, Murra,
. Ledger
publisher. It is part of a
chunk of the wall she obtained on her trip
to Eastern Europe.

BRINGS YOU THE

Three ro..erfront concerts have
been scheduled this .summer in
Paducah. The first concert, a blues
festival. may become an annual
event.
Possible musical acts include
B.B. King. Etta James and Bobby
July 6, Freddie Jackson and
The Boys. Aug. 9: v.hile the Sept.
24 show may include Michael Bolton and Kenny G.
All entertainers are tentatively
scheduled, pending finalization of
contracts.
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A chunk of Berlin Wall

Public hearing
on health care
proposal April 2

mens tor certain efforts. The first
honor itself, forgetting, the executhree of the four half-eagles, for tive and
judicial branches which
example, seek a modern approach
also celebrated 200th birthdays in
to coin art - and they are interest1989. This at a time when the preing. The silver dollar honoring the stige
of Congress hit a new low.
Bicentennial of the Constitution
though it continued to fall still
tried to break new ground by show- further
in the next two years.
The Commission for Health Ecoing a document and 'a crowd scene.
My gloomy thoughts on recent
nomics Control in Kentucky has scheThe Eisenhower commemorative is
U.S. commemorative coins are by
duled a public hearing on a health care
the first "Janus-type" U.S. coin: it no means
unique to me, let me proposa
l for 13 western Kentucky
offers a double image of Ike, one assure you
of that. It seems that our countie
s.
the face of the general. the other coins are
sliding away -from the
According to the proposal. Western
the civilian leader, the president. strong,
simple classic lines of the
Kentucky Home Therapeutics. PaduThe two images are superimposed. past toward
s designs which are far
facing in opposite directions.
more characteristic of medals or cah, would establish a mobile inUnfortunately, these experiments even stamps
home IV therapy service for Ballard.
. That constitutes a criwere not very successful - except sis in
Caldwel
l.Calloway.Carlisle,Crittenthe art of American coins. To
(perhaps.) for the 55 gold pieces. put
den,
Fulton,
Graves, Hickman, Liit simply. future generations are
The "Constitutional Bicenetennial" likely
Lyon.
Marshal!.
to view the period AA e are vingston.
seems over-stuffed, confused, lackpassing through now as a waste- McCracken and Trigg counties. The
ing artistic focus. As for the two
land - oh! how I hate to say that. project involves a 517,164 capital
images of Ike, many people
expenditure.
but it's true.
thought one was Mr. Eisenhower,
The hearing is scheduled to begin at
Will things get better in 1991?
the other- his wife, Mamie. So
Not unless the recently unveiled 9 a.m. April 2 in the conference room
much for "experiments!"
.
designs of 5 new commemorative of the First City Complo. 102
I also obiect to coins honoring
coins _planned for this year are not Athletic Drive, Frankfort.
the 1954 Olympics held in Los shelved or
The hearing willbe conducted 5\
at least changed -signifAngeles. Honestly 'has that of such
icantly. But that's the subject of the commission, which will announce
importance as to justify three
its decision April 17.
my next column.
coins? One. perhaps - but three? As
for the two coins marking the 1988
Olympics. by tradition such coins
CUSTOM BUILT GARAGES
are issued only by the host country.
00— 0 e'e,y erected. ineuding concrete
floors No! pre 'ab Carperter buiit ki oi,a1 ty r•ate' a s
in this instance, Korea. All 5
We c`fer you FREE espirates. references ario ocatom of
garages ir you' a'ea, aes: ei' -,-,"sport; coins," in fact, had 'purely
20 YEARS EXPERIENCE IN BUILDING
financial motives: to bring a profit
With hardboard siding
W
Deluxe Models
Vinyl sidg
in
1 , car (12120)
to the Mint plus a few dollars to
$2,475
1' 1 Car (12x20)
$2.875
2
Car
'
,
18:20)
$3,175
the commissions sponsoring
2 Car (18x20) '
$3,575
Large 2 Car (22x22)
$3,475
Large 2 Car (22x22)
American participation in those
$3,975
2 1 Car (24:24)
$3,675
2'
1 Car (24x24)
$4.075
Large 2' a Car (24x30)
events.
$4.175
Large 2'.1 Car (24x30)
$4.675
As for the 3 coins honoring the
P!..s of ieve ,o'. & fTigbicentennial of Congress. that was
YOUR SATISFACTION RI OUR GOAL
widely regarded as a greedy joke.
BUILT GARAGE CO.
Congress. V• as - using the Mint to
Nether, Ky. • (502) 674-5530
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Letters to the editor

And God save the court!

CCHS thanks merchants
for Spring Fling support
tf•

A rabbi was delivering the mu,cation, but that made no difference
to Daniel ‘Xeisman. ;His daughter
Deborah was about to graduate
from the Nathan Bishop Nts,iL.
School in Pro idenee.
and
Weisman didn't want ANYONE
praying in her behalf. Now
and her. indignant daddva.
wound up :7, the
Court. and we are
io•
judicial inde through
Amendment,
The arnemdm;ht sa s
gress shall rn.sc no law resps2,.
an C•iiihii•h17.,'7.1 of reilt.07.:
attention to :ha; won,:
gress.7 Because 0: d
cess know . • •heorpora:
appItes no, .
Congress •
state:, .•
alities as
The :a. s
Young I:),:^o•
.kas about
"
A hen \\

Dear Editor:
On March 23, 1991. the first annual Spring Fling was
held at Calinway
County High School. The Spring Fling was very.
similar to the fall festivals which are held each year at the elementary
schools. \arious cents
and competitions such as; a dunking booth. a free
throw conl:st. :ootball
throw, putt-putt golf. and even a marriage booth
provid,:d citteria,hment
for both students and parents.
The success of our project was due primardy.
to the her and snort
that we received from the coir.munity. To aid in promo
tin:: :he pro_e,: and
to encourage attendance. door pr:LC
crc gien aA LI% L:‘,-s :en hitn:dtes
throughout the e% emng. We 1.3.(-Kilel
to take this orno- •
to :flank
all the businesses !,1i- donating g.::,
pr:/„.s.
•
and caring enough to becom.:
nn:hi, 1,
K,,huna, Cher: Theaters. Corn-Aastin. Dan's.
)
K
K,:lie
v,
Faye's. Finley Jewellers. Fl:lcks. Kii•ate
Mrls-Ladv J. Pizza Hut. Readi-h,-,re, Ros's D,scouri:
les. Wa:-NI.Irt. .17-1c. Wolff Ta7.7.7.1 11.•
Bets\ 1-irnsto-- p•,:s
CCHS
'

'Liture. he r. VVy fulfilled.In h.s here: ,ton. Rabbi Gutterman began. "o God. we are grateHe concluded by saying,
c' thanks to you, Lord.
tor k.
z • . C. sustaining us
ahsl
, • a .s to reach this speDehotan nnAed on to Classical
Hih School in Providence. Her
n.nher returned to U.S. District
Court.
Ch:cf Judge Francis
; Hoy le
granted a per'fV
n un,t.
against such
; -.1%,:rs in the 1,i1,17e. Young people
.ght benet,; iron: invocations in
neh....!. "hat .the Constitution
• S..nreme Coan ‘iews it does
hose vs heo.are antiadded "thus ha‘e been
School
to the 1st U.S. Oraffirmed

A :c A

sot.:

11\

ago. tri-e.
10 hear the
:n the fall.
ce•e:nonial occa-s: \niendment
;s that it all
hartly on the
,- the circum,_71.e Cour: itse:t
.•.1:!..•

agree

d

c

2nd Division Association
seeking former Marines

argue

d

...t
Dear Editor
A concerted scar,h, ,.. oh. :,•.
attached to. the Second
_ participation in historicaiiiv
Tarawa. Saipan. Tinian. dkinawa..:... L
Lebanon. Granada, an more resent y.
The Second Marine-Division
.:
participants in all of the above.
or were attached to the Division at ani
A:though 77.Z•.",
have 5CL'7"
through.
organ:/a•
..:

By I
For 7

.pren.--: Court itself
•
0:! in
ny leg saOK The place,:mas creche ma‘ or
P
the Ten

neen

.

Douglas County folks
ous VICA' of high school to
The custom, dating at I.
1947. was to ha‘e an 1:
before a game began
American student. .1
ByJamesJ. '
school's marching
,
Kilpatrick
against prayers by local l'• •
ministers who tended "0
the name of Jes..,
Commandments in a Kentucky
The trial co..,rt
classroom is definitely. not OK.
sectar
ian invocai"or.s at a 5
The high court cannot find a bright
spons
ored
ftn
line any Where.
bounds. .A brie, -,
In the lower courts some judge>.
goo.i ,7
take an 0.pansive sew. The,y so,!' sage in behalf
ship
might
not
he
a::
no constitutional es:•Nin
pzc:‘
ceremonial prayer : The state shod•d p•,15 rrn.ster :here ,
tr Go,:
accommodate
- Other
judges see a slippery slope. They 'Jon
ret used to ro,
condemn the slight,:st depart4re
Thes are tough
from absolute secularism.
The her L.:0.,ft 5¼ .15
Thus judicial cont lets has
1(462. when it proh,h.
developed. Courts in Pennsylvania teache
rs
and Virginia hase upheld prayers at
',nor charges ;it.LI pray
commencement. Courts in Oregon. hy
state f4,111:ti. I.
California and Texas have hann,:d
l7
r,1;
thecr
them. One of inc most thorouu:
disquisitions came !rom the t,th C
cult in 1987. There Chief
Gilbert S. Merritt
explored the
as it affected scno01. in
Ka:a:ra- ,tit7711e.2.,
r, •
m°. Mich. lie c:07.,L1::ei..: that cere- a5
the
•••:rs:
:
monial praycrs.
are
H
,
essentially non-denon:::ia:..,naL are
permissible.
A relevant case .17k,se it Douglas
County, Ga.. in l9istc. Down in
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Today In History

TV A's
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Today is Monday. Apr: . the (ls:
of
left in :he year. Th. is
. Today's Highh: :n History:
On April 1. ,1 789. the U.S. HOLse ,:•.ne.d :Is firs: ft.
Meeting. in New -York City. Fre,4,e7.• NI.,-7:C77L
a
.,
C-•eC:ed the first House Speaker
On th:s date:
In ifi.53. Cincinnati oemc the f.nti: • •
regular sa.ary.
In 1873. composer Serge: Ra.
cc.
In ,1 c); the V.
:a, A:7 F'".17C- t: was estaIn :9".3./ Nati Gtrrnany :7)egar, its persee_t
7
iewist-owned businesses.
In 1939. :he United "States recogn.... follow,n the end of the Sna7.:5h
In 1945. Amer,,an forces
World War II.
Jr. 1960. the f.7s:
Cape Cana‘eral. F,a.
In,-1963. most c•:, 7k
ing after settlernen: V. as
In 1977. me U.S
ing a stringent cc.de
•
.on outside :n.H.rn,.
In 1983. :en., rif
a 14-mile numan
Vn.
_
land. includ:r.g t,t- e Cf:
In 19)s4. record.ng
. I
Marvin Gay Sehior. :7. I.c.N
"."
voluntary mansla:ughter and recc..
Ten years ago: Piesident
, 55
rr..e 4•7•L::
termed an "amazing' recovery fr•m
attempt on his life nz.o da ear.ier A groap
tar:.
land launched an ,,7:"CresNfl.:
ygars ay A presidrmtial pane, atemp.Fiv re•eased a report
concluding .,.
organized crime
Sd reap more ":.an
billion in :96. co,ling
country more
nearly 80 dollar One year ago: More Susie:
ro„cd tr,rfiugn the L.:hda
nian capital of Vilnius. a da) after S -n.iet President
Mikhail S. Gorbachev
warned the Baltic republic to annul its declaration
of indepcndence
Today's Birthdays: Actor Tohiro M.furie is 71.
Author Wilhah-, Manchester is 69. Actor George Grizzard i; 63. Actre
ss Jane Pow(* is 62
Actor Gordon Jump is 59. Actress De7Y):c Revno
lds 459.
'7 D. Hastings is 57. Actrass Ali NlacGraw is 53.• David
Eisenhc." - is
Thought for Today: "Pierre qui mule n'amasse
pas mousse
ing stone gathers no moss.) -- French proverb._
V

Afte,
r all. this is what wefought for
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Ten years ago
State University B.: :
of ,Regents on March 31 rest,,•ea
full authority to the school prcs;dent. Dr. Constantine Curris.
Calloway County High S.n.04.i
won first place and Murra II 'an
School won second place in keg tonal Speech Championship a,
Murray State University.
Marshall County High Ki„»..
Girls Basketball Team lost to Pulaski County in the finals of Kentucky High School Girls' Basketball Tournament at Richmond.

The Murray Ledger & Times is published every afternoon ex„ept Sunday
s, July 4, Christmas
Day, New Year's Day and 'Thanksgiving Day by Murray Newspa
Murray, Ky. 42071 Second Class Postage Paid at Murray,pers Inc , 1001 %handl Jr ,
Ky 42011
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served by carriers $5 00 per
month, payable in advance
By mail in Calloway and to Benton, Hardin. Mayfield, Sedalia and Earmon
ton. Kt, and Paris,
Buchanan and Puryear, in, 55' Of.) per yea' By mail
to
destinations S64 50 per year
To reach all departments of the newspaper, phone other
753,19
16
The Murray Ledger & Times is • merribe
Associated Press, Keuthi,tcy ,Pre 44
Association and Southern Newspaper Publishrersof Athe
:Ric
iabon
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to news onginated by The Murray
lidgcr &
Terries.
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Tnenty years ago
Murray' State, University's Board
if Regents approved a budget of
S17.109.489 for 1971-72 fiscal
year. an increase of $116,810 over
the budget for the current fiscal
•
1.ear.

Murray
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...at we
. restore the cra'itsm.:
Arm‘ C •-:.. •
..rnrrient 7 0t
a: considerable
almost
VVV•
_
7, human li‘cs and
one of the
seera.
le,:.tirnate govern The or.e. they Lhose
l-su;:t 5eN. •
%,!•:.re'..
.eral years ago at a C.,51 of a few
hundred rn..0:15
„,
The ;oh. :wasn't eas%
had to
tat expense and
order and Install C
. If
7
numbiers? Is that
a newspaper should
"
,u:-glass ash:rays an,.: the 1,h to restore a bunch
1,, posit: ins of power. es; fabri,s and A a„
• IrLd7. :((1.000 Iraqis the most, san.-..plinias iar7:•t..re
the dozens and dozens ii: ruins.
their col.mtry?
s quite possible that
To Fet that k:71J of `tuff, you i-s:
'paper was mistaken in its don t pop in') a Great Aee or a
Wa1-Nlart. It took a giganti,
True. thtre wasn't much
a done in, the way of making -Hal effort to bring it in from Saud:
t,)lerable for the people of Arat"'
r\..A a. .t City. But the paper may
But that was the easy part.
overlooked the fact that in
Naturally, the emir and his clan

Looking Back
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Forty years ago
Dr. Hugh Houston is attending .1
two-week institute on disc','..
the heart at Yale Univers. .
Haven, Conn.
John Downs, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Johnny Downs of Murray,
will enter Naval Air Cadet Traini
ng
at Pensacola, Fla. He has been
attending electronic school at San
Francisco, Calif.
Miss Evelyn Miles and Pvt, William E. Kirkland were
married
March 24 at Corinth, Mis5
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Elected as administrative personnel of Murray Public Schools were
Preston Holland, assistant superintendent. Eula Mac Doherty, general
supervisor of instruction, and Ruth
Lassiter, finance officer, according
to Fred Schulti, superintendent.

Thirty years ago •
Murray High School students
attending the Kentucky Youth
Assembly at Lopisville and Lexington were the following: Anne
Wrather, Mary Anna Wallace,
Lynette Lassiter, Joyce Hargis.
Leah Caldwell and Sandy' Lilly.
with Mrs. Lucille Austin as sponsor, Tri-Y Club; Kenneth Hirsch,
Clarence Herndon Jr., Joe Overb
ey,
Richard Hurt, Bruce Day and
Bill
Collie, with W.B. Moser as
sponsor, Hi-Y Club.
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Kentucky-born ambassador saves old church

By BERRY CRAIG

For The Associated Press

A Kentucky-born U.S. ambassador saved the old parish church of
St. Mary in honor of his ancestor, a
medieval English bishop consecrated on the site in the 13th
century.
St. Mary church was abandoned
and all -but the chancel had
crumbled away by the 1930s. The
churchyard was an eyesore overgrown with weeds.
Ambassador Robert' Bingham of
Louisville heard about the plight of
the old church and donated money
to help save what was left of it.
"He thought it would be a good
idea to restore the remaining portion of the church to good order
and prepare the churchyard as an
open space of peace in the town
center," explained Nancy Morland.
a local historian.
Before President Franklin D.
Roosevelt appointed him ambassador to Great Britain. Bingham was
editor and owner of the Louisville
Courier-Journal, Kentucky's largest
new spaper.

The Bingham family owned the
paper for many years.
Bingham's gift saved what was
left of the little stone church.
which had fallen into ruin next to
the market place at Wilton, a little
market town near historic Salisbury
in southern England.
Bingham donated the money, but
died before the restoration was finiShed, Morland said.
"It seems that Ambassador
Bingham had an interest in his
English ancestors, even before he
was the ambassador in London."
Morland said.
Bishop Bingham was synonym „pus with the great Gothic cathedral
at. Salisbury. Bingham became
bishop of the cathedral before it
was finished.
''He was consecrated in 1,Viion
because the new cathedral as no:
ready,” Morland said. Bishop
Bingham was buried in the
cathedral.
On Sept. 6, 1939, just after
World War II started, Wilton celebrated the church's restoration in a
special ceremony. The bishop of
Salisbury, the mayor of Wilton and

By Berry
Craig
other dignitaries led a procession
through Wilton.
Many English Bingnams
attended. Robert Bingham, the
ambassadof's son, represented the
Kentucky: branch of the family.
Morland said the mayor kept a
scrapbook with newspaper clippings about the ceremony. Morland
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TVA's Land Between the Lakes will hold Visitor Appreciation
Weekend on Saturday and Sunday. April 20-21, with all facilities and
program areas presenting special programs and campgrounds open at
half-price. Shown above is The Romeplace-1850, a living -histor farm
which recreates the life of a mid -19th century farmstead. The
Homeplace-18:10. Woodlands Nature Center, and....the Golden Pond
Planetarium will be open free of charge during Visitor . Appreciation
Weekend. For more information. call 924-1238.
(TVA photo 1) Kristin Raitil
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Bingham evidently didn't want
to publicize the amount of his gift.
It's not mentioned on the plaque
nor in church records, Morland
said.

PURDOM, THURMAN
& McNUTT
407 Maple

Stet* Auto
t••••••••e•
Comp•mes
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Searching for answers to all
what where questions

those who

bury on this spot 27th May, A.D.
1229, Robert Bingham. Ambassador of the United States at the
Court of St. James 1933-37 caused
the chancel to be restored. The
Ambassador who died 18th December 1937 left in this country an
honoured memory and many
friends."
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ce we can
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was 7 years old and has lived
in/
Wilton all her life.
"I have not heard of the Bing.
hams of the U.S.A. visiti
ng the
church since." she said,
St. Mary is not an active churc
h.
But the little stone house of
worship is open to visitors who
can
borrow the church key at the hardwareistore across the street.
"The church is now cared for
b)
the Redundant Churches Comm
ission and the churchyard by
thc
town council," Morland said.
A weathered bronze plaque
next
to the front door explains the
Kenti4cky connection and Bingh
am's
endowment: "Honoring the memory of his ancestor Robert
Bingham. consecrated. Bishop of
Salis-
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Mr and Mrs I

of,

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor

Abi,oi/ Van Buren

\\

DEAR ABM I have a minor
problem, but it is cry irritating
my telephone answering machine I
made a recording say,ing. "You have
reached , in telephone number ,
Then I say. -Please leave sour name,
the time you called and yiiur tekphone number. and I will get hack to
vipu ;:
t
sum) ;•••:
I
poib
possible
le
Althy ..-often callers will hang up
before the instructions are finished
That.s
Their loss..
But iii.' other evening. I returned
to find the follow mg message on my
machine "ICplease call me as
soon as possible- -- nothing eke It
51,1,a woman', VIIICe that I did not
\re:.,
::ignnt7e Is one expected to tip,'clair-

an"‘,

daetcr (*17 '••••
1)YY:::h1
s•n;
Kcy."-.c;l1 K

-•••

Tenn
1 he

N. A off jeers of TOPS # KY 34. Murra
y. the local chapter of TOPS
‘...re recently elected. Officers for 1991-92 are.-

.Lois Wilcox.
Nta7y SmiLh, co-leader. Hilda Bins, secretarytreasaer. and MarD.::o71. elght recorder. TOPS (take off
pounds sensibi‘ is an internallona nonprofit xkeight-zontrol orgamiatio
.i26.000 memn v.ith over .
% -• A
.Je. Its program is based on a combinatio
n of group dynam.,n."recognition and obesity research. The chapt
er meets each
7.: at Southside Manor. Glendale Road. Murra
y. For more
TOPS contact Lois Wilcox at 759-9964. Oaisi
de
1 -s00-9.12-TOPS.
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DELMAR MINI BLINDS & SHADES
'20 Rebate on Evei-, Twt, Delmar Mini Blinds
60(i. Off Selected Fabric Pleated Shades
21:1:1 Rebate On Every Two.
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talilc. w him I asked the canner.ii -1,2101y movil, he refused and
•-•ested that I move my chair
Where.? We all had assigned seat-,
and there were nu, empty seats
The wedding was a "productionproduced tip make the videoto presery e for posterity The weddi
ng
party. and the guests were ordered
around by the cameraman who was
paid to. get a video of the ceremony
from start lir finish There were4ilso
amateur camera holders, and even
flashbulbs going oil' It was a force
Abby, why- must the magic of the
present be sacrificed in an effort to
preserve -rnemorieS.
"
Please comment These camera
and video enthusiasts should not he
permitted to run and ruin - every
thing
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Alpha Mu #4760, Epsilon Sigma Alpha, Internationa
l will have a potluck
salad dinner on Tuesday, April 2, at 6 p.m
at the
11081/2 Elm St: All members are urged to attend home of Mary Vidmer,
this special meeting, a
chapter spokesperson said.

Friendly Hands and Group II of Christian Wome
n's Fellowship of First
Christian Church will meet Tuesday, April 2, at
11:30 a.m at the church. A
potluck luncheon will be served.
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Kappa Depart-tent of Murray Woman s Club vidl meet
Tuesday, Aprii 2 al
630 pm, al the club house. A Craft and Rant
SaIe will be conducted Hostesses wil; oe Lynn Meurer, Diane Jones and
Gail Turner
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Teenage Mutant
Ninja Turtles II (PG)

Selected Cotton Prints
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Dowdy and Duncan wedding May 11 Annivers
ary reception planned April 14

Mr. and Mrs George W. Dowdy.
of Farmington announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter. Regina Carol. to Charles Mark Duncan. son of
Mr. and MN. Charles D. Duncan of
Farmington.
Miss Dowdy is the granddaughter of Mr and MN. James W.
Dowdy 441 Farmington and of Mr.
and MN. Wrenn Barton of
'vlayfield
Mr. Duncan is the grandson of
Mr. 4nd MN William Duncan of
Muria) and o! Mrs. Fern Darnell of
Farmington and the late Stanley
Darnell.
The hridc-elc,:: is a 1987 graduate oi Caliowa County High
School and Ail he a 1992 graduate
of Murray State University with a
bachelor's degree in Medical Technology. She is employed with the
Ktoger Company of Murray.
The groom -elect is a 1984 graduate of Callowa,y County High
School. He is erployed at Vanderbilt Chemical Corporation of
Alurray.
The wedding vows will be solemnired on Saturday. May II, at .
6:30 p.m. at FarmingtOn Baptist
Church.
A: reception will follow at the
church..
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding and
the reception.
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studies of dietary habits in China
suggest high consumption of animal protein may contribute to liver
cancer.
Infection with the hepatitis B
virus is the key underlying cause of
liver cancer. but too much protein
in the diet appears to trigger cancer
in infected livers. Campbell said.
He recommended people rely
more on vegetable sources of protein and cut down or eliminate animal protein...
_
Dr. Herman Adlercreutz of the
University of Helsinki in Finland
provided evidence Suggesting that
eating more whole grains and
beans may increase the formation
of lignans and isoflavonoids substances produced by intestinal
bacteria that appear to Slow the
growth- 'of cancer
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$75 Value Includes: 1-10x13, 3-8x10s.
4-5x7s. 20 Wallets. 15 Mini-portruits and
12 All-Occasion Caption Portraits'

A

Prk e ire lodes $2 deposn paid Al photogr
aphy Each
additional subject photographed adds $2 to the
pa. Nage pnce, paid at photograph,/ Poses and
advertised special portraits our selection. Not
uaisd with ans other APT One advertised
package per family One Free Portrait
Idennficanon Card per package.
P”rtrait
apprIAMMW

•

Portrait Identification Card'

Offer Begins Wed., April 3

D,Art:

5 Days Only
STUDIO DAYS AND HOURS:
Wed., April 3 - Sun., April 7
DAILY: 10 a.m. - 7 p.m. SUNDAY: Studi
o Opens with Store
to 5 p.m.
aaria•pro,,,,, STUDIO LOCATION: Murray

0

We Accept Reservations For Small or Large Parties,
Receptions, Group Meetings.

A

641 S., Murray, Ky • Ph. 753-1505

p.n.
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TUESDAY TWINS!
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•AC(1•55011C"nselecting and •rtangement)
•Furniture (.....ecting new or rearranging
your own)

•

•

A

A

Sheila Cohoon & Ann Williams
Expenewed hi Helptoog You (hoose:
•Wallcovenng lone room or all rooms),
•Paint
•Window Treatments

•Floorcovering
•Bed Dressings
•Landscaping (one arra or complete yard)
•Flelp You Prepare Your !louse To Sell

1..1.1? and Foreser
r•,..t.see and handling tc.
Nndress“

The Best Food in Murray

rst
A

For

•

I Meat, 6 Vegetables,
Corn Bread or
Rot Rolls, Variety of
Cobblers 6 Cakes

Mon.-Fri.
II:00 till 2:00 p.m.

A

(503) 716-7027 a 71446414 Aka

SX

.t • Si.'

PHOENIX - Frying, broiling or
barbecuing meat, chicken or fish
produces potentially cancer-causing
substances, but zapping such food
in the microwave instead virtually
eliminates the hazard, a study
found.
The study, conducted at the
National Cancer Institute, offers
more circumstantial evidence that
how people cook could be -as
important as what they cook.
It shows that cooking at high
temperatures and for a long time
produces compounds that cause
cancer in laboratory animals.
including monkeys.
"if this was regulated by regulato-iy agencies, it would have been
banned yesterday," said Dr.
Richard Adamson, director of the
institute's Division of Cancer
Etiology.
Adamson presented his findings
Monday at a meeting of the American Cancer Society. He estimated
that consumption of high levels of
these substances may cause 1,700
cases of cancer for every I million
Americans over their lifetimes.
Other researchers presented studies suggesting that high consumption of animal protein and low.
intake of grains also contribute to
cancer risk.
Some experts believe diet plays
a role in about one-third of all
cancer. Dietary guidelines from
major health organizations urge
people to reduce fat and eat more
fruits and vegetables, but more specific advice has been scarce.
Adamson said heterocyclic
aromatic amines were his newly
found dietary villains. They are
formed by a reaction of amino
acids and creatinine - both found
in animal foods - during cooking.
"All muscle meat has the potential for these compounds to be
formed as a result of heating," he
said.
High-temperature cooking like
frying and barbecuing produces the
highest levels of these substances.
Roasting and baking produce lower

Throughout April
Luncheon
s
Buffet

THE NEW LOOK
IN DECORATING
•

•

levels. Microwaving. stewing. boiling and poaching produce virtually
none.
.Adamson offered advice for
reducing the cancer-causing
compounds:
-Cook beef medium instead or
well done.
-Microwave often, especially
fish and poultry. And if barbecuing, microwave the meat for a few.
minutes and pour off the liquid
first.
----When making gravy. don't let
the meat drippings dry out, because
that concentrates the- substances.
-Vary cooking methods, and try
stewing. poaching and boilrng meat
more often.
Dr. Peter Greenwald. director of
the institute's Division of -Cancer
Prevention. said Adamson's work
may turn out to be an important
tool for cancer prevention.
"It's a striking and consistent
set of re_Searcb data that probably
people should be aware of," he
said.
In other presentations Monday,
Dr. T. Cohn Campbell of Cornell
University said animal studies and

By DANIEL CI. HANEY
AP Science Wrliaf

lenior Citizen Special

A

(Cont'd on page 8)
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Microwaving used in combating cancer
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Mr. and Mrs. John H. Grogan

I

•veti
tree

.t•.
.
•• .
. .

Mr. and Mrs. John H. Grogan oi
Rt. 1. Hardin. will celebrate their
50th wedding anniversary on Sunday. April 14.
A reception will be from 2 to 4
p.m. in the Fellowship Building at
' Union Hill Church of Christ. Rt. I.
'Benton.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the reception.
hosted by their tree daughters.
Mr. and Mrs. GrogiJA were married April 12. 1941, at Dover.
Tenn.
Their attendants were the late
Porter Stafford anti Nadie Elkins
Stafford Peck.
_
Mrs. Grogan. the former Margaret Lyles. is the daughter of the
late -Mr. and Mrs. Euclid Lyles of
Hardin.
Mr. Grogan is the son of the late
Mrs. Pernecy Grogan Burkeen
Weatherford and of Oatman Grogan. Rt. 6, Murray. Mr. Grogan is a
retired truck driver.
Their three daughters are :sirs.
Jerry West of Hardin. Mrs. Glen
Cope of Benton and Mary Jane
Grogan of Hardin. One son. John
Wayne. is deceased.
Alf. and Mrs. Grogan have six
grandchildren.: two greatgrandchildren and two
stepgrandchildren.
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Wheeler speaks at meetin•

Most popular weekly videos
released by Billboard magazine
By ASSOCIATED PRESS
The following are the most
popular videos as they appear in
April 1st issue of Billboard magazine. Copyright 1991, Billboard
Publications, Inc. Reprinted with
permission.
VIDEO SALES
1."Rocky & Bullwinkle VOI l'• (Buena Vista)
2. Pretty Woman" (Touchstone)
3."Rocky & Bullwinkle Vol. II" (Buena Vista)
4 The Little Mermaid" (Disney)
5 "Rocky & Bullwinkle Vol III"
(Buena Vista)

;RENT-TO-OWN'

Specials
-Remote VCR with on
sceen $8' per v. k.
Remote 19 TV
$11.0m per w k.
Quasar
Entertainment Center
$;04/n per wk.
-Witit this ad-

753-7670

CA
LENDAR
(Cont'd from page
7)

Monday, April 1
Desert Storm Support Group/7
p.m./Apple Tree School.
Info/753-9356.

6 "Peter Pan ' (Disney)
7 "Ducktales the Movie" (Disney)
8 "Rocky & Bullwinkle Vol. IV"
(Buena Vista)
9 - Whitney Houston. The Star
Spangled Banner" (Arista)
10 "Driving Miss Daisy" (Warner)
11 "Michael Jordan's Playground"
(CBS)
.
12 "Rocky & Builwinkle. Vol V(Buena Vista)
‘.H8
13
0"
)Playboy Girls of Spring Break"
14."Richard Simmons Sweatio• to
the Oldies" (Warner'
15 'Rocky & Builwinkle Vol VI
(Buena Vista)
16 "Teenage Mutant Ninia Turtles
The Movie- (Family)
y_17 Three Tenors in Concert
(Londort}.
18- Madonna. Justify My LoveWainer)
19 Total Recall" (Carolco)
20 •Manah Carey The First Vision
ISMVi
VIDEO RENTALS
1 -Flatline's" (RCA -Columbia)
2 "Arachn ,phobia" (Hollywood)
3 "Air America (Live,
4 •Die Hard 2 Die Harder" (CBS'
-Ox]
5 • Darkman" (Universal.
6 • Navy Seals" (Orion)
7 Days of Thunder (Paramount)
8 "The Two Jakes" ;Paramount'
9 • :-_,'eatn Warrant" (MGM-UA)
10 -Problem Child - (MCAUniversat;
" Stare
Clrace' (Onon)
F•esnman•
RCA-

Area Recycling Committee/7
p.m./Calloway County Public
Library. Info/762-2747.
Murray Lodge No. 1 0 .5
F.&A.M./potluck/6:30 p.m., meciing to follow.
A

Murray -Calloway Camera
Club/7 p.m./Calloway County
Public Library.
r

eta.

Tuesday, April 2
Reception for Datha McCallon.
Kentucky Mother of the Year/7
p.m./Calloway County Public
Library. Public invited.

t
Amzia Wheeler. seated center. assistant director of Kentucky
Association of American Retired Persons. from Madison% ille, spoke
at a
meeting of Murray Kentucky Lake Chapter of 1-1RP held
March 26
at Majestic Royale. Holiday Inn. He spoke about -11 hy 1 Beliet
e in
AARP" and distributed literature concerning ser% ices of
AARP.
Announcement was made of a Forum on .Avicss ti health
Care, a
public education campaign. to he Friday. X pril 26. from 9 a.m.
to 12
noon at Kenlake State Park Resort Hotel. This is free and open
to the
public. Pictured. from left, Marjorie Shroat Dunn. program
chairman, Mr. Wheeler and his wife. Moiell. and standing. erlene
chapter president. The chapter meets each fourth Tuesday 41 Ezell.
12 noon
at Majestic Royale, Holiday Inn, and all interested pons
are
in ited.

Hazel Community Center/open tO
a.m.-2 "p.m./activities by senior
citizens.
Dextef Senior Citizens/9:30
a.m./Dexter Center.
Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4
p.m./activities by senior citizens.

ARK •ives boxes

Singles Organizational Society/7
p.m. at Chamber of Commerce
building. Info/Pamela, 753-7638.
or Jeanne. 753-0224.

•
C.. c Chance ',Warner.
'4 `'--e Ego,cist ill" (Fox)
the Voiume" RCA.

Health Express of Murray Calloway County Hospital/Murray
Post Office/S-11:30 a.m. and
12:30-3 p.m.

Careof Business
•

Central Shopping Center
•

mea)ien
Warner,
c"..eed York C.-Ire)
i CBS-FOX
•'•arne

Cancer Support 6roupf3
p.m./private dining room of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

Anniversary Special!

$25 oFF,.:„.

complete pair
ot prescription eyeglasses

See the differe,
:
Cnnriptire

A

,r

Summers7-0Iitical
tv potpie Plaza • urra v
Jeff summers. Lexenseu oplulAn •eaff•••

753.7063
thru kpeo O. 1991

•

'
/
Hal Nance - Broker
(502) 759-1591

A1embers of ARK at F irst Preshter ,an I :.ur,ri prest tit boxes of
affirmations to Maria Woodring. social work intc-ri from Alurra
y State
Lniversitv. Affirmations are positke statements desigm-d to deepe
n a
person's 'feelings of self worth. The hies
Ilumntd to support
groups through the Social N‘ork DepaP),rtier.t. Pit•tured.
from left,
front row. Bethany O'Rourke. ‘laria ‘1, i.drirrr. Alan Cleme
nt.
middle row. Katie Konrad. Sara Broughlor. -Ancr,a .kokson,
hack
rilaa \ndrew ()'Rourke. .Jonathan I,r t' • td EiJ.ilieth Broug
hton.

Tuesday, April 2
Louis Douthitt, CPA, at Senior
Citi/ens' Center at We aks Center/9
a.m. to 3 p.m./to assist senior citizens and disabled persons with
income tax form:. For appt. call
753-0929.
LBL etents include Ploughing &
Field Preparation, Iron
Industry/10:30 a.m. and 1:30
p.m./Homepl'ace-1g5 0.
Stargazing,7:30 p.m./GPVC.
Boating safety course/6:30 p.m.
Room 228. Roy Stewart Stadium.
MSU.
National Scouting Museum/opc.
9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Occupational Safety and Health,
Course on "Respirator) Protec:
4.711. to 4 p.m./Room 205.
Stewart StaLliurn,
S
Info7f)' ?5.
Comedian Rob Garner/5:30 p.m.
and 7 - 30 p.m./Cu rris Center
StaNes. MST. Admission free.
Junior bass recital of Steve
Spifferdecker/S p.m./Anries Reci•
Do.s ie FA Center. MSU.
Administration of (ED test/
and -Testing Center. Ordway Ha:l. \1St.",
Infot762-6k5i

DR
. GOTT
by 1---fter Gott.
114.D

1/Fl.AR [di (OTT My problem is a
-nstont though varying degree of
pair, in my groin and hips. lower back
Callo%ay County Genealogical
and buttrv k area It varies from mild
Society,4 p.m. at Annex of Callodiscomfort to genuine pain Routine
wav Publ.c Lihrarv.
examination including I-rays blood
v.,ir is and a rectal for enlarged prosKappa Department of Murrav
tate were all negative Help
I
liENtiVit Your question is
Woman's Club ":30 p.m at
0,r1( r (1
pormit i specific an f-r ,;7
(i)n t mention
your age ar.d what blood tests and X First United Methodist Church
.
t
..ot, hay.. had Theref
it
events include UMW F..xecdtive would hie hresurriptuous of meore.
to list
meeting/9 a.m.: UMW gencral tro many afflictions (•austr,g the type
of pain su des( ritlr'
meeting/10 urn.
)r,('', hi'•,
' I 1.(V(` ;1 couple of
in the groin. hips. hut-.
First Baptist Church events thoughts
Os-k-include !Mothers Day Out and be suf and ha( k suggests that you may
fer:ng, from'arthr)tu: or a herniWeek of Prayer/9:30 a.m
ated ilmit- ar
I p,t...tarrtlr:tir• thi. gradual wearGroups of First Baptist Church
ofjtnt surfaces commonly
symptoms you describe In
Women include Dorothy Group; ( alP•F'S
Fellowship Hal1/1 1 a.m.. Kathleen particular hip ,irthratis often spreads
the grow, buttocks and back This
Jones/Leone Travis/2 p.m.: Bea into
is due n;ero.o in of the hip Joints.and is
WalkerNettle Bennett:7 p.m ,
usuaik a••lo( i;it.rd with stiffness and
loss of tnot;»;r.
Kentucky n' Barkley Bass and
In add.tion 0•44-oarthr)tis may a!fit th( •ptF1(.• Appropriate X-rays
Gals/7 . p.m. at Louie's.
'will or-I:mini,. •r!,
Ihi• ha racterist o changes r)f arthritis thinning( of
the bones narrowing of the joint
spa( es Ar-id ht pr4•sera e of calcium
w
cr
ia type of
spina;
ra% ))--4
Treatment in
Through four seasons of the yup•:(
and physical
pie drama /series on ABC-TV. Miss th•-rap•.
to repair the disr
!Draper has fashioned Fyn Warren ma'. t:4
••
,r) •-•)1.ere
.nto a troublesome...driven characiliagnoses and test.1:r qua' capable of imposing on
not to st,
gu*,••• %..,ur doctor but to
sh,iw that rnere ire various ways
.•Wnct:-.;:r they admit it or not. identify In,scurf (• (.1 your probiern
r.eople car. be badly behaved at Armed with trs innirmation I be
lieve you ought to approac fi ;Jour ph.
1. mes. People who relote to my ,
iciar. and ask
further testing
.naraeter usually accept that.- I In( e tn.-1;111,e offoryour
pazn has beer,
N1:ss Draper said. "The ones who discovered i.ou can be Treate
d for
say.. 'Oh. she's so awful. she's so your dr•(
to her .friends. how could deposits i lipping , at the
of the
they're just not being hon- bones Such X ray changes di' not al
ways rorrelare I tber dlgrec it pain
L'•: with themselves.'
however
patients' with rrt)11111.il
changes can experlen(
AZ'al0/1, ./1/17/Ct'ii()
comfort and disability
In these( as-- a bone s( dn useful
dppetil
Duing this test a small amount •
dioactive material is my( ted int , • • ,
bloodstream Several hours later tra
distrihution and uptake of the isotope
RALY,V)R. Pa. rAI);
Former are measured
by a de'. •• resembling
're.:ch-bianket teen :tars Frankie a Geiger
counter Areas of bone fif.
Ava.on and Annette frunicellor are st ruct ion absorb more isotop
e and at,
g to cich a wave of nostalgia pear as "hot spots' on the sr an \\ •
wilh a television situation comedy. in six to 12 hours, the radio,“
The pair guest-starred last week material is excreted from the hod*.
on the episode of ABC's "Full no damage is done
The advantage of a bone sr
Housir...• One of the stars of that
thaCit allows a doctor to .ee" a.I thi
show. David Coulicr. plaved an bones in
the body simultaneously 1r
th.'for ho flies to Holly woUd to try
you haven t had a bone s( an your do(
out for "Surf'S 1:p.- a series pilot tor may choose /4-Order onf to deter
about a beachfront 1950, diner run mine whether or not you have «stec
arthritis If you do medicine
by Avalon and Funicello.
suf ti
Avalon told Radnor-based TV as Motrin. India in or Voltaren
relieve '.our pain
Guide magazine that there's talk of could
Herniated or slipped discs between
turning the make-believe pilot into the bones of the lower lumba
r, spine
a real one.
can also cause the pain you des< rag,
When
these tire-shaped structures
"There would be room to grow.
with a wide spectrum of guest stars slip out of place. they may press on
from the '50s and '60s,- he said. nerves that exit from the spine. caus
rng buttock. hip and leg pain Hermat
"A stage in the diner could lend ed
discs can be
sed by CT sr an
itself to guest performers of any. ning (special diagno
X-raysi, by MHI
generation...
scanning (using
elect romagneto

Ellyn Warren ail▪H be married in April 9 shOw
\N( Eli- • .A
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FAIN INSURANCE
AGENCY

Auto
Horn('

r•ct-7114

%Fla
1;11

!..:
•
•

BUSIne ••••

Specials!

i

A tr(adit),•

,

171 F ;

-Moan

Jim Fain

FF53-0632

1ra)2, D. McKinney
Ia

614 South 4th Street Murray, Ky.

Buy any Large Pizza,
Get 2nd Large Pizza
for Only

Remember the 10th
For City Newspaper Carriers
1'-'
COl.11.r T,a•G
adart
PA..•

Buffet Special

, .._

c••••07

,
C.7

i.,-"''' ,,_, To•wo• ,
79

2 All-You-Can-Eat Pizza Buffets
Lunch 11-2 2 for S599
Ir. attE
Dinner 5-8:30

2 for$699

The 10th of each month is aver.- important
day
(
to
newspaper carrier. Your carner must receive your your city
payment by
the 10th of the month in order to pay their
bill
You see, these earners are independent busin
ess men and
women. They buy their-papers from us at whole
sale cost and
sell them to you at the retail delivery rate. When
you don't pay

'Coupon not good with any other apecial through 4 4 91

r

them by the 10th they have to dig down into their own pocke
ts
to make up the difference
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th
of each
month. They depend on you to write their
pay checks
Collection time can be an inconvenience for
you and your
carrier.
So. paying by mail is a simple way to avoid the
bother of
monthly collection.
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CHECK OUT OUR
LARGE SELECTION OF
PRE-OWNED RIDING & PUSH MOWERS
AND GARDEN TILLERS
-Prices To Fit
Any Budget-

MURRAY HOME & AUTO

Chestnut St.
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FARM/AGRICULTURE
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Nitrogen on no-till corn won't
cause water contamination
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Azaleas come in a sarietv of size and beautiful colors. Fertil
izers high
in nitrogen promote faster, longer -lasting blooms.
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Blooming azaleas easy
as one, two, three
the sersatilits ol
at4o4s the
imagmatise homeowner to design a
bright. sibrant and long-lasting landscape Some azaleas grow under one foot
tall and are pefect as groundcovers or
in file empty crevices of a rock garden.
larger ty pes provide screening or hedging.
Azaleas are often used to sary a landscape's color scheme Matching a senes
of azaleas to existing perennials, for example. can create a los ely rainbow effect,
one that can be changed each year by
simply adding annuals to the mix
The timing of the bloom can esen be
controlled, as hybrids are available that
burst early, late, or. right in the middle of
the summer season. So, it's possible to
coordinate the bloom and choose the desired color, among them white, pink, lasender. siolet. crimson and cool cream.
Some azalea hybrids also come in unique
hot yellow and orange. as well as deep red
Expert hybndizers continually create
new color shades for these funnel-shaped
blooms Even better, ensironmentally
concerned lawn and garden manufacturers now produce organic fertilizers that
help shrubs thnse naturally by providing
the nourishment and acidity they require
One of the best examples is "Nature's
Best
brand All Natural Organic Garden Fertilizer. So. thanks to today's technology. it's possible to hase both the newest of plants and fertilizers
When selecting the planting site, remember that azaleas need protection
from the wrath of midday heat. Do not
plant them on the south or west side of the
house unless the area is partially shaded.

Azalea Upkeep

MSU ag students
honored at banquet
Outstanding Murray State University agriculture students were
recognized recently at the 15th
annual MSU Department of Agriculture Banquet.
Rodney 0. Jones, a horticulture
major, was selected by the agriculture faculty as the Outstanding
Senior in Agriculture. In addition.
he .was recognized as the Outstanding Student in Horticulture.
A graduate of Calloway County'
High School, he is the son of Mr.
and; Mrs. Gary Jones of Dexter.
Jones has been president of the
MSU Horticulture Club for three
years. He is the past recipient of
the Kentucky Garden Club Scholarship ar1 the Murray Women's
Club çarden Department
Scholarsh)p.
Richa c E. Bowling was recognized as Outstanding Student in
Agricultural Mechanics. He is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Estill Bowling
of Murray. He is secretary of the
Agricultural Mechanization Club
and'is the recipient of the Kentucky
Farm Power and Equipment Dealership Scholarship of 1990-91.

"Simply The
Best"
The Karate
Superstars
Display at

Body Elite
32-6' Trophies
10 Cham.ionshi. Belts

.....•••••••••••

The banquet was coordinated by
Alpha Zeta, honor fraternity of
agriculture. Bobby Boggess, vice
president of Hutson Ag Service,
was the guest speaker. He
addressed issues facing farmers
such as soil erosion, groundwater
contamination, animal rights and
genetic manipulation of plants and
animals.

Cattle: calves 2 compared to last
week slaughter steer poorly tested,
heifers untested, cows steady, bulls
1.00-2.00 higher, calves and
vealers untested, feeder steers and
heifers 1.00-2.00 higher. Slaughter
Cows: sreaking utility and commercial 2-3 40.0049.00, cutter and
boning utility 1-3 45.00-53.00, several dairy breds 53.00-55.00. cuttelr-2 44.00-48.50, canner and cutter
under 800 lb. 40.00-41.00.
Slaughter bulls: yield grade 1-2
1430-1775 lb. indicating 77-79 carcas boning percent 45.00-69.00,
yield grade 2 1370 lb. indicating 74
percent 74.00, yield grade 3 discounted due to excess flesh 60.00.
Feeders: Steers: Medium and
large No. 1 2201 lb. 111.00,—
300-400 lb. 101.00-123.00,
400-500 lb. 105.00-110.00.
500-600 lb. 90.00-102.00, lot of 11
head 525 lb. 113.75, 600-700 1h.

Using conventional rates of nitrowhen the corn was about 18 inches
gen on high yielding no-till corn
high, Wells said.
likely won't cause significant groundIn the experiment, harvested entire
watcr contamination, according to a
plants at maturity to measure total
research report from the University of above-ground yield
for silage; other
Kentucky College of Agriculture.
samples of ear corn were taken to
"The amount of fertilizer N applied
measure grain yield.
at 160 pounds per acre on high
"We found a signifi
yielding corn did not lead to the sponse to the higher cant _tield rerates of nitrogen
potential for high rates entering into tested.'We also found
the groundwater supplies," said Ken percent of the applie that about 70
d nitrogen was
Wells, an Extension agronomist.
used by the plant and therefore was
In the three-Year study, Wells and not available to enter
the groundwater
colleagues Harold Rice and Bill Thom supplies,"
Wells said.
applied ammonium nitrate at 80 and
Much of the other 30 percent of the
160 pods of N per acre to high nitrogen. he said,
was likely to have
yielding corn on Pope silt loam soil been immobo
lizcd in the soil by soil
located at the University of Kentuck- bacteria, making it
y's Robinson Substation in Quick- groundwater contam unavailable for
ination.
sand.
"Because of this, the amount of
The nitrogen was applied either all fertilizer nitrog
en which could potenbroadcast at planting or broadcast tially' enter groun
dater would he
four to five weeks after planting, small or
negligent." Wells said. -

Does making more than S24,000
per half acre of land in Kentucky
sound too good to be true?
Especially if you're told the crop
you're going to grow is perfectly'
legal?

Open abrasions or cuts that mayhave been exposed should be disinfected with hydrogen peroxide or
zephiran solutions.
Persons who feel they have been
infected should contact a physician
about treatment. They'should also tell
their physician that the fungus is an
atypical form of ringworm and may'
not respond to medications usually
used to treat ringworm.
Your veterinarian is kept informed
about this, and other newly diagnosed
or reported disease and also the
recommended treatments. This is one
of the benefits of continuing education for veterinanans.
It is also an indication of the
promptness and efficiency with which
the body of veterinary knowledge
responds to developing health problems.

It may very' well not affect Kentucky, because fungus infections in
sheep are relatively uncommon and
because a wanner climate than Kentucky's may be necessary for the
disease to develop.
Nevertheless, because it can affect
humans and because it is apparently
becoming a serious condition in Georgia, as well as New Mexico, Colorado
and Wyoming, Kentucky sheep
breeders may need to know about
Club Lamb Fungus.
In sheep, the disease resembles
Lumpy-wool disease, and is characterized by thick, scaly pustules around
the head and ears. These areas form
scabs, and the wool becomes matted.
If it is pulled from the area, the area
looks like a raw ulcer.
Lambs will rid themselves of the
disease in three to four weeks, apparently with no lasting affects.
The major complication may be
that the fungus is transferable to
humans, where it causes an atypical
form of ringworm that may not respond to medicines usually used to
treat ringworm.
Transmission of the fungus —
thought to be a member of the genus
Trichophyton — is by either direct
contact of lambs, by indirect contact
of lambs through wash racks and
shears, by contact of lambs with
people, and by contact of lambs with
cattle, goats and horses.
Club lambs are thought to be
predisposed to the disease because of
frequent shearing and washing. Lanolin. the lamb's natural body oil, is
thought to prevent the fungus from
entering the skin. Frequent washing
delz*letes the level of surface lanolin.
Beyond that, small skin cuts are an
open door to the fungus. Care in
shearing and disinfection of shears
between lambs can help prevent infection.
-Lamb handlers are cautioned to use
care in working with lambs that are
thought to be infected. Rubber or
surgical gloves should be worn while
handling infected lambs. Hands
should be washed thoroughly after
handling infected animals. and gloves
should be discarded or disinfected
before handling other lambs.

87.50-96.00, 825 lb. 74.00,
Medium No. 2 300-500 lb.
90.00-107.00 500-600 lb.
83.00-92.00, 600-700 lb.
79.00-84.00, large no. 2 300-400
lb. 91.00, 466 lb. 85.00, 650 lb.
80.50, small no. 1 395-400 lb.
68.00-93.00, 500-600 lb. 85.00,
600-700 lb. 82.00-89.00.
Heifers: Medium and large No. 1
200-300 lb. 104.00-106.00,
300-400 lb. 96.00-110.00, 400-500
lb. 88.00-97.00, 500-600 lb. 89.00.
600-700 lb. 81.00-85.00, 40,
825-880 lb. 63.00-75.00, medium
No. 2 300-500 lb. 81.00-88.00.
small No. 1 500-600 lb
75.00-81.00, Stock Cows and
calves: medium and large No. 1
730.00-900.00 with 3-6 year old
and 200-240 lb. calves at side.
Stock Cows: Medium No. 1
5700. Stock bulls: large No. 1 1220
lb. 2 year old 74.00.

alternative cash crop potential for
some. And ginseng often can be
grown on land not suitable for
other crops.
Right now ginseng is a S5 million industry in Kentucky, Jones
said. Most of that comes from individuals who,dig wild roots found in
Kentucky's mountain regions.
Properly aged wild roots with the
right look and feel can bring as
much as S235 a pound. That's
almost seven times the S35 a pound
most cultivated ginseng brings.
What's the difference?
Mostly' age, Jones said. Many
wild ginseng roots are 12 years or
older giving it the dark and
wrinkled appearance prized by
oriental buyers. Most cultivated
ginseng plots are sold after about
four years. because farmers need to
start making some returns from
their substantial initial investment.
Those roots are lighter in color and
less wrinkled.

Those attending a regional
ginseng grower conference sponsored by the University of Kentucky College of Agriculture in
Lexington were told just that.
Don't rush out and spend all that
extra money you're going to make
growing ginseng though.
"It's definitely not a get-richquick scheme," said Terry Jones, a
UK Extension horticulturist. "It
takes a lot of hard work. It takes a
lot of up-front start-up money. And
it takes years before highly prized
ginseng roots grow to the proper
size and quality."
Still, for those with the proper
land, capital and patience, cultivated ginseng offers a profitable

Only electricity can let you

control your whole house,
whether you're asleep or awake,
at home or away.

ATTENTION
No-Till CORN FARMER:
• Early Applied Bicep® will
Fit your Program

Only electricity can bring you a security system for your peace

of mind. A stereo that lowers its volume when
the telephone
rings. Lights that come on when you walk into the
roinn. A
visitor's face displayed on a TV screen when the doorb
ell rings.
Heating and cooling programmed for a different tempe
rature in
each roinn. Science fiction'? No. these and many other
marvels
are being introduced now. One more reason why so
many
homeowners make Electricity The Power of Choi
ce for
the American Home.

Come by or call your friends at
Hutson's and let them explain
the options!

Ag

HUTSON AG
SERVICE

204 N. Railroad Ave.
7 3-1'3

4111111110.1.1110•111011nror''''''''.."---

West Kentucky Rural
Electric Cooperative
Corporation
Write or call for FREE
Electric Living Booklet

Hazel, Ky
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Ginseng: profitable but not
a 'get rich quick' scheme
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Club lamb fungus

Mix garden soil thoroughly with compost and sphagnum peat moss, which will
lighten heavy clay soils, and add organic
matter to sandy soils. Then, spread two
to three pounds of "Nature's Best*" All
Natural Organic Garden Fertilizer for
esery 100 square feet of soil and work it
into the top three to four inches of the
garden area
"Nature's Best*" garden fertilizer
consists of a 5 5 5 percent blend of organic nvogen. phosphate and potash.
The high phosphate content accounts for
its ability to naturally promote root deselopment and blooming
Holes are a snap to dig. as azaleas are
shallow -rooted plants In fact, the top of
the root ball needs to be exposed or the
shrub will pros ide leases, but no flowers
It is necessary. howeser. to make the hole
twice as wide as it is deep and to gently
break up the soil around the root ball in
order to permit the roots to stretch out
and grow
Once the shrub is sitting upright in
its hole, with the top of the root.ball lesel
with the ground, backfill with the amended soil and tamp firm Then. water thoroughly with a hose to eliminate any air
pockets Make a well around the-shrub
so that water will be contained rather
than run off Finally. place a landscape
fabric 'around the plant and coser the
fabric with a decoratise mulch Together.
the fabric and mulch will help retain moisture and retard weeds.

Watenng is particularlY important
dunng the first year after a shrub has been
planted. and is also essential when the
Planting the Azaleas
azaleas are flowering
"Deadheading,- the process of pulling
Once the decision has been made as
to the size, color and layout of the azaleas, off browning blossorits. stimulates nev.
it's easy to plant them because all types growth on Noung plants After the azaleas
enjoy the same growing conditions. These hloom, mix in some more "Nature's
acid-losing shrubs erase soil rich in Or- Best''' fertilizer The extra boost ensures
ganic Matter. with ample drainage and greater color the following season
Pie glorious rewards of a little effort
moisture, as well as loose texture to allow
certainly make azaleas the shrub to plant
for air circulation and root growth
this season

PADUCAH LIVESTOCK MARKET
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After stunning upset, Duke turns to titl
e game

By RICK WARNER

MN. doesn't think the Blue Devils will
state
letdown
after stopping the Rebels' 45-game winning strea r a
k and ayenging a humiliating 30-point loss in last year'
INDIANAPOLIS — Duke and Kansas
s championship
were expected to be game.
the lounge acts at the Final Four.
Instead, they're headlining
"Our goal all season has been to win the natio
tonight's big show.
nal championsh
ip, not just get to the final." Hurley said. "Win
The Blue Devils shocked top -rank
ning last
ed UNLV 79-77 and night was probably the most
satisfying game I hase ever play Kansas upset North Carolina 79-73
on Saturday to reach the ed in. But we won't
be satisfied with just last night.'
NCAA championship game. Just how
big a surprise was that?
Although Duke (31-7) will be playing in its fifth
Well, two days ago you could have
title game.
gotten better odds on Jerry the Blue Devils are still
seeking their first championship
larkanian growing hair than a Duke
-Kansas final.
record for Final Four futility. However,
To people not stunned
the current players
by the semifinal results were Duke claim the
failures of the past won't haunt them tonight.
guard Bobby Hurley and Kansas
coach Roy Williams.
"What happened the last three years
"It's not any miracle that were here.
will not ha‘c an
" Williams said Sun- affect at all," said senio
r Greg Koubek, the only person to
day. The reason we're in the Final Four
is because we're a play in four Final Fours. "Thi
s is- my last opportunity to wai
good team.it, and I'm going to .be focused and
Hurley. who played a nearly flawless
ready."'
floor 'game against
At a group news conference. Duke's fie
starters
AP Sports Writer
—

•

1

RU]

Sports Writer

..d consider the season a failur
e if they lost
to k.a.,as
N.
a sophomore Thomas Hill.
ora:•''shed a lot. It's good jUst getting "Our team has
to the Final Four.an Grant Hill disagreed.
••L'. a,-ar. our goal all season to
win the national champ\n thing else would not he satis
fying to me,- he

local

Jim LITKE
Associated Press

C
gr
t°v21e
:
hortra
rs
3
unpeci,
while

INDIANAPOLIS — Enough is
never quite enough.
We know this because Las
.Vegas rolls craps once at the
ft Mike Krzyzewski has guide
college basketball table and vird the Blue Devils
•- s.‘cutiye Final Fours and five in the
tually overnight everybody
last six years.
dogged by questions about his failur
forgets the 34 successful passes
e to win the
and the national championship
o at any thing we
that went, before it.
have done in the past as a
at it as great experiences.- Krzyzews
And we know' this because
ki said. "1
•:::71 from victory' and
Mike Krzyzewski rolls to the
defeat. I think I've been a
• - .
%;%ir than I've been in the
Final Four four straight seasons
past.2 on page III
and five of six — without winning it all — and the first
question is always what have
you done for me lately.
'My mother only' remembers
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — Dean l ast ia...,
that I went to the Final Four.
ask
•
h.1.\
done
so rnuah :or me
Smith has all the time he wants ing now ma,.
People will think what they
s
:or me
now.
Liaaa: :aank what
to make my sare : .n."
want to think," Krzyzewski
ao.a . .s:mth was
The North Carolina coach got
Payia was_ker:
said. "And remember what they
mats to the
raathe boot with 35 seconds left in media to e‘n,,
want to remember."
Ir.
technical
The Tar Heels ;29-6i weren't
Saturday night's NCAA semifinal beaaa se a
What we choose to remember,
did a
.
.
an
e
interbeate
n
by
the teehmeals. however.
loss to Kansas.
preta: on o: :ae
really remember, is winning and
..-araing to lhey lost becau
se of their own
The referee says it was because Jim Delan fi•e
winning and winning. Not just
y.
ten Caaference poor shooting, a
dismal 38.4 perSmith left the coaching box. The COMMiN•:ki
some
hCr
of it, but winning it all.
01
the
cent
on
28
of 71 attempts Their
NCAA says the ref had no choice, NC; Div •saa
It is the reason we always
A
I a.,skethall trio of senior starte
it was a clear violation.
rs. Rick Us.
laugh with the Roadrunner and
Pete(hileutt and Rice. were ehlei
Smith says it was nit-picking at
at Wile E. Coyote in the carII
w .. _
in
iy
respo
ns:le
t _hittang a comb:pa:al its worst and detracted from the other a orae
toons: Every' time 'that wretChed,
a'acahe salt! S of 3K
79-73 victory for Kansas and his
frustrated canine is about to hit
former assistant, Roy Williams.
..1 was relaxed. maybe too
the finish line. someone comes
"1
7
i),.; Of
even though it did .not affect the
111.1A ilk' not nervous enouga
along and moves up the tape.
the hwy. esen it: ae.:: •aoh: saaaoutcome of the game in the
sad 11',L; 0-foot-7 Fox, the :Lao,
:
It may' be funny -but it is
non or
1::.,
slaahtest.
leaa
ny sairer-Tor the Seas.)7. "1
not
fair, and now the Runnin'
1)e:a!:‘ saki
"a, a,.s :rle
The Tar Heels already Acre
I CO1::,i Just
Rebel
Was h‘ the of: ,
s know the feeling.
:h.
•
he
beaten and were trying to get the
i;1
and may .ra.• got too
was out Of the
"You get in a position to he
subs into the game.
successful only so often. That's
ea.
a;.7.
••I simply said. 'Pete, how much
what makes winning it all so
S7.-.11h
! kiot as
F's.
who
fouled out in the clost:rne do 1 have!"-Smith said of his
precious ... and an unbeaten
:.\0
•ng
seeon
ds.
had
13
point
run-in with referee Pete Pavia. W
s. niac
'l ,'"'s
season so cherished.- said
%‘j,n)..71.'
kahsa,
1
.‘
ahd a game-high seven
'That' the only question I asked.
he Lrossed a: 'rot.. a
Quinn
- Buckner, the CBS sportsass:st
s.
".:
four turnovers
and he gave_ me_a techmeal."
caster and former Indiana
•,irre
aid playcd only 20
A as
7,2
- But it was
minutes
second te,.'nna•Z
basketball star.
.1'
'
troeb:c.
-- the first came late in the
1 "Aoti.s;
''Sure;the pressure, and the
done
ha
5
0
.
7
-22
shertsa 2- 7
firs: half — and it meant an autoexpectations aren't fair. And
'•'
e.aaaion. only the ',hard ::me
SC'
pulling the label 'great' off a
2-1-4 snots and
h.s 3()-...ear coaching career.
team
like Las Vegas after just
•
•'A
're
g,.iod
. shots. keep
"There
no sway 1 expected a
one loss isn't fair.," he rs:
•- Fos said.
teenraca..- said Smith, who was in
wasn't
continued. "But that's why peoat
0'.
the F.:nal,- Four fag the.. fzst -t-i-i•nc, •
It_was _frustrating to
ST.r!!:
Talc -1ix on these. things.' Because
a
,a,
„
.
A
lot
of set plays
:he Tar Heels won the :oar- .
lifc.
osn't _fair. either.''
nrc do::. -and a-ne-y- forced us-to n-ey
19*2-.•"We're - talking
...••
Buekn
ki has a unique per:
oar
1 *as---73ying --for'The'
sorne:t h,'7"t that had no
b'eaal71.-e
speetive on the matter of sucto
come
around. I had
hh.:
a1
cess. The 1975 Indiana team he
thought.'
led, like this year's UNLV
squad. entered the NCAA
tournament unbeaten. ranked No
i and with a place reserved in
the history books. And like this
year's UNLV squad. it was •
upset before the ink had dried.
Unlike this year's UNLV
4. 1 heresa Ran:age was a 6-0. . squad. hoWever. the Hoosiers
Staff Report
.inner, w.h..le Chris Granacki
were granted a second chance
Murray Ledger & Times Sports
a •
6-0 winner at No. 5, and
and made the most of it. With
\la:tray State I horue
7,
a: N. 0 Kr.st, Rydholm was 'a 6-1,
Buckner at the point the
6- a arter.
n
anbeaten in the O'•( ana
following year. the same team
Rat.
Johnny Reagan still has no: as. - on o smale . Pa.
aaahies• play. Dideriek and
- minus John Laskowski and
'Donovan were 2-6. 6-1. 6-1' winthe, bullpen yet.
Steve Green --- won 32 games
'Breds-swept a two-game set
r • Srton..
na.acs
h I. No. 2 (;ranacki and
and' did not lose anv. beating
a
Ter.nessee Tea. Saturday.. as
Haner lea
k••,:•,:orn -••
a two
Michigan 86-68 in the NCAA
6-1. 0-0 a.nhers.
Jeff Broar. and an
• State starics Kirk Raeaer
andat No. • Pana,:z... :
championship game.
I
Kant Waatae a ssed' complete
Rader.
war:
A
'That made what happened
In :he
"7,1% al,
in. 19750 palatable.- Buckne7
_:e1.2.1',CL': Cs :ern
and s,.orea t. a tar;
sail "But the funny thing
Y. 5-4 ..---: lost to !Nrkdnsas
5-0 in leag a- e
nas_
. 5-1
Nlarray ,
:ha:
over
the '75 learn was better.
in the firs:
the
1
week
end.
.
and takm.g a 5-0 win in the
with i'Le ti,.. 'ins
IA,•t: shot better. We were
A.,.:a,rist the Lady Hi:hoppers.
b•
1,-a‘ei to Ar'n..7.,:iti
la_.....r,k„AllLock and Donovan
deeper. We played better
Ine ::rst game. Rueter sarren- and Wednes.e‘a--e- he; •e
•
all WInn.::", in SIngles play, - defense. There wasn't anything
;farad a ran in the first, but Murray ;
r orne on
•
a: 2 p.m.a -ah :e 1)iderk and Donvoan Lorna, that team couldn't do. That's
'a-. • 10, in a: No. I and Ran-age
.n the sixth for two
tontest
why I try to keep that memory
1-N1a -1 n
They
'N.:ock combined for a win a:
three more in
alive.
.
tne,()•(
... take the win.
•• in douhles action.
'Of course. 'esery timee resomerecord on Inc .n.e .:'keaan
.A -State.; Doraiyan and
Schoen led off the
Aaa,:i
st
in a three-game
body
comes up to me, the '76
. enra,ee
(•••anacki were single winners. -Team is the one they talk about
a walk, and scored thank, to
State stamr‘:
.
ah error after a Jason Haner
•
Diderick and Donovan at No.
But every time somebody brings
TENNIS
Jan Grzanich scored Haner wan an
a• d A
up '76, 1 make it a point to
In tenn:s act n.
and Ramage at No. 3
RBI single.
menti
w.ner
State Lady Pa. _7,.
on '75. The shame of
s.
•
In the seventh. Shane Witte: and
what happened to the UNIX
opener
side. Murray
•
a. z
Eric Greaser reached on errors. and
head State ir-o
guys.- he said. "'is that
\.1 He 6-0. with Paolo
after Jason Sammons reached on a
In sing.c 7.a.(
Kjus, Doug; because -1)f the .way things
f:elder's choice, Schoen walked. was ai 6-1 fa .•
worked out, they won't have
-107- as Halt, Scott Yarw•oh, two outs and the bases Lana Alloa..
that entree.''
,...d Anay Poore all easy
loaded. Haner dtew a walk before r.er ot
But Mike Krzyzewski might.
GrzanJi drove home two more Aas a 6-o, 6-:
A
win against Kansas tonight.
(
/14 nrit (1 in
I
on the heels of his win over
UNLV . Saturday' night, and hjs
career no longer will he viewed
as a half-empty glass.
NEW ORLEANS (AP) — The seeds of Tenne
At a news conference Sunday.
ssee ,
a
a,
women's college championship were sown
his
team demonstrated that it is
in a hitter
v i rg,aa,
was ranked No. I through most of
loss, to Virginia last year.
of
two
minds on whether a title;
seasL
abe
n
antil
losses to Penn State and Clemson
Tennesee beat Virginia 70-67 in overtime Sunday
is necessary' to validate the seaaroppea
in
No.
2.
'
the championship game of the women's
son. Freshman Grant Hill said.
acaac„,:a r30.5) won the first overt
Final Four.
ime champion Dena Head. a 72 percent sh000ter from the
"Anything else would, not he
line, hit
,rap game in the 10 years that the NCAA has been
two free throw's to tic it at 60 in regulation
satisfying to me.- But Thomas
. then hit
sponsoring women's playoffs. Virginia led 60-55 with
five more in overtime to give Tenne
Hill, no relation and a year
ssee the title.
: 25 to go in regulation when Head was fouled by
Last year, Virginia beat 'Tennessee 79-75
more
experienced. said. "No.
in overTony
a
Cardo
aa
and
conve
rted a three-point play.
time in the regional finals to keep the Lady Volun
our team has already accomteers
aMMi Reiss and Dawn Staley both missed with
48
from playing in the 1990 Final Four
plished a lot.''
at Knoxville.
seconds remaiaing, and with seven seconds left,in regLast year. losing to Virginia in the tourn
The 'first time it was put to
ament
ulatiu
n.
Stale
y fouled Head, who hit both free throws.
really hurt us," said Tennessee coach
him,
Krzyzewski was carefully Pat Summitt.
Ile it.
"We were upset losing to them in overt
non
-comm
ittal.
ime and not
Cardoia gave Virginia a brief lead in overtime, but
having the opportunity to be in the Final
"The difference between satisFour on our
head
hat
two
more free throws, Peggy Evans scored
home court and in front of our home
faction and failure is something
fans."
on a rebound. and Head hit the first of a two-shot free
It was Tennessee's third national title
all
of you should ask yourselves
in five years.
throw to make it 66-62.
They also won in 1987 and 1989.
about. Put yourself in the poso
After
Cardo
za's basket, Virginia got its only points
_''Today's win feels like the great
tion of Kansas and Duke.
est of all the
from Staley. a follow of her own miss with 1:01 left
national championships.- Summitt
Would yoU consider that failure?
said. "But in 1987
and a 3-pointer with four seconds remaining.
we were the underdogs, and
"It's something to be introthat was Tennessee's first
Staley missed a chance to win it in regulation when
national title, so that was extra
spect
ive about and," he kidded
special.
she drove the length of the court for a layup in traffic,
"The 1989 championship was
repor
ters,
"I'll expect your paprewar
ding
becau
and Heather Burge couldn't get off a shot with the
se
we were ranked No. 1
ers on Monday. And they'll he
and we were supposed to win.
rebou
nd.
We did what we were
supposed to do that year.
'Dena Head did a great defensive job on the last graded."
'This win is a lot like 1987'
Later, the question, was put to
s because again we
shot,
--,S.taley said. "She blocked it. It was a great
were the underdogs. We overa
him
again. '
chieved, and it worked
defensive play.(Coned on page 11)
said

Dean's ejection brings dejection

•-•

•••

Jerry 1Jrk.i...an and the UNLV Rebels celeb
rated last year's
Iouraament championship, but the Duke
Blue boils
snapped I_
's 45-game winning streak and 1 etas'
chance for
back-to-back titles with an upset win on
Saturday.

Hard to take

UNLV trying to live with loss
By TIM DAHLBERG
AP Sports Writer

INDIANAPOLIS — Time did na•
.A daY after his team missed the be••
rell greatness. the pain felt by the L.NLV
.
And the jcnowledge that he's facing NCAA
and
_
,S1:17:L.'TS from the close-knit team
that won 45 straign: game, ,
aeasons didn't help.
• "I'll never have a group like this again.••
Tarkaman said. '•Ta..,
'a very special group of kids. They did every:hing
Aell al:
Tarkanian was nearly inconsolable Sunday. erner
grg briefly from
tis hotel to escort Larry Johnson to pick up his U.S.
Basketbai:
'Association player of the year award at
a :cal
The night had done nothing to dim the memo
ry of a great .
: chance. with dreams of an undefeated season
and a second conseaut:ve
national title shot down in a semifinal loas
to Duke..
His Runnin' Rebels, the basketball juggernaut
that was supposea
it all, never even made . it to the final
game.
••It's worse today,— Tarkanian sa:d. "I just
keep replaying .
Over in my mind."
Nearly
distraught was Johnson, who uttered e right
worathe teie.-vised ceremony but was :n no mood to
discuss the de:.
the 79-77 loss.
Johnson signed autographs and bantered
'wan
arrangements to go to lunch with Shaquilie O'Ne fans. la,.•
al of LSL. ar.olner
norranee for the writers' •award.
"He can barely talk, he's hurting so rneen nde
. Tarkaman
of his star forward.
Johnson's hurt may have been cornpuande
d by his decision to pass
the ball to Anderson Hunt rather than launch
his own 3-pointer 07 dra.e
to the basket to try and tie the game in the
final few seconds.
The two-tame All-American, the centerpiec
e of UNLV •s success.
brought the ball up court for the final try and
was briefly open before
passing to Hunt for a desperation shot that
clanged off the rim.
"We had the ball in the hands of or best
player in the open court
and he gave it up," Tarkanian said. "Larry had a
good chance to creak something, but he gave the ball up. But witho
ut Larrya we don't
even get here. He's carried this team for
two years.Losing was an unfamiliar experience for Johns
on, whose team had
gone more than a year since its last defea
t
"Once you suffer a loss, you don"t want to talk
basketball."• he said,
"You don't want to turn on a TV, to look
at a newspaper.- '
'Would he pass to Hunt again if given
a second chance?
"I don't know," he replied reluctantly.
"I doubt it. though.''
The majority of the UNLV team was expected
to return to Las Vegas today on a charter flight. But Hunt and All-A
merican Stacey Augrrkm, who were in tears after Saturday's game
, left on a commercial
flight later that night.
-Augmon virtually disappeared in the Duke
game. scoring only six
points, just two in the second half.
,The rest of the team stayed mostly in
the hotel, including point
gnard Greg Anthony, who fouled out with 3:51
remaining and the
Rebels up 74-71.
-"Greg fouling out was the key to the game," Tarka
nian said. "It's
the first time all year we had a great player foul
out of a game."
-Tarkanian elected to replace Anthony with reser
ve forward Eyrie
Gray instead of risking putting in freshman point guard
H Waldman,
who played sparingly all year.
(Coned on page 11)
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SPRING SPORTS SCE\

'Breds sweep twinbill at Tech

Lady Vols win third women's title
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Actions & Reactions
RUNNING - LOCAL

also missed makeable birdies on the
1 601 and
17th holes Eavington won $288,00
0 and earned
a 10-year exemption for all PGA Tour
events
Paul kinger, who led through the
second and
third rounds, shot a 74 and dropped into
a 1,e
for third at 278 with Phil Blackmat and John
Cook Blackmar's round of 65 included
a
course -record 30 on the back nine
Curl -s
Strange shot 71 and was tied at 280 with
Bruce
Lietzke and Bernhard Lan,er
RANCHO MIRAGE, Calif - Amy
Alcoit enOect
a 24-month drought with
wire -to-wire record
setting victory in Dinah S iore tournam
ent Sun
day Adott fired a 4-urvier 68 arid
finished at
15 under 273, eight shr ,s ahead
of the lied It
was tier third tournament win and topped
her
own record of 274 in 1988 at the Mission
Hills
Country Club She earned $90,000. lust
$9,000
iess than all ol 1990 Dottie Mochne
finished
second at 281 after a round of 69. Patty
Sheeran f70, and Pat Bradley (67)
lied for third at
71,37

Local runners were active at the later
Trot in
Benton Sunday, a 5K run Bill Hoffman
won the
overall, with a time of 15 23 on the
hilly course
Chris Barriger took first in the
men's 20-24 age
group, where Steve Rascoe was second
In the
25-29 group, Marty Crosier finished
second,
whiie Ron Pasquint took third
Tim Jones won
the 30-34 group, while Can Wuest
was second
in the 50-55 group, and
Adam tanning was
second in the over-60 group
on women's action, Lisa
Ferns won the
wornen's overall in 20 14, while Laura Overton
won the 30-39 age group

PRO BASKETBALL
The Sacramento Kings are drawing
cioser to
becoming the kings of the road
- at east the
losing side of it. The Kings, already
the singleseason record -holders for consecutive
road
defeats, fell 115-87 to the Los
Angeles Lakers
Sunday night for their 32nd consecu
tive loss
away from Sacramento. two shy of
the NBA
record ''It's something we talk
about - We know
we need to get this behind us."
rookie Lionel
Simmons said "Once we're in a game,
we
don't think about it, but it does bother us.- The
loss also was Sacramento's 13th straight overall to the Lakers since '989 and the Kings' 43th
consecutive setback at the Forum since
1974
when the franchise was based in
Kansas City °Mahal. My wife jells, me I shouldn't be so concerned with eacn toss." Kings coach
Dick Motta
said
She keeps telling me that it's not every
day you can set an NBA record I don't
have
much to do with the 43 games we've
lost at the
Forum, but I have to admit I've
g01 something 10
do with the 32 games on the road
"
.in other NBA games, 11 was
Boston 135, Chi.
cago 132 in double ovenirne. Philadelphia
110
Cieveland 101, Charlotte 102. Washing
ton 92.
Indiana 127, Golden State 120 in overtime
, and
Houston 123, Miami 103

PRO HOCKEY
The Chicago BrackhawkS are headed
into the
Stanley Cup payoffs wJth a hot streak
and a not
goallencler "I can't say erlough about
Ed Balfour tonight He finished tne season
as he
staled 11.- B.acSnawk coach Mike Keenan
said
following a 5-1 victory Sunday night
that sewed
up the Presidents Trophy for the best record
it
the NHL this season The Blackhawks
edged
tne St Louis Blues in a down-to-the
wire Norris
Division race on Me last day of the
season
Chicago wound up with 106 points to
105 for
the Blues, who oeat Minnesota
2-1 Sunday
night.
Ain other games Sunday, tt
was Calgary 5. Los
Angeles 3, Buffalo 5, Washington 2, the
New
York Islanders 3, New Jersey 2; tne
New York
Rangers 6, Pittsburgh 3. Boston 7,
Hartford 3,
Edmonton 6, Winnipeg 3 and Quebec 4, Mon.
!real 1

GENERAL
WASHING TON - Former word champio
n
Sugar Ray Leonard acknowledged Saturday
that he used cocaine and alcohol durng the
early 1980s after an eye injury appeared to end
its boxing career Leonard, 34, who has
appeared in national l y broadcast ant,-drug pubic service announcements, said he ised
cocaine for three years, quitting in eany 1 986
Leonard's confession came after a puttishe
d
• report that Juanita Leonard, his wife of 10
years, bad accused him during divorce WOceeCings last summer of physica,ly abusing her
.,nder the influence of alcohol

TENNIS
MEXICO CITY - Brad
Gilbert beat Luis Herrera 4-6. 6-3, 7-5, 3-6, 6-3
Sunday to clinch a
t rst-round victory for the
United States over
Mexico in the Davis Cup.
In the final match,
after the defend ng champio
ns were up 3-1 ,
Mex•co's Leonardo Lavelle
beat Jim Courier
4.6. 7-6 17-2), 7-5 The
United States plays
Spain in tire quarterfinals The
first-round match
had been postponed because
of the Persian
Gull War In other World
Group matches,
France finished a 5-0 rout of
Israel in another
005lbOned first -round match and
will meet Aus!rale in !tie second round
Germany reached
the semifinas by winning
the doubles Sunday
and:eking a 3-0 lead over Argentin
a in its qua'
ter! ^a• Yugoslavia beat
Czechoslovakia 4-1 10
advance to the semifinals and will
play either
F rancri o• Ausiralia in the
semifinals

TRANSACTIONS

BASEBALL
American League
CHiCAGO WHITE SOX-Traded Adam Peterson
and
Steve Rosenberg, pitchers, to Me San Diego Padres
for
Joey Cora and Kevin Garner, intealirs Acquired Pea
Rose Jr . initialer horn the Baltimore Orioles
tor Joe
Borowsk,, pitcher Optioned Mario Bnio and JO Caner
pitchers. to Vancorver of tile PaoAc Coast League
Sent. Don Wakamatsu catcher. to their mnor league
camp for .eassignment
DALLAS - Roy Tarpley, the Dallas Mavericks'
DETROIT TIGERS-Acquired Andy Allanson catcher.
trom the Kansas City Royals for Jim Barter, catcher
recuperating star forward *no has twice vioKANSAS _CITY ROYALS-Place/CANN Gubcza
lated the NBA's anti-drug poldy, was arrested
catcher on the 15-day disabled fat
Saturday on suspicion of drunken driving Two
MiLWAUKEE BREWERS-Placed Teddy aguera. prtchDallas poiice officers Observed Tarpiey in niS
or on the 15-day disabled hal retroactive to March 29
1988 sports car traveling 63 mph in a 35 rnre,
TEXAS filthirGERS-OptiOned Dean Paimier third basezone about ' a m
police spokesman EC
man to Oloaroma Crry of the American Assocrato
n
Spencer sad
TORONTO BLUE JAYS-Sent Edda losky and Jerry
Tarpi ey, who sustained a
Scnunk infielders to their minor league camp for reasseason-ending knee niury on Nov 9. was
signment Waved Carlos Diaz, ca7cher. for the purpose
transferred to the county jail without nancicu1's,
grami•; him his unconditional releatill Ootioned Ran
Spencer said He posted a $200 bond on a
Cy Knorr calmer. Knorvirte of the Southern League
charge of invest-galion of dnving while 'tiros,
National League
cated. Dalias County sheriff's deputy B D
ATLANTA BRAVES-Placed Nicii Esasky fire base
Brown said Spencer said police would fiie a
man and Loins Smith, outfielder on the 15
-day cksab
formal-DWI charge against Tarp* today Bran
kit kst
'
CHICAGO CUBS-Placed Dave Cute. outtekas and
McIntyre, the NBA's vice president of puti,it
Domingo Ramos infielder on *arrestor the purpose of
reatvons, said the league was 'looking wito the •
thern'their unconditional releases Optioned Dave
sitaialion " But NBA policy s'ates a payer can't
Poles otcrial. to Iowa of the American Assoottor
pick up a tnird strike" uniess he tests positive
LOS ANGELES DODGERS-Paced Orel Hershey',
for cccaine or heroin
pitcher on the 15-day disabled hat
PHILADELPHIA
laGNTREAL EXPOS-Piaod Mike Adria% infielder- Charles Barkley's mos'
nu-fielder on wavers tor the purpose of giving him us
embarrassing week in :he NBA may be his las:
.,ncondt oral release
of the season Barkley. a source of controversy
oiTTSBJFIGH PIRATES-Placed Jay Tibbe pitcher.
all week because of a spitting incident, tore a
Or
saiverk for the purpose of giving him his unconOtionat
"gar"e'L il is left knee Sunday when team'
mate Rick Mahorn fell over him in me third per
S' LOUIS CARDINALS-Placed Alex Treono catcher.
nod of Pnitadelphia's ,110-101 victory
Of' waivers for the purpose ol giving him hie unconclit
Over
onCleveland Cavaliers
al 'cease Sent Raheal Corm*,and Mks Withiri. pitch•
Team doctor Jack
to Mar minor-league camp for reassignment
ers
McPhilerny said the injury., which he called
a
SAN DIEGO PADRES-Placed Calvin Sdvaldi. pitcher
second-degree tear, could end Barkley's seaon *eyere lor the purpose of grving larri 'as uncorKliti
onson A more definitive prognosis was expecte
a; rases', Optioned Jeremy Hernande
d
z arid Jose
atter tests today On Weonesday, Barkley was
Meandez picners. to Las Vegas of the Paohc
Cats'
suspended for one game and fined $10.000
League Sent Dann Wardell°, catcher.
for
and Pat Clements, pitcher. to their minor-league
a spitting incident involving an 8-year-oldgirt at
camp to
*assigne
m nt
a game in New Jersey
'
SAN FRANCISCO GIANTS-Signed Darren Coles
,nfielder-outtekle,. to a one-year contract mth Phoenix
of the Pacdic Coast League Optioned Franosco
refas pitcher, and Darren Lewis. outfielder, to Pnoenif
PONTE VEDRA Fla - Steve
Placed Tony Perezchica, infielder
on vseirere for the
his birdie putt on the '8'h hole and
porpbee Of giving him his unconditional release
Fuzzy ZoellReieased Gary Ease and Jaw ANarez, pitchers he"
er didn't That was tire difterence Sunday as the
Phoenix
Austraiier longsnot won the Players Champio
nFOOTBALL
ship for the biggest victory of his career E tkingNotional Football League
ton, wno Snot a 4-under 68 Sunday,
three DE'ROIT LONS-Signed Melvin Jonion cornerbac
k
putted for bogey at 17, tying Zoeller. But on No
GREEN BAY PACKERS-Agreed to terms yarn Mike
18, the Austrarsrt he a 4-iron approach 15
Tornc2ali. quarterback
feet
MINNESOTA VIKAGS-Signed Feel Wright
from the hole to set up the winning putt.iHe fir'-Safety
and James Pruitt, wide receiver
shed with a 12-under 276 total Zoeller he it to
Arena Football Leaue
12 feet on tfte final hole, needing to one-putt
for
OR.ANDO PREDATORS-Signed- Reggie Collier
a plaic"
^ac.' • - out to 1,r.sh second He
ouarertaa

The Insurance Center
of Murray

By The Associated Press

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE

This would've been hard to imagine a few years
ago, but now it's true
- neither Orel Hershiser nor Fernando Valenz
uela will be with the Los
Angeles Dodgers on opening day.
Hershiser was put on the 15-day disabled list
Sunday because his shoulder is still too weak to pitch in games.
Hershiser underwent reconstructive surgery last
April 27 and has been
throwing on the sidelines in spring training. He
worked out again Sunday,
but isn't strong enough to play in exhibition
games.
"This is no disappointment," Hershiser said.
"I've made good progress, but I know I'm not ready to start the
season."
Last week, the Dodgers released Fernando Valenz
ucla, 30. He and Hershiser, 32, formed cine of baseball's best known pitchi
ng tandems for most
of the 1980s.
Hershiser, the 1988 Cy Young Award winner,
made only four-starts last
season before his shoulder blew out. The Dodgers
pitch effectively this year, but there are no hope he will be able to
guarantees.
During the winter, the Dodges traded for
Bob Ojeda and signed free
agent Kevin Gross to bolster their starting rotatio
n. At the time, the Dodgers didn't know exactly where Ojeda and Gross
might fit in; without
Valenzucla and Hershiser, they have places.
Dwight Gooden, meanwhile, might finally
have the contract that has
caused so much commotion.
Agent Jim Neader said he intended to meet
today with New York Mets'
management in Port St. Lucie. Fla.. to pill the
finishing touches on a
three-year extension that could make Gooden
the highest-paid player in
baseball.
The deal would be worth at least S15 millio
n and would include an
option year in 1995.
Roger Clemens currently is at the top of the
salary list. averaging
S5,380,000 a season on an extension that begins
"Depending on how the total payout goes. he next year.
will be one of two,"
Neader said, "That is what we will be workin
g. On tomorrow. I'm going
to come down to work out the final detail
s."
Last fall, Gooden set a deadline of Feb. 22 for
a new deal, preferably a
four-year extension worth more than S20 millio
n. After the deadline
passed without an agreement. Gooden said he
would not talk about a contract any more this year and would likely file
for free agency when the
season ended.
A day later, Gooden altered his stance and the
sides have heen talking
•since.

(Cont'd from page 10!
Murray lost to SIU 5-4. Doug
Hawthorne was a 6-1. 6-3 winner
at No. 3- for the Racers. while
Tomas Hult was a 3-6, 7-6. 6-2
winner at No. 4 and Soca Yarbrough was a 6-1. 6-2 winner at
No. 5, Andy Poore and Mike Hall
combined for a 6-4, 6-2 win at No.
3 doubles.

'Your more than one company agency."
David King

Johnson 5-103-4 13 Aurnon 3-10 Or 6 *doer
3-6 1-2 7, Hunt t1 -2G 3529 Anthony 13- 16 1-1 19
SOrloCer 0-2 1-2 1 Gray 1-2 0-0 2 Totals 31-66
9.1577
Hadtirrie-UNLV 43 aim 41 3-point goalsDuke 4-8 Muni, 3-4 Laenner 1-1. Koubek
0-31.
UNLV 6-15 'Hunt 4.1, Anthony 2-2 JOhnSor, 0-21
Fouled out-Anthony Reoounds-Duse 26 iLte..
tier' 11tALV 410 1-Johnson 1 3, kiests-Duk• 21
(Hurley 7i. UNLV 13 ?Anthony 61 Total trA461-Duke
13. UNLV 18 Technicai-Johnson A-47 too
EAST REGIONAL
First Round
At
coC
H.
o.
gie Fpie
etit
dhou
kide.e
Thursday, March 14
Oklahoma Stre 67 New Waco 54
14011,1 Carolina Sate 114 Southern Misass.pp $5
'ample 80 Pi-roue 61
cnreonct 73 Syracuse 69
Al The Carnet Dome
myC.ura'rcNY
FnV
Sda
riIS
Eastern Michigan 76 Msasevop State 56
Penn State 74. UCLA 69
Norm Carohna 101 Northeasier^ 66
VIllanova SO, Princeton 48
Second Round
Al Cole Teldhouse
Saturday,Coliege Par's,
i,c
Ceilr IC
Tem
iapherna
o 17StIc
e.'"x)
73 neNon
"
h Carolina Stale 64
Al The Carrier Dame
• Syracuse, NY.
Sunday, March 17
North Caroor-a 84 Vdenova 69
Eastern fachtgan 71 Penn State 68 OT
Regional Semifinals
At The Meadowlands Arens
East
h, 22
NJ
Rutherford,March
North Carolina 93 Eastern Michigan 67
Temple 72 Okanoma State V OT
Regional Championship
Sunday, March 24
At The M•sdowiends Arens
East Rutherford. N.J.
North Garonne 75 Tempe 72
• • • •
SOUTHEASTRoPuEnG
diONAL
First
At Freedom Hall
Louisville, Ky.
Thursday, March 14
ittsCiu,gn 76 George 68 OT
ice-sas 55 New C--cane 49
Tionda Siete '5 Sc,..mern Caldrons 72
',idle-a '9 Coes:a' 0er:bra 69
Al The Omni
Atlanta
Fndey, March IS
Arkansas '17 Urns State 76
A,rata
zon
,
aagw,,o
Slats
e
79tautsgeara
,. 76
79
.Wake ;cast 71
„Lirsas 77

Feb. le, 1989.
"It was during an ice storm," he
said. "Most people couldn't get to
the game. I wished I could have
skipped it. too."
Danny Ferry was the leader of (Coed from page
1M
that Duke team. Now the main man
"One
of
us
could
win or lose
is junior center Christian Lacuna.
because a ball bounces out of the
who scored 28 points against
basket, or bounces into the basket.
UNLV, including the winning free
Should
my recollection of this year
throws with 12.7 seconds remaining. Lacuna leads Duke in scoring, be based on that, or on -all the
things that happened since Oct, 15
rebounding and steals. and is tied
for second in assists with Grant that made me feel so good about
them?"
Hill.
That is the question that will tor"He's been doing it all," said
Kansas center Mark Randall, who ture Vegas coach Jerry Tarkanian
was Lacuna's teammate last sum- in the months, and quite possibly
years ahead. It was a great team
mer at the Goodwill Games in
Seattle and the world champion- last season, but a better team this
one, and the shame of it is that as
ships in Argentina.
the
present recedes into the past.
"He's just a great player. I have
a lot of respect for him and lot of that distinction will become ever
respedt for Bobby Hurley. He's one
of the top point guards in the
country.••
Laettner 4,s equally impressed
with Randall, one of four Kansas
starters with double-figure scoring
When you have a faaverages.
cility as good as ours,
"He never stops moving, never
you let it speak for itstops pursuing the ball," Lacuna'
self.
said. "He's also -a very good
rebounder and a big Veat on the
Marray's Anest Rothe,"
offensive end. Whoever -guards him
really has to be ready."

Louisiana Tech 65
Second Round
,m1D,A
j,tai,Fr:om Hall
Settw
rda
llyv,II iMearc
K hY. 16

Indiana 82 Florida State 56'
Al The Oirm
Atlanta
A.aba,a
waoSud
e npoty,
est Nu
arch 17
96
Arkansas 97 A^zona State 91)
Regional Semifinals
Al The Cherlotte Coliseum
Charlotte, N.C.
Thunday, March 21,
Arkansas 93 A.abarra 70
Kansas 83 Indiana 66!
Regional Championship
Al The Charlotte Coliseum
Charlotte, NC
Seturday, March 23
Kansas 93 Arkansas 87
• • • •
MIDWEST REGIONAL,
Final Round
At The Metrodorne
Thursty
nan"
Piis 14
.
, March
Duke 102 Northeast Louisiana 73
Iowa 76. East Tennessee Slate 73
Connecticut 79 Louisiana Stale 62
Xavier Oho 89, Nebraska 1114

Sports Writer ...

753-8355

At Dayton Arena
Dayton, Ohio
Fogey, elerCe IS
St John s 75 Northern ninon 68
Texas 73 St Peters 65
Ohio State 97. Towson Stale 86
Georgia Tech 87 D•Paul 70
Second Round
At The MetnxIom•
Minneapolis
Saturday, March IS
Duke 85 lowa 70
Connecticut 66 Saver Oho 50
Al Dayton Arena
Dayton, Ohio
Sunday, March t7
Ono> Slate 65 Georgia Tech 61
Si Johns 84 Texas 76
Regional Semifinals
At The Silverdoin•
Pontec, Mich.
Friday, March 22
Sr johns 91 Oho State 74
Duke 81 Connecticut 67
Regional Chempionehip
At The Silverdome
Pontoc, Miclr
Sunday, March 24
Dune 78 St JOnn 6'
• • • .
WEST REGIONAL
Firm Round
At The Jon M. Huntsman Center
Sett Lek* City
Thursday, March 14
Seton Hal 71. Pepperoni 51
Creglson 64. New Mexico Stale 56
Brigham Young 61. Virginia 48
Anzona 93 St Ferias Pa SO
Al The McKee' Center
Tucson, Ariz_
Friday, North 15
Micrvgan State 60 Afisoonen-Grear
Bay 58
Utah -82, South Alabama 72
Georgetown 70 Vanderbe 60
UNL 99 Montana 65
Second Round
Al The Jon M Huntsman Center
Salt Lake City
Saturday, March la
Arizona 76, Bngnarn Young 61
Salon Hal II. Creighton 69
Al The McKal• Canter
Tucson, Aria
Sunday, March Ti
Utah 85 Michigan State 64 20T
UNLV 62. Georgetown 54
Regions. Semilinsis
Al The Kingdorn•
Seattle
Thursday, Marcri 21
Scion Hal 81 Anzona 77
UNLV 83. Ulan 66
Regional Chemponshp
At The Kingdoms
Selma
Saturday, March 23
UNLV 77 Seto, Hail 66
• • • •
THE FINAL FOUR
Al The Hoosier Dome
Ind is naps
Sem:finals
Saturday, March 30
Kansas 79. North Carolina 73
Duke 79 UNLV 77
Championship
Monday, April 1
•a-Sa• 2
re Duke 131-71 810 pm

• • • •
ClUKE 1791
f"cled
1A-47 'DC
Koubek 1 -6 0-0 2 G liii 5-6 1-1 11 Laortrittr
914 9-11 28 Hurley 4.7 1.1 12. T Hill 2-6 2-26
Davis
uNv 61-71721 3-4 15. Lang 3-0 0-0 0 McCaffrey 2.3
1-2 5 Palmerer 0-0 0- , 0 Totals 29-56 17-21 79

(Cont'd from page 10!
The move left UNLV without a point guard and
might have cost it
the game. The shot clock ran out on a group of
confused UNLV players on one late possession, and on the final play
Johnson brought the
ball up court.
"Waldman is a freshman who hadn't played at all,"
Tarkanian said.
"To put him in a situation like that, it was more
a matter of him being
uptight. That was the key thing."
In the end, though, it was the combination of things
that went wrong
that proved the ,Rebels' downfall.
UNLV didn't get the fast break baskets it normally relies
on, and the
biggest streak for a team that thrives on streaks was
an 8-0 run early in
the game that cut a Duke lead to 15-14. Add the
fact
non -factor and less-than-tenacious defdnse by a strong Augmon was a
defensive team
and the end,combination was a loss.
"I'm just sick," Tarkanian said. "It meant so much
to these kids.
I'm just hurting 4n,side."

After stunning ...

Sycamore

Al Indianapolis
KANSAS 1791
Janson 4-8 1-39 Maddox 4-10 2110. Randall
6-11 4-6 16 Brown 1-10 0-03 Jordan 4-11 6-13
16, Turman 1-5 2 5 5 Woodberry 0-0 2-22. Scott
6-9 2-3 14 Wagnof 0-1 0-0 0 Ache, 1-1 2.2 4
.10hanlmg 0-0 00 0 Totals 27-66 21-36 79
NORTH CAROLINA (731
Lynch 5-8 3-6 13 To, 522 3-3 13 Chian 2-8
0-0& Rios 1 3 4 5. Davis 9-16 5-5 25 Rover 0-0
0-00 Montrose 3-4 0-1 6 Phelps 1-1 0-1 2. Rodi
0-1 0-00. Reese 2-5 0-3 5 Sutwan 0-0 0-0 0 Hanna 0-2 0-0 0 Totals 28-73 14-21 73
kialtenle-Kaftiall 43 North Carter.•41 34 1-porit
Oala--Kansas 4-14 'Jordan 2-6 Turista!' 1 -2
&gee 141, Nob Carolina 3-18 Oat/ma-4. Reese
1-1. Chicun 0-1, Herne 0-2 CACAO 0-3 Fox 0-71
Foos.; out-Lynch Fox Rebounds-Kansas 51
IJamson Randall ill Noon Caroina 42 IChlam
ttl Assists-Kansas 17 (Jordan 71. North Carolina
16 iFox 7,1 Total fous-Kansas 20.1401111 Carolina
27 Techmcals-Nonh Carolna coach Smith 2

Hard to take ...

GOLF

901

NCAA Tournament

Sanders shot an 81, \Arnie Qin.
-Bell had an 84. Coach Buddy Hew itt
'
s squad shot a 319. 17 stroke,
behind - winner - Kent State in lb
weather-shortened tournament.
TRACK
Stevon Roberts became the first
Murray State trackster to win at the
Florida Relays since 1978, as he
won the 800 meters in 1:49.50 in
Gainesville, Fla. on Saturday'.
Carl Dilliard finished fifth in the
same event, with a 1:51.20. w hie
Seibert Straughn and John Ackerman each had top -10 performances
for Murray' in the prestigous event.
with Straughn finishing ninth in the
400. while Ackerornan took tenth
in the - 1500 meters.

GOLF
The Murray State golf team fir.ished 15th at the Johnny Owens
Invitational at the Universits
Kentucky this weekend.
Murray was led by .Chris
with a 78, while Murray High ,27;: duate Todd Sims shot an go a,
Dirk Brinker for- the Ra;:ers. Jn
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SCOREBOARD

'Breds sweep

PRO BASKETBALL

(Cory'd from page 1Th
Unlike'Duke, Kansas hasn't been
burdened by great expectations this
season. In fact, it has taken consecutive victories over mega-powers
Indiana, Arkansas and North Carolina._ to convince people that the
Jayhawks (27-7) are for real.
This team has been on a roller
coaster all season," said Williams.
recalling that the Jayhawks lost
their first two Big Eight games to
Oklahoma and Oklahoma State
before rebounding to capture a
share of the league title.
"We've been ugly at times, but
I've never been around a team as
competitive as this one."
Williams came to Kansas in
1988, three months after the Jayhawks won the national championship under Larry Brown. He's the
fourth coach to lead Kansas to an
NCAA title game, joining Brown,
Phog Allen (1940, 1952 and 1953)
and Dick Harp (1957). Only
Brown's 1988 squad and Allen's
1952 team, which included reserve
guard Dean Smith, won the
championship.
If this year's team is going to
win the title, it will have to play
much better than the last Kansas
squad to face Duke. Williams still
has vivid memones of the Blue
Devils' 102-77 rout in Durham on

Dodgers place Hershiser
on 15-day disabled list

MONDAY, APRIL 1, 1991

Pro hockey
WALES CONFERENCE
Patrick Division
W L TPC5 OF GA
y-Pdtslourgh
41 33 6 1111 342 305
"NY Rangers
36 31 13 $5 297 265
x-Washingtor,
37 36 7 81 254 258
x-New Jersey
32 33 15 79 272 264
Phi adelphia
33 37 10 76 252 267
NY Islanders
25 45 10 60 223 290
Adams Division
yEloston
44 24 12 100 299 264
i-Montreal
39 30 11 89 273 249
,-Buffalo
31 30 19 81 292 276
a-Hartford
31 36 11 73 2313 276
Ouebec
16 50 14 46 236 354
CAMPBELL CONFERENCE
Norms Division
W L T PI' OF GA
T-Clwa20
49 23 8106284211
x-S1 Loss
47 22 It 105 310 250
xiDetrort
3438 $ 76 273 296
tiMnnesota
27 39 14 IS 256 266
Toronto
21 46 11 57 241 318
Smythe Divsion
y-Los Angeles
46 24 10 102 340 254
a-Calgary
46 213 8 100 344 263
x-Edmonton
37 37 6 80 272 272
x-Vancouver
28 43 9 65 243 315
VAnnpeg
26 43 11 63 260 203
•-cinchod payoff berth
y-cinclied 0101.041
Saturday s Games
Detroit 6, NY Rangers 5
Phiadephia 4 PtIliburge 4 le
Bultalo 5 Hartford 5 be
NY Islanders 5 Boston 3
Washngion 4 New Jersey 0
Montreai 4 Ouebec 3
lannesou 2 Chap° I
St Louis 5 Toronto 2
Sunday's Gaines
Calgary 5. Los Avows 3
St LOOS 2, Minnesota 1
anon 7, Hartford 3
Bunalo 5, Washington 2
NY Rangers 6. Pinsburgh 3
NY Islander& 3, New Jersey 2
Edmonton 6. Winnipeg 3
Ouebec 4 laontreal
Chicago 5. Devoe 1
End Regular Swoon

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY I

blurrier.
Last season, the Rebels were
sympathetic champions, selfproclaimed victims of NCAA
investigators. This season, they
won 34 games, more than all but
three of the 52 NCAA champions
and unsurpassed by anyone this
year, and it wasn't enough. Only
36, only perfection would have
been enough.
A chance like the one afforded
Buckner comes along almost never,
and on Sunday Tarkanian mournfully owned up to that reality.
1'1'11 never," he said, "have a
group like this again."

901 So. SYCAMORE

753-8355

1991
Ford
Ranger
XLT

Check s Out

List Price
Factory Discount
Parker Ford Discount
First Time Buyer*
Rebate

753-7283

tt64
Fred P. Stalls
Woodmen Bldg.
3rd & Maple
759-1909

•
•

''I

'Must Meet Requirements

ra°111

"Where the price and service,
makes the pill easier to swallow '

41°3°11'4°4'S

LIParker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury

EllikEtAft“
Ik
PLOS

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy

titer

"Ath &*'"ne

Gi•ndal•

at Whttnoll
753-4175
Hours: Mon.-Frl. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30

WOODMEN of the WORLD
LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY

970 Chestnut St.

Home Office

•• -%
•

• •

•

Your Complete Auto Center

701 Main St. Murray 753-5273

Omaha. NE

•108-

Wheelbase
•P215 Steel OWL
All-Season Tires
•Tachometer
•Cast Aluminum WheelsDeep Dish
•Sliding Rear Window
•Power Steering
•Air Conditioning

,.1
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*

•.•
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Fulton officials develop plan
Fulton city officials have developed a 5-year strategic plan and
mission statement to improve the
community of more than 3,000.
Among Fulton's plans will be to:
- 4•Develop a, sense of pride in
• : .duals within the community.
Arrange support for present

OBITUARIES

and future residential, commercial
and industrial growth.
- Maintain the hometown atmosphere while improving the Cilv .,
5eINICeS with additional growth by
ari-iryzing strengths and weaknesses
of current services.

John D.'Janes
The funeral for John D. Janes
was Saturday- at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Brown Funeral Home,
Mayfield. The Rev. Jimmy Madding officiated.
Nephew's served as pallbearers.
Burial was in Highland Park
Cemetery. Mayfield.
Mr. Janes. 86, Rt. I. Murray,
died Thursday at 9:33 p.m. at Milk

111
Kenneth Jackson

Manor Nursing Home, Mayfield.

Kenneth Jackson, 69, of 1301
and husband, Bill, Charl
Farri
s Ave., Murray, died Sunday and Mrs. Kathy Raybu otte. N.C.,
He is survived by his wife. Mrs.
rn and husat 6 a.m. at Murray-Calloway band, Tony. Murra
Odessa Wilkerson Janes; one
y; one son, Kenny Jackson and wife, Sandra, Murdaughter. Mrs. Della Janes Smith, County Hospital.
He was a veteran of World War ray; nine grandchildren. Brad Jackone son. Randy Janes. and one sisII and a retired employee of Mur- son, Tia, Jeremiah. Jacob. Zacha
ter, Mrs. Nester Givens, all of
ry
Mayfield; one brother. Eddie Janes. ray Division of Tappan Company. and Micah Rayburn, and Tiffany,
Mr. Jackson was a member of Jennifer and Billy Birch; two sisThe Calloway County Fire si
Akron. Ohio; four grandchildren;
University Church of Christ. Mur- ters, Mrs. Charlotte Tabers. FarRescue Squad responded to a strucseveral nieces and nephews.
A Murray-man remains in stable ture fire at an abandoned home
ray Shrine Club and Rizpah
mington, and Mrs. Mary Ellen
condition at the Murray•-Calloway Saturday night in Old Almo
Temp
le.
Jones
and husband, Walter. Mur.
County Hospital following a one- according to reports.
Born March 19, 1922, in Callo- ray: one brother Hubert Jackson Jr.,
vehicle accident Sunday. according
way County, he was the son of the Fort Myers, Fla.
The two-story home. which was
Services for Mrs. Mahe:
Count‘
to a report from the Kentucky State in the process of being torn down
late
Hubert Jackson and !Yleda FarGraveside rites will be Tuesday
, Washam Farmer are today at 2 p.m.
Mrs. Earner. 4, Murray. died
Police.
ris Jackson.
was extinguished quickly before in
at
2 p.m. at Murray City Cemetery.
the chapel of Blalock-Coleman
Friday at 10:15 p.m. at MurrayGene- Paul Sammons. 54. of spreading to other areas of
He is survived by his'wife, MIS. John Dale will officiate.
the Funeral Home. The -Rev. Nowell
Callov.ay County Hospital. She Hilda McCuiston Jackson,
Murray was southbound on Ken- house. according in informatio
Friends may call at Miller Funerto Whom
n Bingham is o:lieiating. Mrs. Joan
was the w :doss of Lawrence he was married on Sept.
tucks 121 seven miles north of officer Mike Sykes.
al
Home of Murray after 6 p.m.
24.
1945:
Bow ker is kr.ganist and soloist.
Farmer.
Murray when his vehicle slipped
two daughters., Mrs. Patsy Birch
tonight (Monday).
Cause of the fire is still under
Pallb
earer
s are Solon
SUrvisors are one daughter, Ms.
off tne shoulder of the road. went investigation, he said.
Glen Far:7:
Doralyn LaMer. and one grandout of control. h.:: a ditch, became
The squad also responded to a Chester. er. L.17T . Soloman. Otto
Porter Holland and Willie
daughter. Da7'.;,:ra I.anier, Murray':
airborne. dossed an intersecting sr.....ture fire in Dexter aroun
d 6:13 Jac k son.
road and lodged between'two trees
one
nephew. El.(,'.•Oy Bohannon. and
7. Friday.
BurIZ
Mrs. Laura A. Bland, 83. of 500 Jean. 1710 Keenland, Murra
.
PleasaM
a sisler-in-uw. Mrs. Louise
around 1:30 a.m.. police said.
A st,'7a;::
Grose
North Fifth St., Murray. died Satur- Logan G. Bland, 1405 y. and
..'7‘ in
Wasnurn,
Sammons was cited for driving
Johnson
day at 3 p.m. at Murray-Calloway Blvd.. Murray; five grand
-7,7C7 [•.'7C inf1uence. police said.
children.
County Hospital.
Chris Bland. Scott Bland. Limo. 1..
were
Ca..ov.
S'!s,2+
Co4my Disaicr
She was married in 1925 to John Bland and wife, Elizabeth. Patric
77rgen,:
Rescue Un::
Logan Bland who died in 1971. Smith and husband. Winford, la •
Mrs
nd
r:snonded to the accident along
Curo:e
She was a member of First Baptist Greg Dowdy: three
•:65.4
greatw:th, M..rray Fire Department persa Da`lty an.: DI\
Church.
grandchildren-. Jennifer Bland. Sal'al'Lla.
•07.7.c. and N1CCH ambulanc
Llie
e
Baker
Chris
tie Ballard and Heather BalCa.;k
Born
1Wa
C
Dec.
.
22, 1907, at Haiel.
ser‘
jar- Slk.22.7
Ste‘e Liss
she was the daughter of the late lard; two sisters. Mrs. Ruh% .AtficrHer h..,Patr:.ia
:sr. Derr,, N
James Buchanan Adams and Ina ton and Mrs. Robbie Smotherman.
!sla‘
GLOUCESTER. Mass. AP -Eris. Du-s. F.r;L Jones
Mayfield.
Underwood Adams.
s:
Fishermen casting their nets of: the
oo,c
‘C.7'.17'.7.
"
Graveside rites are :oda%
C.11hc:7.17
coast of New England say they are
27. ALT,
Survivors are one daughter, Mrs. p.m. at Murr City Cemet
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ery. Dr.
frequently hauling in an ianss:42,
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Achievements recognized

N.C.,
husKenMurJackchary
Tany,
)
FarEllen
Murin Jr.,

uner-

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — A
revolutionary treatment could
someday become the salvation of
thoroughbreds with seemingly
hopeless injuries or diseases.
Despite 20 years of equine
amputations, only a handful of
horses have survived for any considerable time. Amputations have
been the last resort to save valuable
horses for breeding.
Two new techniques performed
by Dr. Ric Redden, a Woodford
County veterinarian, have kept Balchaia, a 6-year-old French stakes
winner with valuable blood lines,
alive and using an artificial leg.
If Balchaia continues to improve,
the procedure could signify a veterinary breakthrough.
"We're going to be successful
with her in the next six to eight
months, or it's going to be a very
tough learning experience for all of
us," he said.
Redden is optimistic that the
worst is pasi
"The biggest hurdle that you
dread is the (tender, loving care)
and the after care," he said. "This
mare has required minimal after
care other than routine care and
bandaging."
Balchaia was brought to Redden
a year ago, suffering from laminiCis, a painful hoof disease, in her
left front hoof. Balchaia's owners,
fearing that she would have to be
destroyed, donated her to Redden's
International Podiatry Foundation.
Redden amputated Balchaia's
left foreleg Dec. 30 and then tried
two new approaches, inserting
three stainless steel pins through
the cannon bone, the major weightbearing bone in the lower leg; and
building a prosthesis to follow the

and
nson
iren.
I.
.rwia •
and
ea tand.
man.
The Nlathcounts team was also recognized before the
board. Pictured
from left are Angela Fairbanks, Tracy Pervine, keisa
Bennett and
Coach Dan Thompson, with school hoard members.
Not pictured is
Wade Denton.

;actly
prob' he

The elementary, sixth grade and under chess team
members are pictured above (from left) Coach Mark Galloway, Jeff
CLIFTON, N.J. (AP) — An
Page,
Crouch, Joey Woods, Joey McKee!, Josh Price, Nathan Hughe Dal id
explos
ion Sunday rocked a church
s, Mark
Stockton, Josh Mitchell, Coach Wayne Bell and school
during
an Easter service, blowing
board members. The team earned the state championship trophy and
'out windows, collapsing a portion
will
now.
advance to national competition in New York.
of the floor and injuring at least
four people, authorities said.
About 200 worshipers ran out of
United Reform Church after the
explosion tore a hole in a wall,
police said.
Many of the church's windows
were blown out and cars parked
outside were showered with glass,
police said. Part of the floor collapsed and pews fell into the basement below.
Four people were taken to a hospital with minor injuries, said
police Lt. Richard Kemp.
Dr. Wayne Bell coached the elementary, sixith grade and under
stuThe explosion occurred in the
dents to victorious year. Pictured above, Sid Easley, chairman
of the basement of a building attached to
board of education, presents Bell, a Murray State University
profes- the church, said Fire Chief Walter
sor of in the Department of Mathematics and statistics, with an
award De Groot. He said a gas leak was
for his successful efforts with the chess team.
the apparen cause.
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natural slope below the ankle.
The pins enabled Balchaia to
bear the weight on the cannon bone
rather than the stump, giving the
leg a better chance to heal. The
natural-shaped prosthesis made the
mare more comfortable.
After removing the pins in
February, Redden fitted Balchaia
with the first of two permanent

prostheses.
"She doesn't seem to mind it
whatsoever," he said.
•
This month Balchaia faces yet
another operation, an attempt to
straighten our her right front knee
and reduce pain. An unsuccessful
surgery to repair a racing injury
has partially crippled that leg.
''She has to tolerate the surgery

THE FAR SIDE

plus the prosthesis also," Redden
said. "She's mentally prepared for
IL*

By GARY LARSON

Birth
Announcement
John and Lily Patterson
are happy to announce
the arrival of
April Marian,
Michael and Elizabeth's
baby sister surprised
everyone hy being horn
at home, April 1
at 1:30 a.m. with the
help of neighbors
Connie McKenna and
Carol Enjo. Everyone is
doing fine. Special
thanks to Dr. Enkin for
making a house call.

-It's Mrs Griffin across the hall.... Seems a giant
tentacle smashed her door in today. grabbed her little
shih tzu. and dragged it away.... She called the
Harrisons, but their squid is over at the park!"

BLON DIE

Explosion rocks
church during
Easter service
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Rescuers map out
plan to retrieve
injured spelunker
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CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

37 UK Princess
38 Power of
1 Cooling
reasoning
device
41 Fondle
4 Take as one s
42 Den
own
43 Chinese
9 High/
pagoda
mountain
44 Hearing
12 Kimono sash
organs
13 Seagoing
45 Granite St
vessel
47 Former
14 Falsehood
Russian ruler
15 Succor
49 Rented
comfort
53 State of
17 Handles with
suspended
skill
animation
19 Direction
57 Urge on
21 Alternative
58 Imitator
word
60 Grain
22 Bucket
61 Female deer
25 Island in
62 Orange.
Aegean Sea
yellow fruit
27 Comfort
63 Change color
31 Sea eagle
of
32 Scraped with
the claws
DOWN
34 Note of scale
35 Type of cross
1 Preposition
36 Decay
2 TV's Vigoda

CARLSBAD, N.M. (AP) — A
woman who broke her leg exploring a cave was trapped 900 feet
underground today, and authorities
said it could be two days before
rescuers can get her out.
Emily Davis Mobley, 40, of
Schoharie, N.Y., was trapped in a
remote section of Lcchuguilla Cave
early Sunday when a falling rock
broke her leg, said Bob Crisman. a
management assistant for Carlsbad
Caverns National Park. The park
contain's the largest known caverns
in the world.
Crisman said a doctor was staying in the cave with Mobley and
that she was in pain but otherwise
in good condition.
At least 60 people were expected
to participate in rescue efforts
today, including two members of a
special cave rescue team from
Tennessee.
But Chattanooga-Hamilton
County Rescue Squad Chief Mike
Geeslin said it could take days to
get Mobley out.
"This could easily turn into a
multiday operation," he said. "It
depends on if it is a broken upper
or lower leg. But it will be a minimum of 48 hours."
Mobley's husband, Bill, said his
wife has about 20 years experience
as a spelunker or amateur cave
explorer. She is an experienced
cave rescuer herself, he said.
Spelunkers often embark on
expeditions in Lechuguilla, the
deepest cave in the United States
and the fourth longest in the nation.
The cave, known to be 54.3
miles long and 1,565 feet deep, is
not open to the general public.
Bill Mobley said his wife had
been in the cave since Saturday
with about five other members of a
mapping expedition party.
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CATHY
JANUARY 1991
RETAILERS PLEAD FOR
CUSTOMERS TO COME BACK

-

FEBRUARY, IRRi
RETAILERS PRA"./ FOR
rASTORIERS TO OWE BALK

MARCH, tqc? I
RETAILERS BEG FIR
CUSTOAERS TO CO,AE BACK

APRIL , igqi.
CUSTOMERS COmE BACK.
I MIGHT GET THIS
IF YOU SPECIAL

ORDER IT IN BLUE
AND ALTER IT FOR
ME FOR FREE BEFORE
I REALLY DEUCE.
1111111M4:1

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

v
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shelter
5 Hard
6 - an even
keel
7 Church
bench
8 Musical
group

9 Everyone
10 Cover
11 Footlike
part
16 Sick
18 Build
20 Rocky hill
22 Danger
23 Omni for
one
24 At home
26 Expressing
cutting gibes
28 Hepburn ID
29 Hebrew
festival
30 Prepares for
print
32 Sodium
chloride
33 Small child
35 Gull-like
birds
39 Agave plant
40 Dine
41 Father
44 Period of
time
46 Fiber plant
48 Chief.
eminent
49 Conducted
50 The self
51 Mature
52 Expire
54 Bow
55 Low island
or reef
56 Summer Fr
59 Mother

GARFIELD
JON, IC tr'01) CAN GOE.5 HOW
MANY COOKIE' ARE IN
JAR,
SiOl.) GET THE ENTIRE CONTENT'S!

YOL) AtE
ALL PIVN

THEM
YOL)?

PEANUTS

(

MAYBE SOMEDAY
WE SHOULD TAKE
TIME TO SIT DOWN
ANC TRY TO
FIEURE OUT JUST
WHY THE GOLFING
GODS HATE YOU

-01gCe2,,,

1-900-454-3535
'Extension $1702
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New treatment could save lives of horses

Murray Middle School Academic Team was recognized at the
school
board meeting for their high achievement. Pictured above are
row, from left, Jason Shelby, Angela Fairbanks, Keisa Bennet front
t, Lori
Cook, Tracy Per ine, Rachel Cella and Coach Donna Keller
with
"school hoard members (back row) Doris Cella, Sally AleXan
der, Sid
Easley, -Van Haverstock and Dr. Hollis Clark. Not pictured
were
Wade Denton and Coach Roy Weatherly.
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CLASSIFIEDS

010

010

I

Legal
Notice

240

Help
Wanted

Notice

Mobile
Homes For Sale

litscolamous
Ordinance No. 91-944
• lin:ince of the City of Murray. Kentuc
ky, approving a joint and
pregram for Self-insurance. Insurance and the
Investment of Public
arr.ong various clues, ulhan-county govern
ments and other public
.
e !thin the Commonwealth of Kentucky;
authonzing the execution of
interae ai Cooperation Agreement to establi
sh the Kentucky Municipal
eleeeernent Association- (the -Interlocal Agree
ment-)under which the
•tr
• `.1'
oreanized and financed. authorizing the Issuan
ce of Revenue
r :he terms and conditions set forth in
the Interlocal Agreement.
:he eturrae City Council on the 28
Day of March, 1991.

•

COUNTER help earn 4pm
Mon-Fri Apply Campus
Coffee Shop 214 N 15th
St Murray

BABYSITTING in Murray
home Experienced mother
loves kids $35/wk fulltime. $1/hr part time Furn
ished snacks and meals
Accept all ages Call Debbie 759-4967

SUNTAN booth 753-3485
TILLERS Front Tine 5hp
Briggs and Stratton engine
chain drive $299 99, rear
tine tillers 3 forward speeds
and reverse. Slip $649 99
Shp $749 99 Wallen Hard
ware Downtown Paris
Open all day Saturdays

GRAIN fed mutton for bar- CLAYTON 1991 16x70 3br
becuing by the quarter Call 2 bath Frost-free refrigera759 1326
tor Carpet throughout ReLANDSCAPE Lava Rock duced to $16900 with free
1cu ft bag only $150 ea microwave Gateway Mo
Black rock 50Ib bag $1 50 bile Home 527 1427
ea We also have sanitized
play sand 50th bag only
280
$2 19 and Lawn Lime 40Ib
Mobilo
bag only $2 39 ea Coast to
Homes For Rent
Coast Hardware 753-8604
LAWN chairs of unusual 1991 BUCCANEER 16x56
wooden design Also snake 2br central Heti 6 emi
bone earrings 759-4401 to north of Murray Water turn
ished No pets $275/mo
order
Deposit $200/mo Must
MOWER blades Over 400 have
references
sizes in stock Snapper 30' 437-4087
blade, $6 99 Snapper
drive disc $4 49, Snapper 2BR 12x43 in New Con
68' belt $5 99 Wallin Hard- cord $85,mo 436-2427
ware Downtown Paris, Tn 2BR trailer for rent Extra
PATIO stones 2-x8•x16" nice No pets $285 mo
gray or red 69c ea Also $285 deposit 753-6633
2"x 12'square or hexagonal RENT or rent to own 2br
patio stones gray or red lust mobile home in Pirates
$1 69ea We have red Cove Recreational Deveoctagon -square paving lopment near Aurora Ky
stones for 55c ea and 18" Recreational facilities
square brickfaced patio available to renters or own
stones $3 69 Coast to ers For information call
Coast Hardware 753-8604
753 2613

NEW 1000sq tt apartment
Gas heat1ow utilities Near
college Extra nice
$395/mo 753 8828

EXCELLENT INCOME'
Easy work' Assemble
simple products at home
LAWNS mowed (Duality
1-504-641 7778 Ext 2329
work for lowest possible
24 hours
2 BATHROOM 4 bedroom
price
References
FEDERAL government is 753-69
1623 Loch Lomond •
86
WATER heaters round
hiring, $16 500-$62,000
$500 mo plus deposit Colelectric double heating eleper year Amazing re- MACS Errand Service ofeman RE 753-9898
ments Syr glass lined
corded message reveals fers housesating grocery
tanks 30 or 40gal
2BR house for rent Newly
shopping postal and bankdetails (901)642-1416
Williant N. Cherie
$14999. 50gal $15999
remodeled
No pets
ing needs etc 753-9630
ss Mayor
Wallen Hardware Down
FULL and part time posi- Mon
$285 mo plus deposit
Fri 8-5 References
1. i, 'IN,
town
Pans Open all day
tions now available at Sub$385 753 66.33
Saturdays
way for summer Must be
2 or 4 bedroom house
18 years old Please apply
WHEELCHAIR almost
753 4109
.J7:47\
. prepared by Wm Donald
in person Subway 508 N
WANTED small yards to
Overbcy
new Will sell reasonably
•
12th Murray
push mow 753-6731 after 492-84
City Attorney
3BR
2 bath 12 miles out on
60
5pm
94 East 437-4916
FULL or part time kitchen WILL babysa
in East
38R newly decorated Re
help Must be 21 Apply in area Have
references
ferences required No pets
person
or
call 759-9668
753-3300
901-247-5798
PUBLIC HEARING NOTICE
WILL do house cleaning or 3 PIECE bedroo
m suite
GRAPHICS TECH - hill/ sit with elderly
370
Call after Full bed with headboard,
t.
eitizens of Cello..ay County, Kentucky. The
part-time Experience in 7pm 753-10
Kentucky
Livestock
16
chest
and
dresse
eee
r.
•e." Local Government is accepting applications
$85,
Macin
tosh Freehand/
under the 1991
& Supplies
vertical
patio
door
blinds
fits
WILL
\
mow lawns and do
lea eleprnent Block Grant iCDBG) progra
pagernaker and or Xpress
m. The following
or eeaernine the CDBG program is availa
3YR old registered 4 horse
Salary based on expen- other lawn work 436 2528 6tt doors, light blue, new
ble for public inspection
Still in box Paid $70, now
and 2 horse trailer for sale
ence Send resume to WILL
wash and wax mobile $50 354-6600
Call 75-3-6805 after 5pm
Computer Graphics Inc
e ;ea...re of funds av aeahle and range
home
s
Call
Starks
of activities that
PO Box 1245 Paducah Ky
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br
^-2 endertaker
Brothers Mobile Home CREAM floral overstuffed
CUTTING horses trained
42001-1245
PINE Bark Mulch or Nug- electric or gas Walking dis
Parts and Supplies sofa Excellent condition
and sold at Cooper Ranch
gets
759-18
ft
2cu
93
bag only $2 59 lance to college 753 5209 and Arena in McKenzie Tn
HIGH EARNINGS National 753-2922, 753-2753
stereited amount of funds proposed to be
used for
ea Top soil 50Ib bag just
Wholesale Jewelry Co
901 352 9524
•eeneieine persons of loe and moderate income
LIVIN
GROOM
sofa
$350.
2
.
$1 79ea Potting soil 50lb
Seeks rep for local area
matching Lazyboy rockers
ENGLISH saddle good
bag only $1 99 ea Also
No direct sales Whe only
Business
$75 each 753-5203
• 7'.1mrnIz1rig displacement of persons as a
condition $100 2 winter
1gal sae Shrubs or
result
40-8
0K
Opportu
nity
per
year
eees assisted, eith CDBG funds
blankets good condition
Azalea's are lust $2 99 ea
and plans of
713-782-9868
HOME based business
$20 ea 753-0530
assistance to those persons to be actuall
Coast to Coast Hardware 4 CAR shop wee office Oa
y
753-4509
LOVING energetic crea- European skin care No de753-8604
eseeeaa es a result of CDBG funded activiti
YOUNG registered polled
es_
tive person to care for 1 8 livery No inventory $e8 to
CHRISTOPHER'S COINS WAREHOUSE space for hereford bulls From wean5yr old boys 35hrs per start For information call OLD ORIEN
a ....eels regarding the past use of CDBG
TAL RUGS is still at Ox-Yoke Antiques rent on Industrial Road
ing to service age Call
fends.
vie Live-in Prefer one year 707-876-1834
Wanted any size or condi- (Hazel), Treasu
re House Size 50 x50 with 13 higr 437 4667 Ed Mize
contract, beginning June
tion Call 1-1300-443-7740
•,.re.reary of ether important program requir
and Book Rack (Murray) door Call 753-5976
1991 New England Village VENDING Route Modements.
erate
Invest
Also mail-order service
ment
Comnear beach and university
Send for free price list and
Support
'ea:--r
he available at the County Judges office
Family lee style Prefer re- pany
A tk-4:
and the
'Collection A'15 different
.0
tired homemaker or young 1 -800-253-0008
Mom:ay. April 1. 1991 through April 8. 1991
Wareh
ousing U
coins.
S
'Collections B
adult Childcare or parental
AKC Golden Retrievers 2
Mini Storage
21 different foreign coins
qualifications required In3pt
HITCH
agn wheel rake
Local sandwich & yofemales 11wks old Shots
$695
each,
All
sizes
$1295
to
both
meet
.. hied a puhlic hearing on NIonday, April e.
quiries to PC Box 322 BenNever used $300
gurt business. Exc.
1991 at
wormed $150 each
Post-pad, 2-wk satisfacof the Murray -Calloway Chamber of
ton. Ky 42025
your needs.
435-4294
901-644-1850
Commerce on
business opportunity.
tion guaranteed Free gift
The main purpose of this hearing is to obtain
Call .753-7668
views
4 ROW John Deere planter
with every inquiry ChristoAKC registered Cocker
needs. rev lee proposed activities, past
MiALE/Femaie whO is ap$500 489-2743
pher's Coins 1605 West
puppies Black tan silver
.ce.e.m.i.! :r.fi•rrr. Leieens that technical assista
proxim
ate
Jr
Accountant
Main Murray, Kentucky
nce
buff chocolate 6wks 5mo
INTERNATIONAL 490
rem-ease..re
level in their knowledge
and moderate income persons in
42071 We buy coins and
Apartments
$1005200 Cottage Grove
21ft
disc
9tt
Dugle
man
Must have good back
appraise estates
Sere!ce for the Hearing Impaired 1For Rent
901 782-3513
front blade 435 4263
ground work habits arid
753-4161
1BR low utilities No pets
AKC registered Lab pupwilling to grow Will be reNEW Holland 7ft mower TANNING beds for sale
References required $165
pies Black and yellows
sponsible for all forms of
conditioner
Well Wolff and others New and 753-3949
basic bookkeeping to in
Call 759-1424 after 5pm
maintained mechanically
used Sale, service and
dude Fuei tax reporting 1974 DATS.L,N stationiva
Extra knife. parts $2500
28R
2 bath duplex Ap- HAVE an obedient well
supplies Financing availwith various> states Re- gon for ATV 3 or 4 wneei firm 436-2556
pliances furnished with mannered sale dog
able Suntanning Unlimited
You
spond in confidence to PO 436-2865 after 5 30pm
microwave 1008A North- train classes or we train
753-9274
Box 10400 Murray Ky
wood Dr No pets Now Professiocial certified train42071
WOODEN storage build- available '$450/mo
ers serving Murray for over
1-Ok
ings 8x16 starts at $1095, 753-2905
12 years 436-2858
13
IMMED
IATE
OPENCAN
CER
10x16
$142450, 1224'
eta) sq. ft. of retail!
INGS NEED a lob? A
1
or
2
BATTE
bedroo
apartm
RY
m
REIS
powere
ent
TERED yellow Lab
d
gol
INSURANCE
$2395 Other sizes availGED? Hope for the future? ANTIQUES by the
v*-Air fenpiece o cart Good condition $600
pups Only 5 females left
age iireit to apply •
able Acree Portable Build- 753-4109
You may qualify e 'You do coioect
ions Call 753-9433 492 8727
crine.
7wes old $125 753-5211
location.
ings 502-247-7831
raesent policy s
2BR apartment $200 2br
not have your CEO or high after 5pm
years old
Call 753-4751
house beside East Elemen- Peg s Dog Grooming
LIFECYCLE exercise bicyschool diploma 'You are
over some o.
tary $250 No pets
;
between the ages of 16 8 CASH for mobile home cle $1000 753-1292
-5. p.m.
753-2915
ewer treatments
753-8848 before 8pm
21 We are an E 0 E This fires $7-512 each We w.i 9am 5pm
•-e•
- ;ree
SHELTIES (Toy Collies)
as chemother
proect is funded by the 'remove 527-2532
2BR energy efficient du
_.a•
are :Or free irforrn a
WOMENS Power-Bilt
sableavhite 354-8211
Western Kenteecy Private JUNK
pies New paint, extra
cars arid trucks Ask Countess 'golf clubs In• z'acia
PRIVATE Investigato
Industry Council- JTPA for Larry
Please Call
clean Central H/A, ap753-3633
cludes -pitching wedge
430
Jerry McConnell
Call JTPA Out Of School
D B A Confidential Inves0
pliances Available now
Bee 5through- 2 iron, Wilson
Real
492-8566
OLD Winchester rifles
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8
gatons Souttiside Shop
Insurance
Coleman RE 753-9898
X31-2 wood and 4 wood
Estate
single action Cot pistols
ping Center. Suite *102
8a m -11 30a m
753-4199
after 5 p.m.
A BRAND new brick du- 5 ACRE
civil war artifacts Guns patter Complete set $100
Murray, 753-2641
--foe
••• Se,
S of coantry living
Call 75.3-5904
NEED someone to work in swords etc
` 5 ea".? Trees
plex 2br ac gas heat all with
Ask for Larry
a 3br brick home, 2
Lawn and Garden Dept 753-16
SHARP copiers Author- appliances
33
No
pets
garden spots outbuildings,
Apply in person Murray
ized dealer for sales ser- 753-7688
MATHIS
TREAS Lumber now has
or 759 4703 pond and fruit. trees Of• Lease For Less at
Home & Auto ChestnutSt USED and antique tura
voce,
suppli
TRANSMISSION
es
parts
and
nights
chain link 'encing Come in
fered at 5661500 MLS
MAIM TAYLOFI
Murray No phone calls lure, gass tools quilts
rental units Local comSpecializing
in
and see Wait for details
CHEVROLE f
2974 Contact Kopperud
APARTMENT 5200 mo
901-642 6290
please
pany Call 1-800-248 4319
front wheel drive,
-MI Beretta VS, equipped
Realty 753-1222
$100 deposit 2br 1 bath
overdrive, foreign
WANT to buy 1 to 5 acres
WANT a faster refund? air, cable, dry
it1222112 $255.35mo•
water Nice
& domestic. 12
BOB
HALEY Real Estate
near
Murray
Prefer to nave
Why pay more for elec- No pets
Cal Gene at 753-2617
753-8663
months or 12xxx
Sales and Appraisals
water and septic Wilt co"
tronic filing? Our prices 753 8332
Tale & L..canse
mile warranty.
Roberts Realty 753-1651
sider owner finaric
*Ma (Naiad End Lease.
start at $20 001 Call Hodge
624 N. 4th
Par 3 Golf Course
753-'9'05
Noel and Associates the BRICK Ity furnished or or 489-2266
LOST male Beagle mix
Now hiring qualified
Murray. Ky.
income tax professionals at unfurnished Carport, stor- CdMMERCIAL buildi
cr• a•
dog Wearing collar with
Golf Carts
ng
753-6374
personnel to work in
age, patio, no pets
.
•
753-6069 Of 759-1425
wrong phone number
2800sq ft next to golf
$255/mo 753-6931
Lighted
ee•
their termite treatCherry Corner area
course on N 16th and Ut753-6069 or 436-5502
Driving Range
270
ment
DUPLEX 2br Central gas terback Rd 753 0521 or
department
436 2165 after 5pm
Mobile
heattair Appliances
Call for appointment 1978 GMC SW8 pickup
Miniature Golf
Homes For Sale
Ridgewood $300,mo
Good
motor needs body
,753-39l4 or bring
KOPPERUD REALTY ofSoftball &
10' Craftsman deluxe table 753-8096 or 753-2633
work Reasonable Wheat
fers a complete range of
resum
to:
e
1302
N.
Baseba
ll
saw Like new 753-7369
Ciose
straw $1 25bale $1 5C de
DUPLEX mobile home 3br Real Estate services with
to
Court •BONUS iNCOME '91
a
12th (Hwy 641 NI livered 492-886'
Batting Cages
Earn $200-$500 weekly
Square on 5th St
12x44 2BR 7 miles from 2 bath utility room carport- wide selection of quality
mailing
storag
Easter
cards and
Murray.
e Partially furnished
A11 Brands
Lessons By
homes
all prices
$160 00 per month
Murray on 121 South
15tt AC disc harrow, dual
gifts For more information
1 mile out of town
Appointment
753 1222 toll free
753-0507 after 6pm
wheels excellent c.ond,
Call Ted Delaney
send a stamped addressed
759-9921
1 800 251 HOME Ext
Jimmy Sullivan PGA Pro
NEW POSITIONS We are Lon 492 8425
753-1916 for more
ervelcpe to T8J s cards
1470 1986 BREEZEW
711L
Lynn Sullivan PGA Pro
a world wide company exFURNI
SHED 2br base
i
000 2br 2 bath 2 decks
and gifts P 0 Box 430780 pandin
Information
Velvet Jones
g our offices in this 302 MOTOR and auto
Trigg
South Miami FL 33143
satellite dish nicely land- meet apartment on lake No LAKE BARKLEY
area We currently need transmission- Good condi
753-1152
County 3br brick central
scaped on lakevoew lot in pets 5200,mo $100 dep
professional sales people tioe $250 Bean sheiiere
436 2402
MURRAY, KY
air insert basement 19 5
Panorama Shores
We offer 'Salary plus 'Paid 753-3254
acres
pond orchard out
436-26
72
after
6pm
FURNI
SHED apartments
training 'Automobile ex- 386 TOWER
Computer
buildings Best otter over
efficie
ncy
182
penses 'Clothing allow- 25MHZ 80ineg hard
bedro
om
1470
2br 2 full baths
drive
••
and sleeping rooms Also $65 000 2 miles oft Rt 68
ance •Bonus programs EGA color monitor 1 2 meg
Greed condition Furnished
at Canton 924-5221
renting
for May Zimmer'Success WE NEED
Day 498 8911 evenings
'drive has software on
man
Apts
•Consdenbous sales peo- hard drive $199
S
16th St PROPERTY for sale Lo492-8297
5
753-6609
ple 'Positive attitudes We 354 6600
cated in Coles Camp210
1991
14x50
2br 1 bath
will be interviewing in the
ground Penny and Kirksey
NEARL
Y
new
2br
duplex
Total
electric W,D hookup
lower level of the main cen- e. hp HEAVY duty deep
community Small acreage
Firewood
Large
bath
with
double
underpinned Located Rivitral lodge building at Lake well iet pump 5
sinks large rooms WO or mini farm Call 489 2161
era Cs Lot 7 389-0141
A FIREWOOD for sale
Barkley State Resort Park 753-3648
hookup wood deck 1811 after 6pm
4,37-4-667
in Cadiz, Ky Thursday, ALUM
24ft PERRY travel trailer
Ridgewood 753 0814
frame glass sliding
AUCTION your real estate
April 4th 1991, 2pm-6pm
self-contained skirted in
WOOD for sale 753-9745
patio doors 575 753-3648
property to settle your es
NEAR
University Large tate Call Wilson
suiated underpinned Ex
TELEMARKETERS AS seen in Sevent
Real Es
een ma
cellent condition brick pa- 2-bedroom apt Has large tate 753-326.3
needed no experience gazine fuchsia
or Wayne
/black lace
Irving
room
tio
Large
privacy
kitchen
fence
See
at
necessary Management prom dress
Wilson 753-5086 or Dan
Size 10 $150
dining area and ample Miller
Grogans Trailer Court 94E
positions available Call Call 762-37
435-4144
85 day's Ask for
closet
space
Range
re753-2028
28R trailer with 14x30 add frigerator,dishwasher
Carol 749 9211 nights
ONE Dean Budweiser gui
distar $300 753-4109 after on 4 rooms started in back
WANTED bookkeeper EASTE
posal and washer dryer
R Sale 25% off or
Setting
on
2
tom
110x200
hookup Fully carpeted
with experience in Marytoal doll
houses 10% off on doll 5Prn
$8000 4-36-5005
A/R. A/P, payroll and
Electric heat and air Well
furniture Discounts good
oral ledger Part-time 3
insulated 5275/mo
3 ACRES wooded lot on
e month of March Wood
DOUBLE WIDE SALE
days/week •References
$275/dep 759 1301 Mon Butterworth Rd 435 4263
Over l34Osqft 4br 2 bath
Crafts Cuba Road May
•
requested 759-1028 after field Ky
thru Fri 9am 4pm
Frost free refrigerator De
247 5936
LOT for sale in a lakefront
5pm
luxe throughout Reduced NICE 1.2 3br
MARTIN houses 6 roof"- 3e rick seasoned firewood
apartment subdivision $3000 $50 a
to $24900 with free under- Furnished near
WENDY S now hiring for
campus month for 60 months $100
$26 99, 12 room $39 99 18 $50 3ep garden tiller like pinning
Gateway Mobile Also 1-3br house 1-4br a month for 30 months No
daytime positions Must be room
new $75 Call 753-1628
$57
99
24
room
r
Home 527-1427
available to work between
house We) hook-up Day Interest. 753-4060 or
$6999 Telescoping pole after 5pm
hours of 7am-4Prel Includ -extends to 15ft $34 99 AGREE Carports 12x21 FOR sale or rent with op 9-5 753-6111', night 474 8826
ing weekends Apply in per753-0606
Wallen Hardware Down
Reg $1295 on sale for bon 1985 Sunbelt 80x14
LOT on Anderson Shores
son Mon-Sat 2-Spin 1111 town
Paris Open all day $995 20x21 reg $1795 on 2br 2 bath country kitchen
TAKIN
G applications for Electric septic tank Paved
Chestnut St Murray
Must see to appreciate
Saturdays
3br duplex 2 full baths. road Directly across from
sale for $1295 Call May
$1000 down assume mtg
247-78
field
references and deposit re- Late Estate 502 247 6379
31
MILLIONAIRES MILCall after 5pm 753 5927 quired $395/mo 753 9400 after 3pm
LIONAIRES PANG - ARISTOCRAT 8 Bradford
daytime 753-8201 Ask for or 4-35-4214
BURN'S CANDY IS BACK Flowering Pear Trees
Carolyn
IN MURRAY. Charlie% Ginkgo 8 others Call Potts
TAKING applications for
Safe-T
Pharmacy
8 Associates after 5pm OVERSTOCKED on doe
section 8 rent subsidized
STARVING college student
ble wellies New 28'52 too apartments I. 2 8 3
489-2756
needs yards to mow Best ORDER the
bed
spa designed
many options to list Re
rooms Apply Hindale Apts
job at cheapest price
WATERFRONT Ky Lake
for you Murray Hot Tubs CAR trailer
$500
d uced to $26,900 Gateway Hardin. Ky or call subdiv
753-4986
ision ebr 2 bath
115 S 13th St
436-2753
Mobile Home 527 1427
5024.37-4113 EHO
covered deck 354 6006

Contact VIdeo
618-524.3388

WANTED
TO BUY

Dark air-cured,
dark fire-cured
or burley base.

10 ACA-frame
store bi
ter on h
hears(
354-84'

1100sq
age 2 I
sity Mk
753-612

2BR wit
img fan
yard, ou
$ 20's
753-989-

3/4 BEI
brick oi
Coe:twee
ningroon
cabinets
753-222:

3BR 2 I
liengroor
Large ki
painted c
stove. 2(
with wei
built-ins
paper arx
tile patio
Walking i
ping Oui
nably
753-2206

4BR 2 bat
single fa
Central
heat, harc
approvec
miles nort
121 Stella
ble owr
489-2595

4BR 2 ba
Lynn Gros
detached
age MLS
Kopper
753-1222

APP ROX
and tillable
house pa
new sepe
AC. ou
492-8519

EVE RYTH
in this 3br,
ated horn
1/, acre I
$46,250
satellite dis
2671 Call V
753-1222

3237
Unde
New 4 BR
family
kOctiendir
lion utilr
baths lot
double gai
double dri
sidewalks
parquet f)
dishwashE
cierit larg
48f
Nights

NIcGee Pest
Control

OFFICE SPACE
FOR RENT

VCR Service

Ward-Elkins
753-1713

What's as easy as
„1
•-_
costs only
a day

are con
decorate'
Just. red
KI
711 Mai

DO
EARNEI
Well then CIO
finenceiserv
10100 bast
an support
tor unarmed
For more rife
Padicre
eh,in we
pewee by ,

attracts readers like a

011

attracts a

to Sk

causes your

puts fr

in your

and can be as

much fun as a

of

4;

full

'? A little

in classified, thcrt's whcrt!

•;'
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••••

'Er
•E'IY
)frf

. ,

Murray Ledger & Times
Classified Department
753-1916 or 753-1917
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DIS.
SUP]
If yi
qualify
ability
care St
$628 F

100%
payme
based
Allowa
20% of
Part- B
the tic
$58.7

Ins
Hopid

L t

sir
ls•
l
A"
,
11

THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

460

1100sq ft 3be 1 bath Garage. 2 blocks from univer
sity Mid $40's 753-1404,
753-6128

fly
>it

World of
Sound is not
quitting.
We are stnctly low profit
discount. Shop other stores,
then check our pnces and
professional installation
No one in .11tui-r1rea can
compete with our tn store
service department

Of
10
re

.One day service on
:most factory stereo.
GM. Ford, etc.
222 So. 12th
Murray
753-5865

•

1977 CORVETTE 4 speed
L82 $7250 753-4445
1977 DODGE Diplomat
V8 runs and drives good
Body fair 753-1940 after
6pm
1978 FORD Mercury Monarch Good condition, 6
cylinder, good gas mileage
753-9808
1979 CHEVETTE. good
transportation $500
759-9711
1979 VOLVO 242DL. 4
speed. blue, runs great
436-2174 evenings

EVERYTHING looks new
in this 3br 2 bath redecorated home Located on 1963 PONTIAt Trans Am
1" acre lot Offered at Black with t-tops, 89000
$46,250 This includes miles $2500, 1972 K5
satellite dish antenna MLS Blazer $1200 1975 Chevy
2671 Call Kopperud Realty pickup auto $750
753-1222
489-2743

IS
1.

e 11
ou
in
in-

1983 PONTIAC Grand
Prix Blue with blue interior
69xxx actual miles $2500
OBO 753-0504 after 5pm

'Etf

3237 Sq. Ft.
Under Roof

ab
'ft
1

1983 VW Quantum wagon
Air, stereo excellent condition Needs work $700
OBO 474-0115

New 4 BR home Large
family
room,
LR.
kitchen/dining combination. utility room, 3
baths, lots of closets,
double garage concrete
double driveway Patio,
sidewalks, carpet. oak
parquet floors, range &
dishwasher, energy efficient, large wooded lot

s)

1985 BUICK Skylark 4
door, tilt, cruise, A/C Good
condition Call 753-7415 after 3pm

1985 FORD

Mustang convertible loaded 45xxx
miles $5500 753-8778
1986 BLUE Ford Escort
wagon PS/PB air, tape
deck 61xxx miles $2000
753-0814

489-2126
Nights 489-2387

•

II Bud Pai
'88 Toyota Cressida.......113.487
18 Cheri Crato ..,,,...,,,.'7987
'88 Toyota
......
18 Pont, Balk LE .......,..'7117
17 Hpndai
17 Eri
17 ToyotaCoIIa ..981
17 Taurus LX Wgn........., ST487
16 Chry. 5th Ave
16 Honda Acold Dim...16487
'16 Pont, Stinbed
'86 Toy,
klici Pt Are
14 Tort!
287
'82 Toyota Corolla
'2.787
TRUCKS
10 Chevy Silverado........113.487
19 Fad Caiversion VanS16,47
'89 Toyota X•Cab 44...114417
19 Fad Ranger XLT ......
19 Chevy
...........
11 Ford F.150
11 I/iota Runnte....... '11
18 Pyrolth Voyager , 10,487
17 T.SRS 4 Fileiner.11,987
17 liazda
17 T7fota 1
'6487
16 Chevy 3•10“.......„ 15287
16 Isutu
16 Fad F150 XLT
14 Toyora
1.987
11 Tgola

11
•

ELto

••
QUALITY AND SPACE...
...are combined in this 5 bedroom, 4 bath newly
decorated home located on approximately 4
acres.
Just reduced. MIS 3049

Kopperud Realty
711 Main St.

763-1222

DON'T YOU THINK rrs TIME YOU
EARNED AS MUCH AS YOU'RE WORT
H?

Wil then de 1"004i GM asa represerserve soling ,nsurare
e and other
lonstr:al sews predicts kir The Prudential 'rode
be eroding tor one or
the 100 best companies to sell for • 'rout gss solid
training stam-ol the

an support a comprehensive comperemon
paceage and opportunmf
tor unlimited earrings growth
For more rdormation call me today RD
Martin 3553 Paris Ptaza Rd
Paducah Ky 4200, I -800-264-0950
'The in tee be:imperial Sd Fa MD amaze!
rid Th• FNIK U•r Grow
NANO by Jatr *My a Serra Inc Nay YClil 198.2

Bo a pad cA The Rockt
an fah" egxfilmitl •••00IFF

TOYOTA
Phone
753-4961

1986 BRONCO II Eddie
Bauer Edition $6750
753-4445
1986 CHEVROLET Caprice Classic Brougham
excellent condition clean
Michelin tires, fully loaded
753-7903 after 5pm
1986 ESCORT, 1984
Tempo, 1983 New Yorker,
1982 Cutlass, 1981 Grand
Prix Financing available
No credit check 492-8884
1987 GRAND Am Pontiac
2 door light blue, 4 cylin
der, automatic Sunroof
stereo/cassette 1 owner
66,458 miles Well taken
care of Top running condition Good gas mileage
Perfect for school girl
$6000 354-8153
1987 MAZDA 323 DX 5
speed 49 000 miles
$4 20 0
7 5 3 8 26 9
762-3106

ThePrudenbal

01900 11.• FT/falba ineurarice Caramel al Marta

1987 OLDS Delta 88 Fully
equipped Must sell best
offer 753-5211

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE

If you are under age 65 and
qualify for Medicare due to disability we offer an excellent Medicare Supplement Policy. It pays the
$628 Part-A deductible as well as
100% of Medicare's Part B copayment amount. This benefit is
based on 20% of the Medicare
Allowable Charge. We also pay
20% ofthe $100 Part-B deductible.
Part-B benefits are paid in or out of
the hospital. The 1991 rate is
$58.75 per month.
For more Information call:

1989 NISSAN $4550 1988
Firebird $5500, 1980 Eldor
ado $2100 492-8884
2 CAR hauler bed factory
made by Summit Complete with 2 80001b
winches all chains and ac
cessories
$3000
435-4294
CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard
Music Murray's Alpine Car
Audio Specialist, Dixieland
Center. 1 block from MSC
dorms.
.1o5
VIM

McConnell
Insurance Agency

1981 CHEVROLET Carriage Conversion Excellent condition but high mileage $4500 492-8166
before 3pm 492 8149 after
3Pm
1986 FORD van 6 cylinder
with air $2850 753-4445

753-4199
Hopldneville

Toderal Savings Building
"Flre local claim servtce"

BLOCK brick, concrete finishing Basements footings garages, drives,
walks 30yrs experience
13yrs in Murray area
753-5476 Charles Barnett
BOAT DOCKS Over 20
years of sausfied customers in
the building and repair of boat
docks, rails arid lifts. All work
approved by TVA or Corps of
Engineers. Former owner of
Twin Lakes Moonng. Call
Mark (Tony) Krimm at
354-8695 before Yam or after
5pm for free estimates.

1985 S15 GMC pickup
truck Excellent condition
$2000 59-1786
1987 CHEVROLET S-10
Excellent condition 60,000
miles with AMFM cassette
and toolbox $3700 Call
759-1799 after 5pm
1987 FORD F150 XLT Larait 6 cylinder auto Power
windows and door locks
AM FM cassette $6500
'53-9486

BUILDER, new homes
garages, additions, remodeling framing, decks patios. solar green houses,
pole barns Experienced
carpentry Tripp Williams
753-0563 after 5pm

Sin
Camper*
1976 SIERRA Scott] 15ft
Air stove refrigerator,
awning bath $1250 OBO
489-2841 after 5pm

419

14h ALUMINUM boat with
Johnson motor, trolling motor and depth finder
436-2418

MURRAY Fence Co Chain
link fence, dog kennels, residential, commercial Free
estimates 753-9785 or
753-3254
PAINTING-Interior and Exterior Free estimates
Small repairs Reasonable
rates 753-6844
PLUMBING
Free gomates Affordable rate
Same day service All work
guaranteed 753-4200
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255
PROFESSIONAL painting,
paperhanging, wallcoverings, furniture refinishing,
touch-up and blending
436-5002

WILL mow yards Reason
able. rates Fele estimates
753 7032
WILt mow yards Free estimates 426 5269
WILL Mow yards Reason'
able rates Free estimates
No hob to large or to small
474 2330
'YARD wcri. mowing arid
paritrig
ree estimates
753
3 30pm

All Types Of

Custom Woodworking

.All Repairs Are Guaranteed
753-5341 or 753-1270

Kitchen & Bath cabinets
-Drop
409

NallanAllates, Inc.

GENERAL office and
house cleaning References required 753-4897

by a
•.••

•

Now that we are entering. our -garage sale
season: we
want you to be informed on our policies
.,
We do work 2 days in advance to bett
er serve you.
Deadlines are 3 p.m. Mon.-Fri. and 10 a.m.
on Saturday. ,
Yard sales do have to be paid in advance and
are S7.50
per day.
For assistance call, 753-1916 or conic b%
Murray
Ledger & Times classified department

Dia1-A-Servi7M
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)
( ommercial
and
Residential

>ez"-

Poison Control

James C. Gallimore
Electric Service

753-7588

Rt. 8, Box 1075
KY 42071

Murray,

DESIGN SYSTEMS GROUP

753-6952

(502) 759-1487

762-1100
Wayne Higgins Backhoe Service
Septic Tanks & Sewers 4joip

Psi Weak

n-v

o

catirMinbis
ALPHA BUILDERS

Call Us Anytime

Remodeling, garages, decks, porches,concrete
work, chain link fences. Home maintenance.

759-4685

489-2303

L&L Lawn Service Com
mercial or Residential
Free estimates 753-4001

'

YOUR AtilL
0D0BE HERE!

Murray-Calloway County •tospital

A LICENSED electrical
contractor JAMES C GALLIMORE ELECTRIC Com
mercial and residential fast
courteous and efficient ser
vice 759-1835

Phone
(5021759 183.5

Calloway County Flre & Rescue SaAd

•Custom Home Plans
'New Home Construction
•Custom Remodeling

KITCHEN CABINET REMODELING with wood
grain formica all colors
Free estimates Wulff's Recovery Murray 436-5560
LANDSCAPING mulch
436.5694 or 753-4514 after
5pm

LAWN mowing and handyman 753-5310

•••

753-1916

call:

Monday-Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

MOODY'S mower repair
Pickup and delivery All
work guaranteed
753-5668

•,

•

,

,•

• •
•
• a
'
4

To place your ad

•

•

•

.

-

•

•
•

MOWING landscaping
and tree work All odd lobs
Big or small Free estimates Good rates Have
references 753-4254,
753-2869

BACKHOE Service ROY
MU Junior Thorn opera
for 30 years experience
Septic system, drive ways
hauling foundations etc
759 4664

WILL mow .awns Depend
able Free estimates References 436-5443

CUSTOM Kl1rjrif_14 CABiNE TS
CUSTOM 0100121,40f4KING

Factory Authorized Repairs For
Tappan-Relvinator•Fanerson-Brown

LAWNMOWING Dependable person 753-7027

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30 years experience Bobby Hopper,
436-5848

WILL do yard work and odd
lobs of any
No lob too
small 759 4401

IT :LH 4;I ;ii J-Trill

JOE s Lawn Care Residential and commercial
mowing, trimming, fertilizing and rolling 345-2312

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 mator
manufacturers Most parts
in stock on my truck All
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Ap
phance Works, 753-2455

WILL do plumbing All guaranteed 435 4169

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs

1988 CHEETAH runabout
19ft 165hp 10 $8000
Days 753 7688 nights
759-4703

ANY remodeling building,
painting & roofing Free estimates References
435-4632

S

SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
753.2674

LICENSED for electric,
gas refrigeration Installa
tion and repair Free esti
mates 753-7203

1988 16ft ALUMACRAFT
with 35hp Johnson motor
Calk 759 1929 after
4 30prn

ALPHA Builders - Carpentry, remodeling, porches,
roofing, concrete, driveways. painting, maintenance, etc Free estimates
489-2303

RILEY'S HOME IM. SUREWAY Tree
& Stump
PRO VEMENTS Back from Remov
al Insured with full
Ilumcane Hugo. Roofing our line of eqtepment
including,
specialty. 10% discount to 60ft aerial
trucks and brush
senior citizens Phone chipper To assure
a safer
489-2693.
operation at a lower comROCKY COLSON Home petitive cost Free estimates without obligation
Repair Roofing, siding
painting, plumbing. con- Day or nite, 753-5484
crete Free estimates Call
474 2307
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
ROGER Hudson rock haul- Service Center, cleaning
ing, gravel sand dirt drive- servicing $15 most repairs
way rock 753-4545
$35, all brands 3rd Street
Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5
753-6763, 759-1823
Mon Fri 753-0530
STALLONS Roofing/
Siding, panting All work
guaranteed Free esti- WILL break and disc gar
dens Bushhog and do
mates Call 474-8064
blade work Reasonable
T C Dinh Repair and Main- prices
492 8722
tenance Plumbing and
Electrical
Cleaning WILL do general light haul
Sewer 1210/1212 Main ing, mowing yards paint
ing other odd hobs
Street 753-6111 office
759-9626 before 4pm
753-0606 after 5pm

DAVIDSON Roofing New
roofs and repairs Tear offs
and re-roofs Written guar
antee Local references
753-5812

1986 BOMBER Crappie
Mate 15 '1976 75hp Johnson Motor trolling motor, 2
depth finders $4000
753-965 or 436-2914

CARPENTRY commercial
and residential work Re
modeling, additions decks
fences Fast quality service Call 759 1424 after
5pm

Services
Offered

CUNNINGHAM S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete service on aH central
cooling, all makes and
models Call Gary at
759-4754

1972 POLAR Craft Jonboat
50 Johnson Moody tilt
trailer steering $500
753 9486

ACE Cleaners Will give
you a hand with your spring
cleaning window washing
housekeeping or yard
work Call Dorothy at
753-0196 or call Debbie at
753-9970

nricee
Offered

Service on all brands: window air condit
ioners
refrigerators - freezers - washers dryers
microwaves - dishwashers - gas & electri
c ranges

CONTRACTOR Portable
buildings, pole barns, general home improvements
Quality work for less Customer satisfacton guaranteed Free estirftates L E
Williams 489-2663

14ft CRESTLINE, 40hp
Johnson depth finder,
trailer extra nice $850
18ft turbo craft, combination run about and fisherman gouble tandem trailer,
like new 436 2427

Services
Offered

MR Chimney Chimney
cleaner 492-8561

CARPET and vinyl repairs
and installation Protes
sional service Glen Bobber
759 1247, leave message
CH1M Chlm Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior citizen discounts We sell chimney caps and screens
435-4191.

CAMPER top for small
LWB pickup Fiberglass
sliding front window $275
OBO 753-4359

1988 RC 24 Pontoon. deluxe, 1989 Johnson 88 W/T GENERAL Repair plumb& T, full furniture, 12gal ing roofing, tree work
tanks. 12-24 TM, LCR 436-2642
bought new 5-89 $10500 GUTTERIffl
f% By Sears
080 753 3648
Sears residential and com19ft RENKIN fiberglass mercial continuous gutters
with E Z load trailer, 140hp installed for your specificaMere Cruiser 1,0 POwef tilt tions Call Sears 753-2310
and trim All guages 20gal for free estimate
tank
$4500 OBO
G W CONSTRUCTION
502.436 2734
Gerald Walters roofing
28ft HARRIS flotebote painting, vinyl siding, all
120hp OMC 10 hardtop kinds of remodeling Phone
Depth finder, marine radio, 489 2267
good condition 753-0387
HADAWAY Construction
after 5pm
Home remodeling paintNEW MUSSEL 'BOAT ing wallpaper carpentry
16ftx6tt inside % in bot- floor covering No Job too
tom $1000 502-442-2155 small 753-4251
HARDIN Painting Resi
dential or commercial ReServices
ferences on request For
Offered
free estimate call 437-4221
or 354-8985 20 years
BREAKING and disking experience
gardens Yard landscaping
HAULING yard work tree
and bushhogging
removal mowing Free es436 5430
timates 759-1683
Al TREE Service Stump
INSUL
ATION Blown In By
removal, spraying, hauling
Sears TVA approved
yard work and mowing
Free estimates 753-0906 Save on those high heating
and cooling bills Call Sears
after 5pm 759-9816
753-2310 for free estimate
753 0495

Aubrey
811 Calvet • Greg 8,adshaw
Tom Thurman
Chris Bearden. Bus Mgr
Chad Cochran. Gen Mgr

515 S 12
Mueav, KY
r.t

1983 SUBURBAN 454
trailer ready, dual air
753 6299

10 Toyota Clot.............987
19 Pirtec Grrd kn.... P487
19 Pont, Grand Pree LE .1987
19 Toyota
19 Toyota Ca GT.._ '10,917
19
Toyota Greta
lienda

NEW and used Ores Key
Auto Parts Hwy 121S
753-5500

Used
Cats

APPROX 26 acres-woods
and tillable SW area, new
house partially finished
new septic central heat
AC, outbuildings
492-8519

er

TOy0t3111.981

490

4BR 2 bath brick home in
Lynn Grove Includes nice
detached workshop gar
age MLS 2996 Contact
Kopperud
Realty
753-1222

2
ts,

1987 VIRAGO 350 miles
like new Call 753-3672 after 5pm

Auto
Sierless

3BR 2 bath brick Large
livingroom with dining area
Large kitchen with white
painted cabinets, Genn Air
stove 20x28 family room
with woodstove lots of
built-ins Shutters, wallpaper and ceiling fans Nice
tie patio Energy efficient
Walking distance to shopping Quiet street Reasonably priced
Call
753-2206

all

TOYOTAS COST LESS
IN !JURRAY

Ian

3/4 BEDROOM 271 bath
brick on 3 acres near
Coldwater/Farmington Di
ningroom plenty of closets
cabinets double garage
753-2223

4BR 2 bath can be used as
single family or duplex
Central HA 3 kinds of
heat, hardwood floors. TVA
approved insulation 4
miles north of Murray. Hwy
121 Stella $39000 Possible owner financing
489-2595

1971 CHEVY LWB PS AlA T ENTER
PRISE Exc
good brakes/tires $1103 Dozer, backhoe,
trucks LeOBO 753-1940 after 6pm vies, roads,
driveways,
1977 C-60 CHEVY 350 4 parking lots, septic tanks,
speed factory air, good foundations, basements,
tires Call Murray Bait Co gravel, dirt and etc
753-0577
753 5693

CARS

2BR with appliances, ceiling fan, carport. fenced
yard, outbuilding Priced in
$20's Coleman RE
753-9898

530

Services
Offered

987 SUZUKI Quad Raair
500 Very good condition
Lots of extras 753-5624

PAGE 15
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530
Motorcyclos

10 ACRES with a 20x20
A-frame house and 20x30
store building Near the Water on Ky Lake Owner will
finance
759-1949
354-8416

d
31-

CLASSIFIEDS

i170

Homes
For Sale
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MOWING ROTO TILLING
in town only Will take lim
ited number of small to
medium size yards for 91
season 753 0611
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National Medical Laboratory
Week is April 14-20. The
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
would like to recognize the 32
r..•ofessionals who lend dedicated
hiedical expertise 24 hours a day.
••,even days a week in the hospital
i2t•oratory.
T;-te:medical technology field
changing rapidly. Murrayailloway County Hospital feels
the growth of the lab helps to
- eflect these changes. It is a
thly technical center that is
dicated to accurate diagnosis,
..c.k recovery and general wellDe.ng of the patients.
Employees work in the lab
7'/ISists. of _analyzing blood, tissoe
,nd urine samples which coul&be
in the diagnosis of
•tients.
About 17 years ago. the lab
staffed by five people and
_cated in a 594-square -foot
:-_•••cond F.:dor area. Today. the lab
ocated :h a spacious. 4.367•---uare-foot area on the first floor
•he addition, whicn was
peted In 1974.

MONDAY,.APRIL I. 1991
•

Health Matters
ialysis vital for dLy-'nosis and treatment

During 1989-90 pathologists.
technologists and technicians ran
more than 180.000 tests ran in
the lab's various sections.
Dedicated personnel in the
iaboratory office keep? the iab
running smoothly and efficiently
They look up test results for
physicians, send reports to
nursing_stations, order outpatient
lab work and perform clerical
duties.
Technologists possess the
knowledge and skiiis to assist
your doctor in discovering what is
wrong or right with your health.
Technologists perform a full
range of laboratory tests, confirm
the--accuracy of testresdits. and
report the findings to the
pathologist and otheridoctots
Technicians us sk.11 and
dedication to help in tne search
for clues to the absence.
presence. extent and causes Ji
diseases. State-of-the-art
equipment. computers and
precision instruments are the
tools they use to uncover t7.
answers to healtn problems.

We Lend Support
114

Cardiac Support Group
Tuesday, April 9
"Daily Exercise"
By Steve Passmore. Physical Therapy Director
10 a.m.
Hospital Board Room
Contact Shirley Larnb.(502) 762-1170.
Stroke Support Group
NO APRIL MEETING
Cortact Steve Passrlore :502i 762-"37
Cancer Support Group
TuesdayApril 2
"CoeTuesday, April 16
"Life Aftet Cancer'
By Katy Pe*.ns. `orrne,cancer pa•aerr.
3-4 p.m.
Hospital Private Dining Room
'7,o^taC Nancy Rose RN :502', 762-'389
Murray Alliance for the Mentally Ill
Thursday,April 11
-Depress o-'
By Dc- B•Doic MCCH soca woeKer
6-8 p.m.
Hospital Private Dining Room
Co-tact Me ociy My-anci. 502 4-36-25'S
Laryrsgectornee Support Group
Friday. April 12
4:00 p.m.
Hospital Private Dining Room
Ann. Ingle RN o' e Hock, s sipeeor
oatr.ologkst. 5C2; T62-''OC
Alzheimer's Disease Information
Educational Meeting
Tuesday. April 9
-Coping with Ca'eg . ng"
By Kathy Culbert. RN. MSN
MCCH Mental Healthcare Um? Director
Support Group Meeting
Tuesday,Apnl 23
4:30 p.m.
Hospital Board Room
Contact Cindy Ragsdaie. f502-1 762-110C
or Joretta Randolof- 502; 753-5561 . '
for an Alzheimer nformationa packet,
Parkinson's Support Group
Friday. April 26
1:30 p.m.
Hospital Private Dining Room
Call Dixie Hop+cns, sbeecr. pamoiogst, or
Arc: Ingie, R N at .502, 762-'100
Compassionate Friends
Thursday,Apri125
,
7:30 p.m.
Hospital Board Room
Contact Caro! Penow. M§N,(502; 762-1425
Bereavement Support Group
Every Wednesday
9:30-11 a.m.
Hospice Office, 3rd Floor

.

The various sections of the
lab include: laboratory office.
anatomical, pathology.
microbiology, hematology, clinical
chemistry, urinalysis and the
blood bank.
In the anatomical section.
tissues are examined for cancer
and any other abnormal growths.
Usually. specimens are in the form
of frozen sections which require
immediate attention by the
pathologist to nelp surgeons
determine wnat course of action
should be taken while the patient
is still on the operating table
A pathologist is a special type
of doctor that participates in the
healthcare process by providing
.and interpreting laboratory test results. This rformation is used
to help ci.aghicse and treat
diseases.
Autopsies
aiso involved Jr.
the area of path° ocv The
pathologist L'',e'e777.nes the cause
of death of some rpatients as well
as those for w n..ch the
exam:nation has been ordered by
the coroner.
The co:iecloh arid processing
cod aro other spec rhers is

the duty of a ph,ebotomist. After
processing. the samples are
distributed to clit•ef ent areas of the
laboratory for ana.v•sis.
The microb oiogist works with
automated equipment wh.ch is
used to identify oacteria and
determine which antibiotic shoild
be 'used to destritv that pat
bacter
developed.
w eri
ia.
a M uc h a'
'Ls
nation's space exp'or,-i.t
programs

the li.‘isf,•ita"s :,-it)i.:af•)r a , six
•ntieli(
ans. -.Inc
histolo,j,st, 0 phiebutorr,sts. one
outpat.ent iab r«-?( ept fonist.-one
path.‘'n.‘ sec retxy
ierical
aide
• --,e( rt'td' iralire pqa•ri'
,
labo•:

DEPRESSION

n

I)cpression has bren.alltsi the common cold
ot mental
_nos, an;t atte.Lt,,..;) percent it the population
It strongly
1"1t ,
"httlk,no !,•. -11pg,
. and behaiaiiir
I :-,•tessioral statt in tht- 'N•Lrrav-( allowa
v ountv
Manta':II altiA. are ['nit ,.an help inch% iduals deal

The hematoic,:j.s.. dea:s w •ti
blood cell counter
voltage impedarice t1.1. 'rico ogv
complete blood c our-. c (37 DP
given within 60.secondsas
compared to the c-id ih.c.tnc,d
which took 15 to 30 7-.•-•-tes.
Hematology corcent.r,ites C,71
examining blood ce.s. n',K.7;g tcir
changes indicat,ve c' a.sease
abnormal coral! 77s 7 oripir
doctors with the
o' the
patient.
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For class information arid pre registration call the
PertnaLal Education Coordinator at
(502) 762-1385.
Prepared Childbirth Class (535
Option 1: Monday s.April 1. 8 15 £22
Option 2. Thursday April 4. 11. 18 & 25
Option 3: Mondays April 29 May 6, 1 3 E.. 20
Option 4: Thursdays. May 2 9. 16£ 23
7-9 —
r-i•Lst;
E -;_c a•
Pre-register for:
Cesarean Birth Class:
Parenting Crass
Sibling Class:
I.' '•7 •
Refresher 1:
Refresher 11 '•
•
"
Post-Parturn Exertise Class

S.

•

•

1.trrai
Health Ert'ess
pressu re pose 3
sugar s:reeings ••
durmg the
As a screen";
sugar test is 'rcr •
following :".inci '
-annualr, tf famrr.
diabetes EY•s's
-anytime there is a 2J
weight .'trance
-e:./ery three .e.?• •

Prenatal Nutrition
Post-Partum Weight Loss Class c- :5.
'*•( '

*

▪
taurari • bc,

• •

:

"?t"
•'

w4U

Miracle Moments Maternity Unit Tour
Miracle Moments "Newsletter'
Miracle Moments Booklet ri

,

f-eatTed primarth
suRidal
Itrnha:an, a disorders,
and .V:k :TM. it abuse.
.••:-stress ri the course
".• pi.irr-•: its:t-e's:s
and remember

Tuesday. April 16
Water Valley
7

Monody. April 1
Dresden

Pilot Oak

• ••
Palmersyille

Tuesday April
Murray
• ••
Wednesday April 3
Symsonia

Monday. April 8
Bucha
Pss*
9'•
Paris Lan ing
▪,
'Tuesday. April 9
Murray

Saturday, April 13
9 a.m. -noon
"Surviving, Confronting, Overcoming and
Enicrying Your Stress'
By Kattry Culbert, R.N., M.S N and
Paulette Kent, R.N.. M S.N.
Nurses can receive 3 cont.nuing educ..a•
for attending this seminar The prograo
25 participants and the fee is $5
To Pre-register, call Kathie Pierce
(502) 762-1384 by 4 p.m. Thurs.. April 11
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Wednesday April 10
Wing°
Town Square
o if a
Sedalia
Sedalia Restaurant
12 30-2 30 pm
Thursday. April 11
Murray
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
811 301 m & 19 10-3 p m
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Saturday Seminar

to lose
Nutrition For Lite
s ,v; g'•
rige-hent
Prenatal Nutrition
-. J.
,-"Icr counseling tcr expectant Totters
Post-Partum Weightloss
riosing that baby tat
For a free, personal consultation and more
information about our adiustable pricing plan.
call (502) 762-1533 today

.• -•

-a',:-,
avkl

Monday. April 15
Como
Wagc
Ca`g-:
7
Cottage.. Grove

If you are a
:
have your blooC s ;;tar
-•
the health if yoL, --Y.! • .
prescription trb'7
r?*. S:
fi'e it with the Heart' T et
.
Your physician wiii sr,e_
frequency for.mbn•fc•t •
prescription
A Stool FOr OCCuit
Kit is also a.,ailable f-, SO
screening detects t

•
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•arlt stat abo•dt • 4
k into proper
,ourschro. and ,or
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atnt am. I n't re( ort-Irrend that
others avoiding

*Mental HealthCare Unit of
Murray Calloway County Hospital 502-762-1360
*Crisis Line ( 24 Hour 1
1.800-592-3980
•Counseling Center of
Murray State University
502-762-6851

Weight Control For Life!
- -lore !..-.ar
,
Lighter Living

,•

it

'

-

-400,-•••• •

aril,those most
Ti•il;'.1t)il ti (rough people with
,tis:iirnat-, es may also he

•••

.-• 0, Ca •,:,wa.
••-•
's abo7a*.c:,•
Arrler.can Ass•i• d•
13a-.cs and
FFi ,oc
F dr •
.
coiiers, ar
25 to 1•5'
Ci0 r:o:
...ay

Weight Control Programs

.4:i•e • i':•. - 4, , • ••
...'.‘4-0t-,!..A.,t - •'t:-* ...• .
‹,••- -•",i,i. :4;
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it s.hool,

:71tCrt

ommunity events

-•

rd •It'ertng habit,
. art' not unusual,
at,netite and insomnia while others

• I!:

P

C

Free Smoking Cessation Program
Must attend all four classes
7:15 - 8:45 a.m.
Mon April88 Wed April 10
Mon , April 15 & Wed , April 17
1:00 - 2:30 p.m.
Tuesday. April 9 & Thursday. April 11
Tuesday, April 16 & Thursday, Apnl 18
3:45 - 5:15 p.m.
Monday. April 22 & Wednesday. April 24
Monday. April 29 & Wednesday. May 1
5:30- 7:00 p.m.
Monday. April 22 & Wednesday, April 24
Monday, April 29 & Wednesday, May 1
4:45 - 615 p.m.
Monday, May 6 & Wednesday, May 8
Monday, rvitiy 13 and Wednesday. May 15
MI Classes Held In The Hospital Board Room
To Pre-regis1w, call Kathie Pierce
•
(502)762-1384.

hoill-ric,that ga‘-L• them

Tt At:Pt; and ,
11.1.`r:n14

Hardin
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Fresh Start

c-n•-d mental healthcare unit which
itepri•ssed mdivaluals out
Often those irk-pre...sec!

t'. '.1
Is

The Murray Ca.ii..v.ay Coonty
Hospital laboratory •s one o` the
most modem in the artea For
instance. th'it chernistr sr C'Hir •
where tests Used to
D!,
hand in tubes and beaKers. is
tote automated

DN,
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and los•"itlontidence which are
htingt
,
:n lochavior are a 1..0.
"lc
ot hand and help

i'e,
t•Innittin

Cross-match.ng r;t
types :s acne
the ri.or,: ban;
Many hospitals rely on the Red
Cross and other sucrtations 'o- the • in
s
. However.
" Cal.0‘).(1 Cr.nts H.T.,s;) .a'
htained and statte
-.:vv-h In nod bank s,h,c e :914
- It a.:y
'na7( a.
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During National Medical
Laboratory Week. April 14-20.
join us in rec ognizing this group
of professionals who diligently
perform high-risk medical duties
daily for the health and well being
of otnetts.

•.
•

2
Wednesday. April 17
Hazel
oarx
Fl '39- '
1 'am
Whitlock
" Lee Grocery
10-2 30 c)
Thursday. April 18
Murray
P'ggX Wggl
8-11 30 a m & 12 30-3 p m
Monday. April 22
Lynnville
Groce-, & Grill
8 30-11 30 a m
Cuba
Cuba Grocery
12 30 c m
Tuesday. April 23
Puryear
Community Center
8 30-11 30 a m
12 30 2 30 p m
Wednesday, April 24
Mayfield
Senior Citizen Center
9-11 30am
Thursday, April 25
Murray
Court Square
8-11 30 a m 8 12 30-3 p m
Monday, April 29
Murray
Calloway CO Public Library
9 30-11 30 a m & 1 -3-pm
Tuesday. April 30
Draffenville
Bonanza
9 1 1 30 a m & 12 30-2 30 p m

,•2

